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ABSTRACT 
 
An often-used global model of international business (IB) cooperation in 
the film industry is ‘international film co-production’, consisting of two or 
more production companies from at least two different countries jointly 
producing a film. Based on their characteristics, international film co-
productions can strongly be considered as international alliances between 
production companies, mainly coordinated and regulated by collaborative 
agreements called ‘co-production agreements’. Accordingly, international 
film co-productions are not only interesting from the IB perspective, but 
also from the legal perspective, since there are both business and legal 
challenges relating to such IB cooperation.  
 
Regardless of the relevant topic, there is still little knowledge about the 
use of collaborative agreements in international alliances obtained through 
multidisciplinary study combining business and legal studies, and more 
specifically on how one specific international alliance is structured, based 
on, and managed by an alliance contract, which contractual provisions are 
included in the contract, and how the design of such contract could be 
approached and further applied to the film industry. The purpose and 
objective of this study is to contribute to the understanding of international 
alliances based on and regulated by alliance contracts, including various 
business and legal issues to be agreed upon between the alliance partners 
and influenced by the international legal environment, in the context of the 
Finnish film industry as the case, international film co-production as the 
international alliance, and co-production agreement as the alliance 
contract. 
 
This doctoral thesis explores the research topic through the case of the 
Finnish film industry by examining international film co-productions as 
alliances, the use and design of co-production agreements as a basis for 
such international film co-production alliances, and the relevant and 
applicable legal regulation having influence on such alliances and co-
production agreements. Moreover, this study follows a qualitative single-
case study design, the primary empirical source of data consisting of ten 
interviews carried out in Finland in which Finnish film producers were the 
interviewees.  
 
As contributions, this multidisciplinary study enables the exploration of 
the research area from an extensive perspective, thereby contributing to the 
research on alliance contracting and the film industry. Based on the 
literature review and the legal structure, a conceptual framework is 
proposed for understanding international film co-production alliances 
based on co-production agreements and influenced by the different legal 
regulation. Furthermore, based on the empirical findings of this study, a 
process model is also proposed in order to identify different phases of the 
design of a co-production agreement from business and legal perspectives, 
one to be applied to international film co-productions in general, and the 
other to be applied to the Finnish film industry.  
 
In summary, by studying international film co-production alliances and 
co-production agreements as alliance contracts from the Finnish film 
industry perspective as a multidisciplinary study that combines 
international business and legal perspectives using a qualitative case study 
methodology, this doctoral dissertation contributes to the alliance literature 
and theory by developing a conceptual framework of an alliance contract’s 
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business and legal environment and a process model representing the 
design of an alliance contract combining business and legal perspectives.  
 
Keywords: international alliances, international film co-productions, 
collaborative agreements, co-production agreements, alliance contracts, 
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This first chapter of this doctoral thesis introduces the research topic by 
presenting the background of the study, the research problem and gap, 
research objectives and questions as well as the key concepts and 
limitations, in order to create a solid basis for the study. To conclude this 
introductory chapter the overall structure of the study is presented.   
 
 
1.1.  Background of the Study 
 
Internationalization has been and continues to reshape the world economy. 
Firms aim to internationalize their businesses in order to be able to 
compete in the global market; a feature that also includes firms 
representing the film industry. The film industry has already been 
international for many decades, while film production companies 
worldwide have created different kinds of international business 
operations. There are various operation methods from which firms may 
choose to conduct business in foreign markets (Luostarinen & Welch, 1997). 
Over the past few decades there has been an enormous increase in the 
formation of international alliances and in the research efforts devoted to 
understanding such alliances (Inkpen, 2001). Inter-organizational 
arrangements such as alliances and long-term contracting have become 
significant mechanisms through which firms exchange products, services 
and knowledge (see e.g. Argyres & Mayer, 2007; Lane & Lubatkin, 1998; 
Larsson et al., 1998; Mowery et al., 1996).  
 
There are various reasons why film production companies also seek and 
are involved in international business cooperation. In general, one reason 
has been the possibility to make different kinds of films with different 
combinations of filmmakers, producers or financiers in the field, using 
different languages, and so on. The majority of international cooperation in 
the film industry has been initiated in order to finance film productions 
through raising finance from more than one source (Alberstat, 2000). As 
financial advantages for European producers, they can take advantage not 
only of the various European funding schemes, but also of the state, 
regional and local subsidies that exist in many European countries 
(Alberstat, 2000). Moreover, international business cooperation in the film 
industry has also been supported by various benefits achieved by film 
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producers relating to capital, know-how, regulations, costs, taxes, etc., 
which benefits may play a critical role, whether in production, finance, 
distribution and/or marketing of films.  
 
An often-used global model of international business cooperation in the 
film industry is ‘international film co-production’; defined as "a film with 
two or more producers from at least two different countries" (Kohvakka & 
Huttunen, 1997:54). In general terms, a film co-production can be 
described as any type of production that involves more than one party in 
the production process, through partnership, joint venture or any other 
means of cooperation (Neumann & Appelgren, 2002). Aside from the 
obvious financial advantages of international film co-production, it has 
been said that such co-production provides a unique opportunity to enrich 
the quality of programming through cross-fertilization of creative talents 
and ideas across different European nations (Alberstat, 2000). As pointed 
out by Enrich (2005), international film co-production makes it possible to 
combine forces and consequently achieve a work that either of the co-
producers alone would find it difficult to achieve in any other way.   
 
In order to reflect that the entertainment industry (including films) is 
continuously a great worldwide business, for example, entertainment has 
consistently been one of the largest net export categories for the United 
States (estimated to be at least USD 9 billion in 2006) and at the wholesale 
level generating annual revenues exceeding USD 300 billion in the U.S. 
(Vogel, 2007). Based on the provisional data available, the European 
Audiovisual Observatory1 has estimated that a total of 1168 feature films 
(including feature documentary films) were produced within the member 
states of the European Union (the EU) and a total of 209 feature fiction 
films were majority co-produced by a European Union member country in 
20092. During 2005-2009 the numbers of feature films produced in the EU 
have been the following: 911 in 2005, 1043 in 2006, 1044 in 2007, 1140 in 
2008 and 1168 in 2009 (the latter a new record high). This data also 
include the production figures from the new EU member states and has 
been adjusted accordingly for the said period. Based on the numbers of the 
European Audiovisual Observatory, the three most active EU countries in 
international film co-productions during the years 2005-2009 have been 
                                                      
1 The Observatory is a European public service body comprised of 36 member 
states and the European Community, represented by the European Commission. 
2 Estimating the total volume of production of feature films in the EU remains 
difficult, chiefly due to the risk of double counting of co-productions and to 
differing national methodologies for the collection of the data. Press Release of the 
European Audiovisual Observatory of May 6, 2010. 
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France, Spain, and Germany followed by Belgium, the United Kingdom, 
and Italy. As a comparison to the EU, 677 national feature films were 
produced in the United States and 448 national films were released in 
Japan in 2009.3 
 
Finland has also been increasingly involved in such international film co-
productions, but the uncertainty of both business and legal issues has 
affected the presence of the Finnish production companies in international 
film co-productions. In general, the film production companies tend to be 
rather small in Finland and their own investments in film co-productions 
are modest, and therefore, the making of films has been strongly dependent 
on public support money. In Finland, public support money is mainly 
granted by the Finnish Film Foundation, and since the production support 
from the Finnish Film Foundation is limited, the need for other financing is 
obvious. Therefore, regardless of pre-selling e.g. television rights of the 
film, Finnish film production companies tend to look for opportunities to 
participate in international business cooperation in order to obtain greater 
finance for their films as well as to look for international distribution and 
recognition for their films. Finland has already been increasingly involved 
in international film co-productions, whether participating with greater or 
smaller financial or other efforts. Due to the limited amount of financing 
contributions compared to other countries, Finnish film production 
companies have often participated in international film co-productions as a 
co-producer or as a so-called associate producer and received the 
distribution and exploitation rights of the film for Finland.  
 
International film co-productions as such are challenging international 
business operations. Based on their characteristics, international film co-
productions can strongly be considered as international alliances between 
production companies that cooperate in producing, exploiting, distributing 
and/or in any other way operating regarding a specific film. It is not only 
international film co-productions that are interesting from the international 
business perspective, there are both business and legal challenges to be met 
when dealt with international film co-productions as international business 
operations. These are challenges this particular study go into. As pointed 
out by Harbison and Pekar (1998), every alliance, such as an international 
film co-production, is not just a business undertaking, but also an exercise 
in business law. These international film co-productions are mainly 
coordinated and regulated by collaborative agreements called ‘co-
                                                      
3 Focus 2010, Release of Marché du Film on World Market Trends, 2010; and  
  Press Release of the European Audiovisual Observatory of May 6, 2010. 
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production agreements’. Such co-production agreements are entered into 
by and between the co-producing partners consisting of joint agreement on 
all the different issues regarding the international film co-production in 
question. As argued by Neumann and Appelgren (2002:3), “just as every 
film is unique, so every co-production agreement is a singular creation”. 
The authors further point out that it would be a lot easier if there was such a 
thing as a standard co-production agreement, but the reality is that the 
intricate web of issues under negotiation can vary widely across films 
(Neumann & Appelgren, 2002).  
 
This study originated from the fact that the author of this study has been 
working as a legal and business management consultant specializing in the 
film and television industry. In addition to a degree of Master of Science in 
Economics, the author holds the degree of Master of Laws, which explains 
the strong interest in both business and legal affairs and a multidisciplinary 
approach to studying. While working within the environment of 
international business cooperation in the film industry, the author has 
faced the challenge of the Finnish film production companies: to manage 
both business and legal issues to achieve the best possible solutions and 
successful outcomes. The personal background of the author provides a rare 
and valuable basis for this study, and the study is particularly inspired by 
the work experience of the author with regard to the challenge of 
understanding business and legal issues affecting international film co-
productions. Since 2001, the author has worked closely with several 
international film co-productions, which has provided concrete experience 
on the subject of this study and also benefited the study. However, all the 
statements relating to the author’s own work experience are precisely 
referred to as such in this doctoral thesis. 
 
 
1.2.  Research Problem and Gap 
 
The research problem of this study relates to the difficulties that the Finnish 
film production companies face in creating international cooperation with 
foreign production companies. Many reasons have been presented to 
explain the low degree of international involvement of the Finnish film 
production companies, including the strange language, small size of 
companies, limited financial resources, difficult marketing, etc. However, it 
is noteworthy that Finnish film is definitely not internationally unknown, 
Finnish films have achieved much recognition abroad, and the professional 
skills of Finnish filmmakers are acknowledged to be of a high level among 
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professionals worldwide. Some suggestions have been put forward, for 
example, that the internationalization strategy of the Finnish content 
production companies could move towards close cooperation with 
technology companies operating in the international market (Kallio, 2001). 
Nevertheless, Kallio (2001) has also argued that the international markets 
are open for Finnish companies. The challenge seems to be to find 
innovative solutions and long-term goals in the establishment process.    
 
Particularly, there is a lot of uncertainty on both business and legal issues 
relating to international cooperation in the Finnish film industry, which has 
affected the presence of Finnish film production companies in international 
film co-productions. When entering into an international film co-
production alliance, the film production companies should understand not 
only the business but also the legal issues to be taken into consideration. 
International film co-productions involve a variety of different business and 
legal issues to be agreed upon, and the film production companies as 
alliance partners should also be aware of the legal regulation relating to 
such co-productions (see e.g. Neumann & Appelgren, 2002; Baker, 1995; 
Dally et al., 2002; Alberstat, 2000). Not only is the management of 
international film co-productions challenging from the international 
business perspective with regard to Finnish film production companies, but 
especially the international legal environment makes such international 
cooperation in the Finnish film industry complex. This has not only affected 
Finnish companies, it is also a concern for companies representing other 
countries. Consequently, it is argued here that increasing the knowledge 
within the film industry would be supportive for production companies to 
be involved in international cooperation.  
 
Based on the discussion presented above, the need for comprehensive 
knowledge on the research subject is obvious. Regardless of the relevant 
topic, there is a lack of research on the subject, which makes this particular 
study important. The research area is definitely not completely 
unexamined, since both the operation forms of international business 
operations (see e.g. Mead, 1998; Ball & McCulloch, 1996; Mendenhall et al., 
1995; Punnett & Ricks, 1992) as well as the legal issues affecting the 
business environment (see e.g. Moore, 2000; Vogel, 2007; Baumgarten et 
al., 1992) have been studied in general. Moreover, past research on 
international cooperation also includes international co-production and 
collaborative agreements (see e.g. Contractor & Lorange, 2002; Luostarinen 
& Welch, 1997; Bartlett & Ghoshal, 1996; Buckley & Casson, 1988) as well 
as alliances (see e.g. Shenkar & Reuer, 2006; Doz & Hamel, 1998; Harbison 
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& Pekar, 1998; Koza & Lewin, 1998; Seristö & Vaara, 1999). There are also 
business law studies (see e.g. Keenan & Riches, 1995; Savage & Bradgate, 
1993) and studies have been carried out on business and alliance contracts 
(see e.g. Reuer & Ariño, 2007; Argyres & Mayer, 2007; Ariño & Reuer, 
2004; Poppo & Zenger, 2002; Frankel et al., 1996). Regarding legal 
regulation, it is available just based on its public nature.  
 
All the previous research naturally provides a basis for this study on 
international film co-productions. However, this study differs from 
previous studies in three fundamental ways. First, it is argued here that 
business and legal studies have not been combined to increase 
understanding of collaborative agreements used in alliances and 
furthermore applied to international film co-productions, which makes this 
study unique. The value of multidisciplinary studies has been recognized 
e.g. by Argyres and Mayer (2007) who argue that while legal scholars study 
contracting issues extensively, like organizational scholars, they have not 
tended to discuss firm-level contract design capabilities per se; i.e. the 
challenge is to combine legal and business perspectives. Luo (2002:903) 
has also argued that “contracts and cooperation are interrelated because a 
contractual arrangement serves as a framework within which cooperation 
proceeds” and further states that “contracts and cooperation are generally 
studied separately rather than within an integrated framework”. It is 
strongly reflected that there is a need for multidisciplinary research 
combining business and legal studies in order to manage the use of 
collaborative agreement as an entirety.  
 
Second, the previous alliance contract research has focused on how 
contractual characteristics explain alliance outcomes or what triggers 
changes to alliance contracts (Parkhe, 1993b; Deeds & Hill, 1998; Reuer & 
Ariño, 2002; Reuer et al., 2002), the determinants of alliance contractual 
design (Luo, 2002; Ryall & Sampson, 2006), particular contractual features 
and the design of alliance contracts (see e.g. Reuer & Ariño, 2007; Ariño & 
Reuer, 2004; Mayer, 2006), detailed analysis of the different contractual 
clauses  (see e.g. Faems et al., 2008; Hagedoorn & Hesen, 2007; De Jong & 
Klein Woolthuis, 2009), whether relational governance substitutes for or 
complements formal governance mechanisms (see e.g. Poppo & Zenger, 
2002; Mayer & Argyres, 2004; Hoetker & Mellewigt, 2009), and whether 
prior ties generate trust and/or inter-organizational routines for partners 
(Zollo et al., 2002). However, it is argued here that despite diverse research 
on alliance contracts, there has not been any study on how one specific 
international alliance is structured, based on and managed by an alliance 
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contract, which contractual provisions are included in such contract and 
how the design of such contract could be approached, and carried out by 
including the film industry as the case, international film co-production as 
the international alliance and co-production agreement as the alliance 
contract. As argued by Ariño and Reuer (2004), little attention has been 
paid to the alliance structuring aspects, such as the choice of the contractual 
provisions regulating the alliance relationship, and further supported by 
Reuer et al. (2006:307) as “little is known about the contents of alliance 
contracts”. 
  
Third, the research on international co-productions in the film industry 
has been very modest and small in number, relating to very different 
perspectives on filmmaking and the film industry including e.g. studies on 
finance, policy and industrial dynamics, internationalization vs. 
globalization, asset specificity and long-term contracts, and organization as 
strategy (see e.g. Morawetz et al., 2007; Lorenzen, 2007; Chisholm, 1993; 
Robins, 1993; Hanssen, 2000; Kenney & Klein, 2000; Alvarez et al., 2005). 
Unfortunately, as pointed out by Morawetz et al. (2007), despite the 
increasing global prominence of international film co-productions, the 
literature has taken little account of the phenomenon to date and remains 
largely focused on national industries, and in particular on the US majors. 
This study sets out to redress this criticism by providing a multidisciplinary 




1.3.  Research Objectives, Questions and the Case Study Setting 
 
Based on the research problem and gap discussed above, the objective of 
this doctoral thesis is to contribute to the understanding of international 
alliances based on and regulated by alliance contracts that include various 
business and legal issues to be agreed upon between the alliance partners 
and are influenced by the international legal environment. Further, this 
doctoral thesis study is applied to the Finnish film industry as the case, 
international film co-production as the international alliance and co-
production agreement as the alliance contract. 
 
In order to achieve the proposed objective, this study aims at examining 
how co-production agreements consisting of various contractual elements 
function as a basis for international film co-production alliances from both 
business and legal perspectives; i.e. how an international film co-
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production alliance is structured, based on and managed by a co-
production agreement. Moreover, based on the multidisciplinary approach, 
this study aims at exploring the international legal environment by 
examining the relevant legal regulation and clarifying whether such 
regulation is compatible with the business environment. There is a complex 
network of different legal regulations relating to international film co-
productions that have many parties involved: film production companies 
from different states, financiers, film institutes, television companies, etc., 
which leads to a situation where different laws, rules, and agreements 
create a rather complicated and confusing network that needs to be dealt 
with. More specifically, this study examines the legal regulation from the 
Finnish film industry perspective, since in order to carry out a complete and 
coherent study from the legal perspective, the legal regulation including 
national jurisdictions must be explicitly known (see also limitations 
presented in Chapter 1.4.).   
 
Finally, as a managerial contribution, this study is carried out in order to 
increase the understanding of the Finnish film production company 
management on international film co-production alliances and the business 
and legal challenges involved in such international cooperation. Therefore, 
this study aims at presenting a model/framework relating to the business 
and legal management of international film co-productions and the use of 
co-production agreements. 
 
Consequently, the research questions and sub-questions of the thesis are 
the following: 
 
1. How does a co-production agreement function as a basis for and 
regulating an international film co-production alliance?  
 
2. What are the business and legal issues relating to, and having 
influence upon, the use of co-production agreements in international film 
co-productions from the Finnish film industry perspective?  
 (a)  What are the key contractual elements of the international film 
co-productions?   
 (b)  What is the legal regulation affecting the international film co-
productions? 
(c)  How does the legal regulation support or restrict international 
film co-productions? 
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3. What kind of model/framework could be presented in order to 
increase understanding of the Finnish film industry with regard to both 
business and legal management of international film co-productions and 
the use of co-production agreements? 
 
Furthermore, in order to achieve the proposed objective, this study 
follows a case study method. As argued by Ghauri (2004), a case study is 
considered to be a useful method when the research area is relatively less 
known, and case studies have the potential to deepen our understanding of 
the research phenomenon. Moreover, this study is carried out as an 
exploratory single-case study in the business field, the Finnish film industry 
as the case. Here, the film industry and contracting in international film co-
production alliances represent a unique and rather unexamined research 
area. The research design, the case study setting, and methodology are 
discussed in more detail in Chapter 3. 
 
Relating to the research objectives, questions, and the overall study, it is 
further noteworthy to state a few relevant points in order to reflect the 
nature of this multidisciplinary study carried out by combining 
international business and legal studies. Above all, this study is 
international business research supported by the legal perspective. This 
means that, on the one hand, the structure, including introduction, 
literature review, methodology, empirical research, and contributions, as 
well as the content of the study represents international business research 
contributing to research on international alliances. On the other hand, the 
content and the scope of the legal perspective follow up the international 
business research structure by examining the legal knowledge and 
regulation to the extent that is adequate and justified in order to support 
the international business study and to increase the understanding of the 
management of international film co-productions as international alliances 
not only from the business perspective but also influenced by the legal 
environment. Defining this specification is relevant especially from the 
perspective of the science of law having influence on the interpretation of 
the research objectives and the research questions presented above, as well 
as the scope/comprehensiveness of the legal research and the expected 
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1.4.  Definitions and Limitations 
 
Definitions of the Key Concepts 
 
This doctoral thesis employs a number of key concepts used in the study; 
the most important ones are presented below: 
 
Collaborative agreement - co-production agreement 
For the purposes of this study, the term ‘collaborative agreement’ is used to 
refer to an actual agreement such as a ‘co-production agreement’ used in 
international film co-productions, entered into by and between the co-
producing partners and specifying the agreed contractual provisions 
between the contracting/alliance partners to co-produce a film. A co-
production agreement as collaborative agreement is further discussed and 
defined in more detail in Chapter 2.2.1.  
 
Contractual provisions 
The term ‘contractual provisions’ refers to the terms and conditions agreed 
upon by and between the contracting parties and included in a contract 
such as a co-production agreement. This is further discussed in Chapter 
2.2.2. 
 
Co-producer – delegate producer –  
minority co-producing partner 
For the purposes of this study, the term ‘co-producer’ is used to refer to a 
production company as a co-producing partner of an international film co-
production i.e. a contracting party of a co-production agreement. The term 
‘delegate producer’ is used to refer to the ultimate responsible party for the 
financing and production of the film with regard to an international film co-
production, and the term ‘minority co-producing partner’ is used to refer to 
the co-producing partner other than the delegate producer. 
 
Film - feature film  
In general, the term ‘film’ refers to all kinds of films. However, this study 
focuses on international co-productions of ‘feature films’, and the term 
‘film’ is used in this study to refer to such feature film. Other types of films 
are short film, documentary film, animation film, and commercial film. 
‘Feature film’ is defined e.g. as a full-length, fictional film (not a 
documentary or short), generally for theatrical release (Litwak, 2004). 
Although the empirical study is based on feature films, the findings of the 
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study may also be applicable to international film co-productions for other 
types of film. 
 
International co-production – international film co-production 
In general, the term ‘international co-production’ refers to one type of 
operational form of international business as discussed in more detail in 
Chapter 2.1.2.1. However, in this study ‘international co-production’ refers 
to an often-used global model of international business cooperation in the 
film industry. ‘International co-production’ or ‘international film co-
production’ may be defined as e.g. “a film with two or more producers from 
at least two different countries” (Kohvakka & Huttunen, 1997:54). For the 
purposes of this study, following the definition of Alberstat (2000), the 
term ‘international film co-production’ is used to refer to a production 
where two or more production companies representing different countries 
play an active role in the physical production of a film by supplying the 
services of individuals in the production, jointly contributing to the 
financing of it, and jointly – proportionate to their relative contributions – 
owning the rights of the completed production. 
 
Legal regulation 
In this study the term ‘legal regulation’ is used to refer to the different 
sources of law and legal rules, including e.g. international treaties 
(conventions, bilateral and multilateral treaties), national laws and other 
legal rules and regulations. This is further discussed in more detail in 
Chapter 2.3. 
 
Partner - party 
For the purposes of this study, the term ‘partner’ refers to a business 
partner i.e. alliance partner. On the other hand, the term ‘party’ is a legal 
term referring to a party to a contract. In other words, both terms may refer 
to the same entity, but the term ‘partner’ is used from the business 





There are some specific noteworthy limitations to this doctoral thesis. From 
a process perspective of alliances, the study focuses on the contracting part 
of the alliance process and attention is not directed e.g. to the reasons, 
motives and/or rationales leading to international cooperation in the film 
industry and international film co-productions. Nor is attention paid to 
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language and other issues having positive or negative influence on the 
international cooperation. In this regard issues such as the significance of 
language, foreign interest on Finnish films, etc. are not studied. In other 
words, whatever the reasons for international cooperation are, this doctoral 
thesis focuses on studying international film co-productions based on co-
production agreements. Nevertheless, this doctoral thesis does not focus on 
studying how the right partner is chosen, since the focus is on the use of co-
production agreements between co-producing alliance partners. The 
positioning of this study is further presented in Chapter 2.1.3.     
 
Geographically, this doctoral thesis focuses on the Finnish film industry. 
In order to ensure the integrity of the overall multidisciplinary study, this 
study is limited to the Finnish film industry, since national legal regulation 
is examined to meet the objectives set for the study, and this requires that 
the author of the study knows the national law. In order to carry out this 
research for any other country or territory, the researcher carrying out such 
study would need to be familiar with the national legal regulation of such 
country or territory. However, some parts of this study are rather universal 
based on the fact that international film co-productions involve the same 
elements regardless of the country in question.  
 
In order to achieve the research objectives, all the relevant information on 
the subject, such as literature, articles and research studies, have been 
gathered, although due to the language restrictions of the author of this 
study, the information gathered is limited to the Finnish, English and 
Swedish languages.    
 
 
1.5.  Structure of the Study 
 
This doctoral thesis is divided into five chapters. In this first chapter, the 
study has been introduced. The second chapter presents the theoretical 
foundations of the study. It examines international film co-productions as 
international alliances, the use of co-production agreements in such 
alliances and the legal regulation having influence on international film co-
productions by discussing the key features and by presenting a conceptual 
framework for the study. Accordingly, a multidisciplinary approach 
combining international business and legal studies is presented. The third 
chapter presents the methodology applied to the study by discussing the 
research design and the case study setting, the methods for collecting and 
analyzing the empirical data, and the legal research methodology.  
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In the fourth chapter, the conceptual framework established for this study 
is applied to the empirical study on international film co-productions and 
co-production agreements; the Finnish film industry being the case in 
question. Further, the empirical data collected for the study are discussed 
and analyzed, and key findings of the study are presented. The final chapter 
concludes the overall research by presenting the theoretical contributions 
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2. LITERATURE REVIEW AND  
    LEGAL STRUCTURE 
 
This second chapter of the doctoral thesis creates a conceptual framework 
for this multidisciplinary study by going into the studies and literature 
relating to the research area on alliances, contracting, international film co-
productions, and co-production agreements. In order to carry out a 
multidisciplinary study combining the research areas of international 
business and law, notice is not only taken of international business studies, 




2.1.  International Film Co-Productions as Alliances and 
        Contracting  
 
In order to define the conceptual framework employed in this study, this 
sub-chapter begins the literature review. It examines international co-
production of the film industry, identifies international film co-production 
as an alliance in the international business research area, and finally, 
positions this study within the notion of the contracting of alliances.   
 
2.1.1. International Co-Productions in the Film Industry 
 
‘International film co-production’ may be defined as “a film with two or 
more producers from at least two different countries” (Kohvakka & 
Huttunen, 1997:54). As argued by Kohvakka and Huttunen (1997), through 
international film co-production, production companies jointly invest 
financial stakes necessary to make a film and jointly own the film’s 
copyrights and share the revenues generated by the film. As defined by 
Alberstat (2000:209), a co-production can be defined as “a production 
where two or more producers play an active role in the physical production 
of a programme by supplying the services of individuals on the production, 
jointly contributing to the financing of it, and jointly, proportionate to their 
relative contributions, owning rights in the completed production”, and 
further in the case of international film co-production such producers 
represent different countries. According to Dally et al. (2002), an 
international film co-production is an agreement whereby two or more 
production companies of different nationality agree to share the ownership 
and rights to a film in exchange for contributing to its financing. In general, 
international film co-productions are often based on each party bringing 
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something valuable to the project that the other collaborators lack (Litwak, 
2004).  
 
The definition above offered by Kohvakka and Huttunen (1997) is 
relatively general. As stated by the authors, the definition does not include 
any criteria on the physical making of the film. It is not a requirement that 
an international film co-production is actually made internationally. An 
international film co-production may be made wholly domestically with the 
practical responsibility for the production resting on one firm, all the 
filmmakers employed coming from the country of the film’s origin, the film 
being shot in the country in question, and in the national language. In such 
films, the other firms are only involved as producers in the sense defined 
above. However, a co-produced film can also be made internationally; as 
the image of an international film co-production easily creates in one’s 
mind. Neither does the definition set any conditions for the sizes of the 
investments with which the firms participate in the financing of the film. 
They can just as well divide the financing into equal shares, as make one 
firm responsible for the bulk of the financing, with the other firms only 
financing small minority shares. Therefore, films that are not really 
international co-productions may be easily called such. For example, a film 
produced by a Finnish production company using film-makers from several 
countries and perhaps shot abroad, is thought to be an international film 
co-production, as is a film with foreign financing. (Kohvakka & Huttunen, 
1997)  
 
Stricter definitions are also being applied to international film co-
productions. Such stricter definitions are used e.g. by support systems 
aiming to promote the making of international film co-productions, for 
example, in international agreements on co-productions. (Kohvakka & 
Huttunen, 1997) As stated by Neumann and Appelgren (2002), an 
international film co-production may be a financial arrangement whereby 
producers from different countries join forces to obtain the benefits of 
subsidies in their home countries, but it may also be a creative collaboration 
where each production company plays a producing/managing and creative 
role. Nevertheless, the fundamental reason for the use of different 
definitions is the great variety of international film co-productions that 
exist. For the purposes of this study, following the definition of Alberstat 
(2000), the term ‘international film co-production’ is used to refer to a 
production where two or more production companies representing different 
countries play an active role in the physical production of a film by 
supplying the services of individuals to the production, jointly contributing 
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to the financing of it, and jointly, proportionate to their relative 
contributions, owning rights in the completed production.  
 
Moreover, as argued by Enrich (2005), a distinction must be drawn 
between co-production and ordinary financial participation, in which the 
‘financial partner’ (also called the ‘financial co-producer’) participates in the 
results of exploiting the audiovisual work without being a co-owner of its 
constitutive elements. Enrich (2005) has further argued that not all 
producers who participate in a production are in fact co-producers; it is 
only those partners/persons who have specifically agreed to this by means 
of a contract. This argument is also applied to this study, and in this study 
the term ‘co-producer’ refers to the actual co-producing partner involved in 
an international film co-production and entering into a co-production 
agreement. 
 
Film production, in general, is a long-term project implying different 
phases. In order to understand the process of producing any film, the 
different phases of the film production can be identified as follows (see e.g. 





Writing a script, obtaining the rights to the story 
 
2. Pre-production  
Planning, financing, organizing, scheduling, budgeting, casting &  
contracting the film production 
 
3. Production 
Shooting the film, on location 
 
4. Post-production 
Cutting and editing the film, sound, etc. to finish the film, the first print 
 
5. Commercial exploitation  
Exploitation & distribution (theatre, TV, devices, streaming, festivals, etc.)  




Becoming involved in a film co-production means working with a partner 
or various partners to produce a film over an extended period of time and 
often under great pressure; a point made by Neumann and Appelgren 
(2002). Therefore, when entering into a film co-production relationship 
with various partners, a production company must carefully consider the 
time frame, which makes an international film co-production even more 
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challenging to manage. All the different phases of film production must be 
coordinated and agreed between the co-producing partners representing 
different countries. In addition, international film co-production processes 
can vary. According to the Finnish producers, there has not been such a 
thing as a typical international film co-production, and similar thoughts 
have also been expressed in studies in other countries (Kohvakka & 
Huttunen, 1997). Multiformity is not merely a feature of international film 
co-productions; it is typical of film production in general. A variety of 
factors affect it, for example, the type of film, practical resources, the way 
the production companies work, and the operating environments. 
(Kohvakka & Huttunen, 1997)   
 
In the following two sub-chapters, international film co-productions are 
first discussed and defined as alliances, and further, the study is positioned 
particularly within the notion of contracting of alliances.  
 
2.1.2. International Film Co-Productions as Alliances 
 
2.1.2.1. Inter-firm Cooperation and International Co-Production in IB 
 
There is a considerable body of literature concerning inter-firm 
cooperation. As argued by Marschan-Piekkari et al. (2001), the literature is 
replete with definitions of collaboration, cooperation, partnership, and 
strategic alliance, reflecting the scattered nature of the field and the 
different schools of thought and perspectives among academics working in 
the area. As Luostarinen and Welch (1997) have explained, many different 
terms have been used to describe international inter-firm cooperation; for 
example, ‘international cooperative operations’, ‘international cooperation 
forms or modes’, as well as ‘international collaborative agreements’, 
‘international cooperative ventures’, ‘international strategic alliances’, and 
‘international strategic partnerships’. According to Luostarinen and Welch 
(1997:193), “the purpose of the cooperation is to achieve commonly agreed, 
share goals through joint activities taking place in one or more collaborative 
or non-collaborative countries on an equity or non-equity basis by sharing 
costs, risks and profits caused by these joint trading or non-trading 
activities”. The authors have further argued that “partners may be rivals or 
non-competing firms which voluntarily, under a formal or informal 
agreement, decide to enter into a mutually beneficial partnership-type of 
cooperation for an extended period” (Luostarinen & Welch, 1997:193).  
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In general, in international business a lot of cooperation has been based 
on collaborative agreements, and international business operation modes 
have been identified by several researchers (see e.g. Taoka & Beeman, 1991; 
Luostarinen & Welch, 1997; Contractor & Lorange, 1988). As Buckley and 
Casson (1988) have stated, in international business, the term ‘cooperative 
venture’ may indicate a joint venture, a collaborative agreement, licensing, 
franchising, subcontracting or even a management contract or countertrade 
agreement. Perhaps the most common approach is to classify various types 
of collaboration along a continuum (see e.g. Marschan-Piekkari et al., 2001; 
Contractor & Lorange, 1988). At one end, there are tight equity agreements 
with considerable co-ownership, control and inter-organizational 
dependence, such as complete mergers and equity joint ventures. At the 
other end, there are spot transactions such as non-equity agreements, 
rather loose, even virtual arrangements of networking and information 
sharing. (Marschan-Piekkari et al., 2001; Buckley & Casson, 1988; Kogut, 
1988) Between the two extremes lie several types of cooperative 
arrangements, international film co-production representing one of these. 
As Contractor and Lorange (1988:22) have pointed out, “these 
arrangements differ in the formula used to compensate each partner (the 
legal form of the agreement) as well as in the strategic impact on the global 
operations of each partner”.  
 
Traditionally, cooperative arrangements have further been grouped into 
different types. As an example, Contractor and Lorange (1988) have 
explained the difference between the types of cooperative arrangements 
based on two factors – compensation method, and inter-organizational 
dependence. In co-production and non-equity cooperative agreements 
involved in it, the extent of inter-organizational dependence is rather high 
compared to other types of cooperative arrangements; however, being lower 
in the case of equity joint ventures. Further, on the basis of the cooperation 
field, Luostarinen and Welch (1997) have divided international cooperative 
operations into four groups: research and development cooperation; 
commercial cooperation; industrial (manufacturing, production) 
cooperation; and managerial cooperation. Here co-production represents 
industrial cooperation. According to these studies, the term ‘international 
co-production’ strongly refers to a form of international cooperation. 
However, the term ‘international co-production’ does not really reflect the 
real purpose of the international co-production of the film industry. In the 
film industry, the term ‘international co-production’ has been generally 
used to refer to the fact that a film is jointly produced by two or more 
partners representing different countries, despite the real content of 
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international cooperation between the operating partners. In other words, 
the term ‘international co-production’ used in the film industry does not 
clearly relate to traditional industrial co-production, but the verb ‘produce’ 
is used to refer to the producing of a film. 
 
When designing governance for an alliance, Doz and Hamel (1998) have 
discussed the choice between contractual and institutional forms of 
governance, i.e. whether the alliance should be defined through a set of 
contracts or as a separate institution, such as a joint venture. When 
determining the best form of alliance governance, the authors remind that 
economists and legal specialists would argue that the choice hinges largely 
on whether a “complete” contract can be drawn up, i.e. whether a legal 
agreement among the partners can account for specific future events and 
contingencies (Doz & Hamel, 1998). Doz and Hamel (1998) have further 
pointed out three kinds of contingencies making the crafting of alliance 
contracts difficult and ineffective: task integration, economic uncertainty, 
and the need to make decisions quickly. First, task integration implies 
process integration, not just output coordination, so it requires working 
together on common tasks. Second, the more uncertain the nature and 
value of future trade between partners, the more difficult it is to govern 
through ex-ante contracts. Although an institutional form will not 
guarantee that an alliance can handle long-term uncertainty, when change 
occurs, an institutional arrangement may be easier to revise than one based 
on contracts. Third, the final factor affecting the choice between forms of 
collaboration is urgency of decision-making. (Doz & Hamel, 1998) 
According to Doz and Hamel (1998), in cases where there is no time for a 
lengthy approval process, the fact that the key joint venture managers enjoy 
autonomy in decision-making and also hold key positions in their parent 
companies makes quick decision-making possible. In other words, alliances 
that require little task integration, face little uncertainty, and have no need 
for quick decision-making, can rely on simple contractual arrangements for 
their governance. (Doz & Hamel, 1998)  
 
Based on the literature on inter-firm cooperation and the characteristics 
of international film co-productions, international film co-productions are 
considered as international alliances between partners cooperating 
internationally in producing, exploiting, distributing, and/or in any other 
way operating regarding a specific film. In the following sub-chapter, 
international film co-productions are defined more precisely as 
international alliances. 
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2.1.2.2.  Alliances and Various Research Perspectives 
 
In the never-ending search for ways of gaining a sustainable competitive 
advantage, firms have increasingly turned to the use of strategic alliances as 
a method of international expansion (see e.g. Koza & Lewin, 1998; 
Brouthers et al., 1995; Mohr & Spekman, 1994; Lewis, 1990). As previously 
stated, one of the terms describing international inter-firm cooperation is 
‘international strategic alliances’ (Luostarinen & Welch, 1997). Alliances as 
such have been defined in various ways. According to Harrigan (2002:205), 
a strategic alliance is “a partnership among firms that work together to 
attain some strategic objective”. Gulati (1998:293) has defined strategic 
alliances as “voluntary arrangements between firms involving exchange, 
sharing or co-development of products, technologies, or service”. Inkpen 
(1998:224) has defined a strategic alliance as “a relatively enduring 
interfirm cooperative arrangement that utilizes resources and/or 
governance structures from autonomous organizations”. Furthermore, 
according to Ernst (2003:20), an alliance is “a relationship between 
separate companies that involves joint contributions and shared ownership 
and control”, and the author further argues that “seen on a continuum, an 
alliance is an organizational form between a full acquisition and a loose 
relationship based on an informal agreement”. On the other hand, Seristö 
and Vaara (1999) consider alliances as organizational hybrids that have 
different meanings for different actors.  
 
The specific term ‘strategic alliance’, separated from the term ‘alliance’, 
has been defined on the basis of certain characteristics. For example, 
Harbison and Pekar (1998) have defined ‘strategic alliances’ in terms of the 
following distinct characteristics: (1) a commitment of at least ten years; (2) 
a linkage based on equity or on shared capabilities; (3) a reciprocal 
relationship with a shared strategy in common; (4) an increase in the 
companies’ value in the marketplace, placing pressure on competitors; and 
(5) a willingness to share and leverage core capabilities.  
 
According to Neumann and Appelgren (2002:4), a film co-production can 
be described as “any type of production which involves more than one party 
in the production process, through partnership, joint venture or any other 
means of cooperation”. The authors further state that the structure of an 
international film co-production is known in many countries as a 
partnership (Neumann & Appelgren, 2002). For the purposes of this study, 
according to the definition of Harrigan (2002), the term ‘alliance’ is used to 
refer to a partnership among firms that work together to attain some 
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strategic objective. International film co-productions are these kinds of 
alliances. As international film co-productions are long-term projects, they 
may take several different forms attaining different strategic objectives, and 
there are a variety of capabilities to be shared and agreed upon, 
international film co-productions can strongly be considered as alliances. 
Referring to the definition of Harbison and Pekar (1998), based on the fact 
that international film co-productions may create a commitment of less 
than ten years, they may be considered to be ‘alliances’ rather than 
‘strategic alliances’, which supports the position taken in this study that 
international film co-productions are considered as ‘alliances’.  
 
For some years now there has been a growing stream of research of 
alliances that have been studied from various perspectives (see e.g. Osborn 
& Hagedoorn, 1997; Pekar & Allio, 1994; Lorange & Roos, 1992). For 
example, Osborn and Hagedoorn (1997) have distinguished economics-
based views of alliances, the corporate strategy perspective and the inter-
organizational field perspective. The research on alliances has been carried 
out from various perspectives including, for example, the following themes: 
(1) motives, reasons and rationales for alliances (see e.g. Contractor & 
Lorange, 1988; Ohmae, 1989; Eisenhardt & Schoonhoven, 1996; Lorange & 
Roos, 1991; Schermerhorn, 2001); (2) alliance formation, partner selection 
and characteristics (see e.g. Brouthers et al., 1995; Saxton, 1997; Lorange et 
al., 1992; Luo, 1997; Mitchell et al., 2002; Marschan-Piekkari et al., 2001; 
Hamel et al., 1989; Borys & Jemison, 1989); (3) contractual arrangements 
and trust (see e.g. Reuer & Ariño, 2007; Ariño & Reuer, 2004; Ariño et al., 
2001; Poppo & Zenger, 2002; Das & Teng, 1998; Contractor & Kundu, 
1998; Gulati, 1995); (4) alliance performance, structures and complexity of 
alliances (see e.g. Glaister & Buckley, 1999; Osborn & Baughn, 1990; 
Parkhe, 1993a, 1993b; Killing, 1988); (5) developmental and evolutionary 
processes (see e.g. Ring & Van de Ven, 1994; Doz, 1996); (6) alliances and 
networks (see e.g. Gulati, 1998; Osborn & Hagedoorn, 1997); and (7) 
learning in alliances (see e.g. Hamel, 1991; Inkpen, 1998; Khanna et al., 
1998). 
 
In order to understand an alliance from the process perspective, as 
presented by Pekar and Allio (1994), four stages of the strategic alliance 
process may be identified: strategy development, partner assessment, 
contract negotiations and alliance operations. This perspective is presented 
in Figure 1.  
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  Strategy                Partner         Contract                 Alliance  
       Development         Assessment                   Negotiations               Operations 
 
 
Figure 1. Four stages of the strategic alliance process (Pekar & Allio, 1994). 
 
 
These four process stages can be related to different research 
perspectives. First, strategy development studies the alliance’s feasibility 
and rationale including e.g. motives, drivers and objectives. As stated by 
Pekar and Allio (1994), it focuses on the major issues and challenges and 
development of resource strategies for production, technology, and people, 
and it also requires aligning alliance objectives with the overall corporate 
strategy. Second, partner assessment emphasizes building a database of 
possible partners, analyzing a potential partner’s strengths and weaknesses, 
and preparing appropriate partner selection criteria (Pekar & Allio, 1994). 
Third, contract negotiations determine the content of the cooperation – 
whether all alliance parties have realistic objectives. Also, each partner’s 
contributions are defined and all other terms of the alliance are negotiated 
and determined. This process stage especially relates to studies on 
contractual arrangements and trust. Fourth, according to Pekar and Allio 
(1994), alliance operations address senior management’s commitment, the 
caliber of resources devoted to the alliance, linking of budgets and 
resources with strategic priorities, and measuring and rewarding alliance 
performance. This fourth process stage includes a variety of perspectives, 
such as alliance performance and complexity of alliances, developmental 
and evolutionary processes, as well as networks and learning in alliances. 
(Pekar & Allio, 1994) 
 
The following sub-chapter positions this particular study on international 
film co-production alliances within the sphere of contracting of alliances. 
 
2.1.3. Contracting in International Film Co-Production Alliances 
 
International film co-productions are mainly coordinated and regulated by 
collaborative agreements, called ‘co-production agreements’. Such co-
production agreements are entered into between the co-producing partners 
specifying the contractual provisions agreed by and between production 
companies as contracting/alliance partners to co-produce a film (see e.g. 
Neumann & Appelgren, 2002; Baker, 1995; Dally et al., 2002; Alberstat, 
2000). Therefore, these international film co-production alliances 
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represent a contractual form of governance, since they are based on co-
production agreements. 
 
In this study, the interest is to examine the use of co-production 
agreements that production companies as alliance partners enter into when 
forming an international film co-production alliance. The following figure, 
Figure 2, presents different research areas relating to the stages of an 
alliance process, and the research area relating to this study on 
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Figure 2. Modified model of the four stages of the strategic alliance process by 
Pekar and Allio (1994). 
 
 
Business contracting is one interesting area of research on alliances. 
Many firms invest a lot of money in business development activities in their 
efforts to land a particular contract. However, as Punnett and Ricks (1992) 
have pointed out, prior to incurring these costs, the firm should understand 
the contracting organization and the project in question. Each business 
manager should pay attention to important issues. First, it is important to 
estimate the likelihood that the contract is actually open to all firms and has 
not been promised to one firm based on its relationship with the 
contracting organization. Second, it is also relevant to determine the 
contracting organization's objectives and whether the firm is able to meet 
these objectives in an efficient and effective manner. Third, attention 
should be paid to the contracting organization's ability to live up to its part 
of the contract, in terms of provision of services, materials, and prompt 
payments. If an assessment of the contract organization is positive, then the 
time and money necessary to bid for the contract can be compared to the 
expected returns. Finally, consideration needs to be given to obtaining 
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work permits, income tax responsibilities and other issues related to the 
specific business in question. (Punnett & Ricks, 1992)  
 
Contracting firms rely on their communicating and negotiating ability 
throughout the process of bidding for, signing, and completing a contract. 
Many firms are very successful international contractors, but many more 
find that the costs often outweigh the benefits. (Punnett & Ricks, 1992) As 
Punnett and Ricks (1992) have reminded, contracting provides unique 
opportunities for firms that have specialized skills that are in demand 
internationally, but firms should not make the mistake of thinking that it is 
easy to obtain international contracts.  
 
 
2.2.  Co-Production Agreements as a Basis for International  
 Film Co-Productions 
 
Since international film co-production alliances are based on co-production 
agreements, the contracting of an international film co-production alliance 
refers to the contracting of such co-production agreements. In order to 
finalize the literature review part of this doctoral thesis, this sub-chapter 
examines in more detail co-production agreements used in international 
film co-production alliances, the design of such agreements, and the 
contractual provisions characteristic to them.  
 
2.2.1. Co-Production Agreement of the Film Industry 
 
2.2.1.1. Co-Production Agreement as Collaborative Agreement  
 
From the business perspective, the term ‘collaborative agreement’ may refer 
to different meanings. As already stated, the term ‘international 
collaborative agreement’ is used as one of the terms describing 
international inter-firm cooperation. Hergert and Morris (1988:100) 
consider a collaborative agreement as “an intermediate position along a 
spectrum of inter-firm dealings encompassing arms-length transactions at 
one end and full mergers at the other”. The authors argue that the main 
purpose of a collaborative agreement is to share risks and rewards among 
the participants (Hergert & Morris, 1988).  
 
The term ‘international collaborative agreement’ is also used to refer to an 
actual agreement/contract specifying contractual provisions agreed upon 
between the collaborating partners. For the purposes of this study, the term 
‘collaborative agreement’ is used to refer to such actual co-production 
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agreement entered into by and between the co-producing partners and 
specifying the contractual provisions agreed upon between such 
contracting/alliance partners to co-produce a film. Moreover, as argued by 
Enrich (2005), the legal nature of co-production may vary considerably, 
depending on the various forms that may be agreed by contract (a non-
registered company, a corporation, a partnership, a contract of share in the 
accounts). Nevertheless, for the purposes of this study, the term ‘co-
production agreement’ is used to refer to an agreement specifying the 
contractual provisions for international film co-production between co-
producing partners as independent contractors without a commitment to 
creating any association, corporation, or joint venture.  
 
It is noteworthy that there are also other international collaborative 
agreements relating to international film co-productions, for example, 
particularly relating to financing, exploitation, distribution, marketing, and 
sales of a film. As particularly reminded by Alberstat (2000), film producers 
must differentiate a co-production agreement from a co-financing 
agreement that is an agreement where a participant’s involvement is purely 
financial. As previously referred to, Enrich (2005) has pointed out the 
difference between co-production and ordinary financial participation. 
However, this study only focuses on a co-production agreement regulating 
an international film co-production alliance, and such co-production 
agreement refers to the agreement between the actual co-producing 
partners. Consequently, since international film co-productions are 
considered as international alliances, these co-production agreements as a 
basis for such alliances are also considered as alliance contracts. 
 
Finally, apart from joint ventures, an alliance can be created under many 
contractual forms (García-Canal, 1996). According to the distinction of two 
types of contractual agreements outlined by García-Canal (1996), a co-
production agreement represents a horizontal agreement rather than a 
vertical agreement. In horizontal agreements, all partners participate 
directly in the performance of the activities, subject to the agreement all of 
them share part of their assets, and the greater the horizontal character of 
the alliance the higher the degree to which the partners share the property 
rights over the assets involved in the activities (García-Canal, 1996). As 
stated by García-Canal (1996), in contractual agreements the relationship 
between partners is governed by a contract, specifying the rights and 
obligations of the parties, not implying the establishment of a new entity. 
The author continues that in this way, all the details relating to the control 
of the activities and the distribution of their residual returns must be 
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negotiated between the partners, whereas all details not explicitly treated 
remain unspecified (García-Canal, 1996).  
 
2.2.1.2. Co-Production Agreement as Business Contract 
 
From the legal perspective, a co-production agreement regulating 
international film co-production is considered to be an international 
‘business contract’; this is different from multilateral and bilateral 
agreements. Business contracts are made between business partners i.e. 
firms representing different countries (instead of between countries), and 
as defined by Lyons and Mehta (1997:241), contracts are “agreements in 
writing between two or more parties, which are perceived as legally 
binding”. Lyons and Mehta (1997) have further argued that whereas an 
agreement may take a variety of forms – written or verbal, implicit or 
explicit forms – a formal contract refers to such an agreement in tightly 
written legal forms, which definition is also applied to this study.  
 
Accordingly, a co-production agreement as used in international film co-
productions represents such a business contract between firms. However, 
the relationship between different laws and business contracts is very close. 
It is important to distinguish between different kinds of business 
transactions since different laws and legal principles apply to each. As 
Keenan and Riches (1995) have stated, the rights and duties of the 
contracting parties are determined by the nature of their contract and the 
legal rules that govern that particular kind of agreement. Györy (1995:2) 
has defined the contract of co-production as the contract through which 
“several production enterprises agree to jointly produce a film or 
audiovisual work, with each party contributing a substantial share of the 
means needed for the production and with the intention of becoming the 
owners”.  
 
As previously related, every film is unique and every co-production 
agreement is a singular creation. However, one important factor to be 
considered regarding a co-production agreement is which party will be 
contracting with whom (Alberstat, 2000). All the co-producing partners 
may be involved in the same agreement. The ‘delegate producer’, as the 
ultimate responsible party for the financing and production of the film, may 
contract individually with each of the other parties involved in the film co-
production or all the parties may be included in the same co-production 
agreement. Neither way can be considered better than the other, but as the 
expectations of each party with regard to the key matters of a co-production 
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agreement may vary greatly, it may be more appropriate for the delegate 
producer to agree upon the co-production separately with each of the other 
parties. Therefore, international film co-production alliances may involve 
one or several co-production agreements. Film producers should realize 
that all deals are negotiable and because of the variable nature of film 
production, there are no specific rules to apply to the final outcome of 
negotiations (Alberstat, 2000), although naturally they are limited by the 
applicable legal regulation. 
 
The following figures illustrate the two alternatives regarding the use of a 
co-production agreement in international film co-production: (a) the case 
of one co-production agreement between the co-producing partners and (b) 
the case of several co-production agreements involved in one international 
film co-production. In Figure 3a, production company A as the delegate 
producer enters into one co-production agreement with all the other co-
producing partners (production companies B, C and D), i.e. all the co-
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In Figure 3b, production company A, as the delegate producer, enters into 
one co-production agreement with each of the other co-producing partners, 
i.e. the delegate producer has a separate co-production agreement with 
each minority co-producing partner.  
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After discussing the co-production agreement used in international film 
co-productions, the following sub-chapter further examines the design and 
key content of such co-production agreements, by reference, also, to the 
significance of commitment and trust. 
   
2.2.2. Design of a Co-Production Agreement 
 
2.2.2.1. Design of Alliance Contracts and Contractual Provisions 
 
Regarding alliance contracts in general, as stated by Lee (2000), the only 
good agreement is one that is fair to all parties, and everyone is best served 
when the deal is balanced to the contributions of all participants. As 
pointed out by Ghauri and Usunier (2003), a simple memorandum of 
understanding that allows further refinement may be better when the 
parties have not reached full agreement within a negotiation round. The 
authors further warn that the idea that “a deal closed is better than none” 
may be dangerous, since signing an ambiguous contract can lead to 
enormous problems in the implementation stage (Ghauri & Usunier, 2003).     
 
As pointed out by Reuer and Ariño (2007), empirical research on the 
economics of contracts has especially tended to examine contracts from two 
approaches: (1) by investigating contractual complexity in very global terms 
and (2) by investigating individual provisions. Only recently, research on 
contracts has been extended, first, by Poppo and Zenger (2002) who have 
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called for research that examines particular provisions in contracts rather 
than relying on such global indicators of contractual complexity, and 
second, by Reuer and Ariño (2007) who have combined in their research 
some of the best elements of both of the approaches mentioned above by 
investigating how various types of contractual provisions bundle together, 
and by assessing whether contractual complexity is a multidimensional or 
unidimensional construct.  
 
Regarding the literature on alliances and contracts, as illustrated by Reuer 
and Ariño (2007), the following work may be identified: First, there has 
been research on how contractual characteristics explain alliance outcomes 
or what triggers changes to alliance contracts (Parkhe, 1993b; Deeds & Hill, 
1998; Reuer & Ariño, 2002; Reuer et al., 2002). Second, researchers have 
focused on the determinants of alliance contractual design (Luo, 2002; 
Ryall & Sampson, 2006). Third, studies have examined whether relational 
governance substitutes or complements formal governance mechanisms 
(see e.g. Poppo & Zenger, 2002; Mayer & Argyres, 2004; Hoetker & 
Mellewigt, 2009, Li et al., 2010), and fourth, research has been carried out 
by considering whether prior ties generate trust and/or inter-organizational 
routines for partners (Zollo et al., 2002). (Reuer & Ariño, 2007) Recently, 
Reuer and Ariño (2007) have contributed to the literature by examining the 
theoretical determinants of contractual complexity leading to the core 
finding that contractual complexity is a multidimensional construct and 
that different dimensions of contractual complexity have unique 
antecedents. Faems et al. (2008) have also recently contributed to the 
literature by developing a more integrative perspective on alliance 
governance by connecting contract design, trust dynamics, and contract 
application.   
 
Studies on negotiations, and more specifically cross-cultural/cross-
national negotiations, naturally also closely relate to international business 
contracts. Both contractual negotiations and renegotiations (see e.g. Ghauri 
& Usunier, 2003; Jensen & Unt, 2002; Mead, 1998, 1990; Campbell & 
Reuer, 2001; Ariño & Reuer, 2004; Reuer & Ariño, 2002) have been 
studied, since negotiation can be considered as one of the important arenas 
of cross-cultural communication for international business. As pointed out 
by Mendenhall et al. (1995), business hardly occurs unless negotiations are 
successful. Negotiations may be considered to represent a so-called pre-
stage of business contracts requiring careful preparation, especially when 
the contracting parties are not representing the same country and culture. 
As argued by Mead (1998), the more long-term the proposed deal, the 
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greater the need for additional data, including e.g. financial and economic 
data, infrastructure data, labor force data, legal data, political data, and 
cultural data. Moreover, different issues have been identified as playing an 
important role in cross-national negotiations. Research on cross-cultural 
negotiations may be carried out by looking at different issues that may vary 
among cultural groups, e.g. by focusing on negotiation as a process, the 
choices of representation in negotiations, decision-making authorities and 
reasons for negotiating. However, this study focuses on the co-production 
agreement as an alliance contract regulating an international film co-
production alliance in order to understand such co-production agreement 
from both business and legal perspective, rather than studying contracting, 
including negotiation, as a process.    
 
Looking more closely at the research on alliance contracts, although 
studies have been carried out dealing with contracting and alliance 
contracts as illustrated above, it seems that only recently has more focus 
been directed to particular contractual features and the design of alliance 
contracts (see e.g. Reuer & Ariño, 2007; Ariño & Reuer, 2004; Mayer, 
2006). As argued by Ariño and Reuer (2004:37), “contract design is an 
essential part of alliance structuring” and “a well-designed alliance contract 
will be consistent with the alliance’s purpose and with the partners’ 
interests”. Further, De Jong and Klein Woolthuis (2009:44) have argued 
that “the design of a formal agreement is one of the most important 
strategic decisions for alliance partners”. This also supports the importance 
of co-production agreements used in international film co-production 
alliances creating the entire basis for such international cooperation. The 
design of alliance contract refers in this study to the examining of co-
production agreements and the content characteristic to such agreements 
regulating the international film co-production alliances.  
 
According to Reuer and Ariño (2007:315), “the actual contents of alliance 
contracts may serve several important functions in managing exchange 
hazards”. Through their research, these authors have investigated 
particular contractual provisions that firms incorporate into their alliance 
contracts, and have identified the conditions under which it pays for firms 
to use more complex contracts and the conditions under which it pays for 
them to renegotiate their contracts (Ariño & Reuer, 2004). Ariño and Reuer 
(2004:37) remind that “even if the partners have a clear understanding of 
the alliance’s intent and their mutual interests, designing a contract that 
anticipates all possible eventualities is not feasible, no matter how complex 
the contract may be”. As further exampled by the authors, parties to an 
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alliance may use the contract to set out their mutual rights and obligations 
through the specification of inputs to the alliance, processes by which 
exchanges will occur and any disputes will be resolved, and the expected 
outputs from the joint undertaking (Ariño & Reuer, 2004). Moreover, 
Faems et al. (2008) have argued that existing research has exclusively 
focused on the degree of contractual formalization, or the number of 
clauses that are defined in a contract. Faems et al. (2008) have further 
stated that such an approach ignores the nature of formalization, or the 
actual content of the contractual clauses (see also Klein Woolthuis et al., 
2005), which aspect, however, is showed to be important, particularly by 
Hagedoorn and Hesen (2007) whose research has focused on an in-depth 
and detailed, qualitative analysis of the interaction of contract law and 
different modes of technology partnering. Technology alliances have also 
very recently been studied by De Jong and Klein Woolthuis (2009) who 
have focused on the content and role of formal contracts in high-tech 
alliances.        
 
In order to be more specific on the actual content of each alliance contract 
from the legal perspective, contractual provisions of each business contract 
are essentially a matter of express agreement between the contracting 
parties and which provisions are included in each contract is critical. The 
aim is to build common ground, and in general, the better the so-called 
rules of business are included in the agreement, the less probable a dispute 
will be. As defined by Keenan and Riches (1995), the obligations 
undertaken by the parties are known as the terms of the contract. This is 
generally unproblematic when the details of the agreement are enshrined in 
a written contract, but even then problems may arise. As Keenan and 
Riches (1995) have stated, the contracting parties may have failed to 
express their intentions clearly or unambiguously; they may have omitted 
to mention a particular matter that later assumes great importance, and the 
written document may contradict what was said during the course of oral 
negotiations. In this study, the term ‘contractual provisions’ is used to refer 
to the content, i.e. the business terms and conditions, of an alliance contract 
such as a co-production agreement. 
 
As presented above, previous studies on alliance contracts have strongly 
supported the view that contract design is a key part of alliance structuring. 
However, different from the previous studies, this study does not aim to 
examine the design of alliance contracts in general, since the specific focus 
is directed to the international film co-production alliances and the co-
production agreements as alliance contracts regulating such international 
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alliances. Since it depends much on the agreement in question, what should 
be included therein, only by looking more closely at each business 
transaction, more specific information may be given. In contrast to the 
previous studies, this study examines how one specific international 
alliance is structured based on and managed by an alliance contract, which 
contractual provisions are included in such contract, and how the design of 
such contract could be approached. In order to understand how 
international film co-production alliances are based upon and managed by 
co-production agreements, this study is carried out by examining the use of 
and key content of such co-production agreements.  
 
Accordingly, the following sub-chapter examines the key contractual 
provisions characteristic to co-production agreements in order to explore 
an understanding of the alliance contract design of such co-production 
agreements. This objective is further completed through the empirical 
research part of this doctoral thesis.  
 
2.2.2.2. Key Contractual Provisions of Co-Production Agreements 
 
Alliance contracts vary greatly in their complexity (Reuer et al., 2006). 
Regarding co-production agreements of the film industry, interviews have 
revealed that the more countries with firms participating in the process of 
producing a film there are, the more complicated it is (Kohvakka & 
Huttunen, 1997). As Kohvakka and Huttunen (1997) have pointed out, the 
development stage becomes more laborious with each additional country. 
The authors have further argued that negotiations must then be conducted 
with more parties and more legal aspects have to be taken into 
consideration in making the agreement (Kohvakka & Huttunen, 1997). 
Alberstat (2000) has also reminded that production companies must realize 
that finalizing contracts for film co-productions can be a lengthy process, 
particularly when more than two parties are involved. For this reason, it is 
strongly advised that contracts are finalized before production starts. 
Moreover, various contractual matters can create a deadlock through 
irreconcilable differences between the parties to an agreement (Alberstat, 
2000). Furthermore, Litwak (2004) has argued that when contemplating 
an international film co-production, it is important to consider the 
expectations of the co-producing partners.  
 
With regard to the main content of a co-production agreement, according 
to Enrich (2005:2), “two or more persons agree to: a) collaborate and pool 
goods, rights or services in order to produce an audiovisual work of some 
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kind, b) attribute ownership of the rights in respect of the audiovisual work 
resulting from such collaboration, and c) make use of the work jointly, and 
share the ensuing profits (or losses) in agreed proportions”. Many kinds of 
check lists have been created in order to advise co-producing partners to 
manage and understand the issues that need to be taken into consideration 
when entering into co-production agreements, since such agreements 
include a variety of different contractual provisions that are required to be 
agreed upon. Based on the literature (see e.g. Neumann & Appelgren, 2002; 
Baker, 1995; Dally et al., 2002; Alberstat, 2000), some key contractual 
provisions of a co-production agreement may be identified. These are 
presented in Table 1.  
 
 
 Film/production specifications 
 Contributions of the co-producing partners  
 Production schedule  
 Budget 
 Financing plan & cash flow 
 Rights clearance (script, music, etc.) 
 Copyright of the film & secondary rights 
 Commercial exploitation & distribution of the film 
 Materials & the delivery 
 Profit participation/sharing, recoupment & collection of revenues 
 Insurances  
 Credits (on screen) 
 Confidentiality 
 Termination 
 Assignment of the agreement 
 Applicable law & dispute resolution 
 
 
Table 1. Key contractual provisions of a co-production agreement. 
 
Next, each key contractual provision of a co-production agreement is 
separately discussed as a means to introduce each subject area. Clearly, 
each subject area is much more extensive and detailed than presented 
below, but this study focuses on identifying the key content and key 
contractual provisions of co-production agreements to the extent 
appropriate in order to carry out this research, i.e. it does not study the 




The film/production specifications listed in a co-production agreement, 
such as the title, format, length, language, the screenplay, principal 
contributors, and location(s) of the film shooting, are crucial as they 
indicate the technical parameters of the production (Neumann & 
Appelgren, 2002). Specifying the key elements of a film co-production 
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enables co-producing partners to ensure that all known elements of the film 
co-production are thoroughly explored between the partners before 
commencement of production (Alberstat, 2000).  
 
Contributions of the Co-Producing Partners 
 
When contemplating an international film co-production, co-producing 
partners need to consider the nature of their relationship. The co-producing 
partners need to decide what each company contributes to the endeavor. 
(Litwak, 2004) The contributions define the nature of participation of each 
co-producing partner. These contributions may be financial and any other 
type of cooperation. As argued by Enrich (2005), film co-production will 
only be possible if each co-producing partner does indeed contribute what it 
has undertaken to contribute, and the author further specifies contributions 
to be (a) monetary, (b) non-monetary, consisting of goods or rights, and (c) 
production or commercialization services. For example, as pointed out by 
Litwak (2004), the need for a location abroad may lead to international film 
co-production in which case the company in the specific country may 
provide local services and expertise. International film co-production may 
also represent stronger relationship between the co-producing partners, 
when such partners may be operating as partners sharing creative control 
and financial risk (Litwak, 2004). If co-producing partners make unequal 
contributions, their control, fees, and ownership of the film project can be 
adjusted to reflect this so the deal is fair to all co-producing partners 
(Litwak, 2004). 
 
As stated above, in a film co-production, one company is usually 
appointed as the ultimate responsible party for the financing and 
production of a film. That company or individual is named the delegate 
producer. The delegate producer will then oversee all creative, 
administrative, financial, legal and editorial decisions. Specifically, the 
creative process should rest with only one co-producing partner in order to 
avoid conflicts. It should then be agreed, defined, and specified how much 
“power” the other co-producing partners are prepared to give to the 
delegate producer. There should be certain limits specifying that the 
delegate producer cannot make any decision that increase production costs. 
For example, a production cost increase is accepted if the delegate producer 
can provide the additional finance. It cannot be stressed enough how vital it 
is that each co-producing partner’s responsibilities and obligations are 
clearly allocated and confirmed in a co-production agreement. Every co-
producing partner will bring individual considerations to the table when the 
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agreement is discussed and negotiated. (Neumann & Appelgren, 2002) 
Alberstat (2000) has also argued that the detailed responsibilities of each 
co-producing partner must be clearly set out within the agreement, 
including their respective roles, responsibilities, and entitlements. 
 
Production Schedule  
 
It is essential that co-producing partners agree on a shooting schedule for a 
film (Alberstat, 2000). The production schedule serves to outline the work 
that is necessary to make the film. The production schedule includes 
information on principal photography and more detailed information on 
shooting days. Without the production schedule as an integrated part of the 
documents, the delegate producer is essentially given free reign in the 
planning and production of the film. Besides the obvious budget 
implication, this may well have artistic and content consequences. 
(Neumann & Appelgren, 2002) Moreover, a production schedule often is a 




The production budget is much more than an estimated calculation of a 
film’s costs. It is a vital document containing many of the decisions made by 
co-producing partners concerning principles and parameters of the film’s 
co-production. It contains stipulations of the cast and its size, functions of 
the crew, the duration of shooting, the length of the work day and week, the 
number of locations, special effects, music, and so on. Therefore, a fully 
specified budget and budget summary should be available at all times and 
referred to as an integrated part of any co-production deal. The budget 
should be individually accepted and approved in writing by all co-producing 
partners and attached to the co-production agreement. If co-producers do 
not work from the same budget, there may be severe consequences. When 
shooting in different countries there are of course various factors to be 
considered in respect to the budget. Traditions vary across countries and if 
these “differences” are not considered, the budget consequences and 
implications can be fatal. Moreover, different subsidy rules as to what types 
of costs are acceptable in the budget also apply in each country. (Neumann 
& Appelgren, 2002)  
 
It must be further considered, negotiated, and decided who is entitled to 
budget savings, if any, and who is responsible for any overcosts (Neumann 
& Appelgren, 2002). In this regard, since the budget may change and lead 
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to an overspend (any increases in the budget) or underspend (less costs 
than budgeted), such detail should also be noted and agreed upon in the co-
production agreement (Alberstat, 2000).   
 
Financing Plan and Cash Flow 
 
Raising funds and making a film is a challenging and complicated 
undertaking. Types of financing generally fall into four main categories: 
payment against sale of rights, subsidies and/or soft money, equity, and 
sponsorship. Payment against sale of rights (pre-sales and minimum 
guarantees) as financing is characterized as money pre-paid or pre-agreed 
for a contract on certain exploitation rights. In the case of television pre-
sales it refers to payment for broadcast rights, or licenses. The minimum 
guarantee (MG) refers to a minimum advance by a distributor or sales agent 
of the producer’s share of expected income from distribution of the film in a 
given territory. Subsidies and/or “soft money” are provided by state funding 
bodies for producers to complete a budget that otherwise could not be 
completed on commercial terms, and they aim to nurture the local industry. 
This financing varies from direct support to various loan arrangements, 
typically interest-free and with restricted repayment conditions. There are 
public funding provided by such film institutes as the Finnish Film 
Foundation. There are also regional and local authorities. Supranational 
institutes represent soft money, such as the MEDIA Programme, 
Eurimages, and Nordisk Film & TV Fond.  
 
Regarding equity, a person or company investing equity in a film becomes 
co-owner of the final product and will typically stay on board as owner in 
perpetuity. An equity investor puts up finance with the expectation of 
receiving a return on investment. These are provided by producers and/or 
studios. Sponsorship and ‘product placement’ refer to the contribution by a 
company of either goods or money to the film, in exchange for an 
association with or appearance in the film. The expectation is that such 
placement or sponsorship will generate promotional benefits for the 
company. Finally, tax funds may represent MG/pre-sales, soft money, or 
equity. Some countries have tax legislation designed specifically to 
encourage the private sector to invest in films. Tax advantages may be 
provided if certain local conditions are met. (Neumann & Appelgren, 2002)  
 
A financing plan provides the structure for financing of a film. The 
amount of finance provided or procured by each co-producing partner 
should be stated as a percentage of the budget, and this should be reflected 
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in the financing plan (Alberstat, 2000). Co-producing partners should be 
aware that when entering into a film co-production each partner to the co-
production will be responsible for specific amount of the overall budget 
(Alberstat, 2000). Neumann and Appelgren (2002) have suggested that it is 
extremely useful to have the financing plan in mind throughout contract 
writing, because it can indicate or even dictate certain structures and 
agreements that need to be made. Any revisions of the plan will have 
repercussions on each element therein and could also have knock-on effects 
regarding compliance with national rules or guidelines (Neumann & 
Appelgren, 2002). Neumann and Appelgren (2002) have further pointed 
out the securing of the finance. One of the most common problems that 
seriously threaten the start or completion of a film is non-performance of a 
co-producing partner and/or financier. Until the entire finance has been 
secured, Neumann and Appelgren (2002) have recommended working 
always with back-up plans and staying aware of what would happen if co-
production need to be postponed or even canceled.  
 
Once the co-producing partners have been able to raise all of the funding 
for a film co-production, the next step is to prepare a detailed cash flow 
chart, which will outline both the cash coming in and expenses paid out 
during the co-production (Neumann & Appelgren, 2002). The cash flow 
may specify the timing for remittance of funds to the co-production by the 
various co-producing partners or their respective financiers (Alberstat, 
2000). The co-producing partners should also agree on production 
account(s) to be used for the co-production (Alberstat, 2000). Finally, when 
partners from different countries co-produce a film, they need to carefully 
consider the tax consequences of their collaboration. Careful structuring of 
the collaboration may significantly reduce the tax burden on the co-
producing partners. For example, a film co-production between two co-





When co-producing partners get together to make a film, it is most often 
the case that one of the co-producing partners has already acquired the 
rights to a screenplay or novel (Neumann & Appelgren, 2002). ‘Underlying 
rights’ are the first element of what is known as the ‘chain-of-title’. ‘Chain-
of-title’ may be defined as “documents evidencing the producer’s ownership 
of the right to the copyright material, on which the film is to be based, all 
the way from the original author of copyright through to the producer” 
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(Neumann & Appelgren, 2002:25). Chain-of-title documentation is 
evidence of a production company’s right to produce a film based on the 
subject matter of the film (Neumann & Appelgren, 2002). A film can be 
based on existing copyright material, for example, a book, an article, a stage 
play, a screenplay, a radio play, or someone’s life story. In each case, the 
producer needs the copyright owner’s permission and the rights to produce 
a film (Neumann & Appelgren, 2002). 
 
In addition to the underlying rights, the right clearance is also needed 
regarding the director of the film and the music used for the film. The 
director is the person responsible for bringing the script to reality 
(Neumann & Appelgren, 2002). Parties to the co-production agreement 
should ensure that any pre-existing contracts for underlying rights 
materials are in order, or that the originating co-producer has acquired 
rights over copyright materials prior to entering into the co-production 
agreement (Alberstat, 2000). It is also recommendable that the right 
clearance of the music is started at an early stage, especially when 
copyrighted music is an important part of the film project, since the music 
may be expensive or perhaps the owner does not provide permission to use 
the music (Neumann & Appelgren, 2002). 
 
When a co-production agreement is entered into, the co-producing 
partner who has acquired such rights to copyright material will assign or 
license those rights to the film co-production under whatever arrangement 
is most appropriate to the circumstances (Neumann & Appelgren, 2002). 
As pointed out by Neumann and Appelgren (2002), it is advisable to review 
contracts for underlying right material at an early stage in order to confirm 
the ownership of rights and the validity and suitability of the contract for 
the rights.  
 
Copyright of the Film and Secondary Rights 
 
One of the characteristics of film co-production is that the final work, the 
film is the result of interaction between a wide diversity of artistic and 
creative works (Neumann & Appelgren, 2002). As stated by Neumann and 
Appelgren (2002), films are artistic works of joint authorship, 
incorporating multiple rights holders, and from a copyright perspective, 
films represent the united efforts of a range of rights owners. Further, a 
distinction should be made between the film itself and the original material 
carrying the film, and the original material produced, bought or rented for 
the purpose of creating the film (Neumann & Appelgren, 2002).  
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Copyright is an owner’s exclusive right to control a film by making copies 
of it and by making it available to the public (Neumann & Appelgren, 
2002). Each country has its own copyright laws. Regarding the copyright of 
a film, common-law countries consider the so-called first owner of the 
copyright of a film to be the person responsible for the arrangements 
necessary for making the film. This is usually a production company. Code 
law countries, such as Finland, consider the author – the person creating 
the work of art – to be the first owner. Since a film is normally the result of 
many individual contributions from different people creating independent 
works of art, a film will have many authors and is, in and of itself, the result 
of what is called ‘joint authorship’. Each author involved in such a creation 
must approve the use and exploitation of his/her work. The obvious 
contributors to a film are the director, the scriptwriters, and the musical 
score composer. However, the director of photography, the art director, the 
editor, the sound engineer, and perhaps the head of the lighting 
department, the make-up artists, and others are also creating work that 
becomes part of the final film and their work may well be copyrighted. The 
rights of actors, as with musicians, are often known as ‘neighboring rights’ 
and they themselves are classified as ‘performing artists’. Different rules 
apply to neighboring rights. Nevertheless, all these rights must be cleared 
as stated above. Therefore, all the rights of all the independent contributors 
to a film must be cleared to the production. (Neumann & Appelgren, 2002)    
  
When all the individual creations and works of art have been assembled, a 
new work of art of its own is created based on the initial underlying rights. 
Joint ownership of the copyright of the film means that more than one 
person (or entity) shares the rights to a specific film, which is usually the 
case in film co-productions. The key to the use and exploitation of the film 
is the ownership and control of the rights to it. The right of ownership to the 
film is a key issue, and there are numerous approaches co-producing 
partners can take to address copyright. One common approach is for co-
producing partners to agree upon percentages of ownership rights 
according to the percentages of the financial contributions of the co-
producing partners. (Neumann & Appelgren, 2002) 
 
Although the protection of all property owned abroad is of concern, the 
protection of intellectual properties is particularly troublesome for firms 
operating in different legal environments. The failure to protect 
trademarks, patents, processes, and copyrights can result in losses of these 
rights in potentially profitable markets. In common law countries, the 
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ownership of intellectual property rights is generally established by prior 
use, i.e. whoever may establish the first use is the rightful owner. However, 
in code law countries, ownership is often established by registration. These 
variations in laws of different countries have led to international 
conventions designed to recognize and protect intellectual properties. 
(Taoka & Beeman, 1991) 
 
Secondary rights are characterized as rights to an independent project or 
object for commercial exploitation deriving from the primary product (the 
film itself), such as a book, record, or T-shirt (Neumann & Appelgren, 
2002). Baker (1995) defines secondary rights as rights exercisable 
independently of the film’s physical material. The author further argues 
that “the secondary rights will involve exploitation of a mixture of the 
elements involved in the original work on which the film or programme is 
based, and the way in which a film or programme has turned out on screen” 
(Baker, 1995:233). Secondary rights include publishing rights, 
merchandising rights, stage rights, radio rights, music rights and rights to 
the soundtrack, video games, and interactive CD-ROMs (Neumann & 
Appelgren, 2002; Baker, 1995). ‘Merchandising rights’ are defined as “right 
to license, manufacture, and distribute merchandise based on characters, 
names, or events in a picture” (Litwak, 2004:297). According to Neumann 
and Appelgren (2002), Internet rights are not considered secondary rights. 
Rather, the Internet represents a new form for distribution, or a new 
distribution media.  
 
Finally, the parties to an international film co-production may also 
separately agree on remake, sequel and prequel rights. ‘Remake’ may be 
defined as a new production of a previously made/produced film (Litwak, 
2004; Cones, 1992). ‘Sequel’ may be defined as “a literary work continuing 
the course of a narrative begun in a preceding one; a feature film that is 
released after the original and tells a related story that occurred after the 
story depicted in the earlier released film” (Cones, 1992:470). ‘Prequel’ may 
be defined as “a feature film that is released after the original but which 
actually tells a related story that occurred before the story depicted in the 
earlier released film” (Cones, 1992:386).   
 
Commercial Exploitation and Distribution of the Film 
 
Distribution rights are the rights to deal with and exploit a film in specific 
territories for a specific period of time or for the entire life of the copyright 
(Neumann & Appelgren, 2002). In addition to the agreement on copyright 
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ownership of the film, distribution rights may be divided among the co-
producing partners. One partner may want the right to distribute the film in 
certain territories, or the partners may share revenue from all territories 
(Litwak, 2004). Therefore, co-producing partners should decide whether 
distribution rights are divided between the partners by territory or 
otherwise, and determine who shall be responsible for appointing 
distributors or sales agents in various territories locally or globally. 
Furthermore, co-producing partners must decide between themselves 
whether certain territories belong to each other on an “outright basis”. This 
means that in perpetuity, each co-producing partner owns and controls 
distribution rights in a given territory. (Neumann & Appelgren, 2002) 
Moore (2000:83) has further stated that “the provisions of distribution 
agreements are the life blood of all film companies, which live or die based 
on the provisions of their distribution agreements”. 
 
Materials and the Delivery 
 
Co-producing partners should agree on who is responsible for the delivery 
of the film and materials in the various territories to the various 
distributors. The notion of distributor is used in a broad sense covering not 
only distribution companies, but also TV companies or even film institutes, 
which often have their own limited right of distribution and exploitation, 
e.g. festival rights and rights to non-commercial exploitation. (Neumann & 
Appelgren, 2002) Indicating the delivery date for materials may also be a 
requirement of the financiers (Alberstat, 2000). Naturally, delivery items 
should also be specified. Co-producing partners should secure their access 
to the materials, e.g. in the form of a laboratory access letter (Neumann & 
Appelgren, 2002). 
 
Profit Participation/Sharing, Recoupment and Collection of Revenues 
 
It is important to understand the difference between sharing ownership of 
the property and sharing revenue derived from it. The copyright owner of a 
film determines how the work may be distributed and exploited, and 
whether to allow any derivative works to be adopted from it. On the other 
hand, a party having the right to a certain percentage of the net profits from 
a film has an interest in the revenue stream derived from the film. Such 
profit participant does not necessarily have any control over how the 
property is explored. (Litwak, 2004) Once the co-producing partners have 
determined what each will contribute, they need to decide how they will 
share any returns (Litwak, 2004). There are first many possible 
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arrangements for recoupment (Alberstat, 2000). A recoupment order is the 
order of priority in which investors, financiers and co-producing partners 
are repaid their loans and investments (Neumann & Appelgren, 2002). 
Often investors recoup their capital contribution from the first proceeds 
(Litwak, 2004). 
 
Revenues from the exploitation of a film are often collected by a sales 
agent or distributor. Another option is for revenues to be collected by the 
delegate producer or each co-producing partner in its individual territory. A 
further option is for a collection agency to be hired to collect all revenues. 
(Neumann & Appelgren, 2002) Whatever the agreed procedure is to be, the 
co-producing partners should set out the mechanism for collection of 
revenues (if any) realized by the sale of the completed film (Alberstat, 




A co-production agreement must outline all the different kinds of insurance 
needed for the film co-production (Neumann & Appelgren, 2002; Alberstat, 
2000). One co-producing partner should be designated as the responsible 
party for arranging all co-production insurance. In addition, the agreement 
should specify minimum requirements in terms and coverage as well as the 
various types of policies needed or requested by co-producing partners and 
their financiers. Normally, responsibility falls to the delegate producer. 
There are many types of insurance coverage available and exactly what 
needs to be insured on a production depends on the size and circumstances 
of the film. When shooting in multiple countries looking into whether laws 
require different types of insurance before production begins is 
recommended. (Neumann & Appelgren, 2002) Usual forms of insurance 
requirements include: (1) liability to third parties during production of the 
film; (2) insurance against damage or loss of the negative and other 
property used in the production of the film; (3) insurance against the risk of 
accident, illness or death of the director, principal cast and crew, and any 
other person who may be an essential element, and such insurance should 
include the risk of abandonment of the film resulting from any accident, 
illness or death; (4) employee liability insurance for the duration of the 
production; (5) errors and omissions insurance; (6) insurance against 
moral rights claims and claims for equitable remuneration for rental or 
lending; and (7) any other insurance which may be required by law before 
the production takes place (Alberstat, 2000).  
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More specifically, Errors and Omission (E&O) Insurance is an insurance 
specific to the film industry. E&O insurance protects the production 
company, the distributors, and the film from any lawsuit alleging any of the 
following: libel, slander or other forms of defamation; infringement of 
copyright, including faulty chain-of-title; invasion of privacy or publicity; 
incorrect use of format, ideas, names, trade names, service marks, titles, 
characters, etc. In other works, any claims made by third parties against the 
material. (Neumann & Appelgren, 2002)  
 
Moreover, a completion guarantee is a highly specialized financial 
instrument that is extremely vital and central to the movie business, 
especially in independent film financing (Neumann & Appelgren, 2002). 
Completion guarantees may be considered as a form of insurance whereby 
the completion guarantor guarantees to take over and complete production 
if it becomes apparent that the production cannot be completed within the 
approval total budget (Alberstat, 2000). It is provided by a “completion 
guarantor” to ensure that a film will be completed and delivered on budget 
and in accordance with the script, schedule and technical quality, and by a 
specified date subject to certain conditions and exclusions. However, it is 
important to note that a completion guarantee is a performance guarantee 
and not a general insurance policy. (Neumann & Appelgren, 2002)  
 
Credits (on screen) 
 
The co-producing partners also need to agree the wording, size and placing 
of the credits for their companies, their individual credits, and also the 
credits of creative talent such as the director, writer and actors (Alberstat, 
2000). Some credits may be mandatory while others may be determined by 
contractual obligations or demands of third parties. Specific attention 
should be paid to mandatory credits that may be required by statutory law 
for authors of the film work. There are also contractual credit obligations to 
be kept in mind. For instance, public funding institutions and financiers 




It is often recommended that each co-producing partner should be bound 
by a duty of confidentiality regarding the co-production agreement and the 
co-producer’s business in general (Alberstat, 2000). Confidentiality 
provisions prevent the co-producing partners from releasing information 
about upcoming releases, business details, production details, etc. The co-
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producing partners should define at least with some specifications which 
information and data must be considered as confidential. In general, the 
confidentiality provision is included in the co-production agreement, 
although a separate confidentiality/non-disclosure agreement can also be 




The co-production agreement should specify the grounds for termination, 
which are generally breach of contract or insolvency (Alberstat, 2000). In 
code law countries, statutory legislation provides rules for determining 
default and gross default as well as breach of contract, which is a kind of 
gross default. In common law countries, established practice determines 
what legally constitutes default, gross default, or breach of contract. If a co-
production agreement is silent on this issue the agreement would be 
interpreted according to the law of the country in question. It is important 
to keep in mind that laws of default vary from country to country. Further, 
altering or supplementing statutory legislation to the extent possible and 
inserting a specific cure practice and/or rules for the consequences may be 
recommended. (Neumann & Appelgren, 2002) 
 
It makes no sense to try to recommend best practice or wording for any of 
the specific co-production agreement clauses or the default clause as every 
deal is different. By all accounts the most difficult problem to deal with 
when co-producing is when one co-producing partner becomes insolvent. 
The solvency legislation in the country under which the agreement is 
governed will also come into play. (Neumann & Appelgren, 2002) 
Nevertheless, Pekar and Allio (1994) have reminded that giving too little 
consideration to procedures, penalties for poor performance and 
arbitration may have a crucial influence on the success of the alliance.  
 
Assignment of the Agreement 
 
It is important to distinguish the difference between assignment of an 
agreement and assignment of rights and responsibilities. Assignment here 
refers to the possibility to assign the agreement. It is normal to limit the 
possibilities of assignment. First, it would not be acceptable to allow a co-
producing partner the opportunity to assign its share of the film co-
production without the knowledge of the other co-producing partners 
(Neumann & Appelgren, 2002). Second, a co-production agreement in most 
circumstances is personal to the parties and is not capable of assignment 
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without the express prior consent in writing of all other parties (Alberstat, 
2000). 
 
Applicable Law and Dispute Resolution 
 
Each agreement should specify the country under whose laws it is to be 
governed. Co-producing partners should note that if a dispute arises 
between the partners and the governing law (or jurisdiction) has not been 
specified then this alone may create complex legal questions. Usually the 
governing laws are determined by either the co-producing partner who 
contributes the greatest amount of funding or by the delegate producer. The 
agreement should further stipulate in which court any dispute between the 
co-producing partners are to be heard. (Alberstat, 2000) As Keenan and 
Riches (1995) have reminded, additional terms may be implied into an 
agreement, even against the wishes of the contracting parties, and specific 
terms that have been clearly stated may be rendered completely ineffective 
by operation of the law. This supports the importance of the law that the co-
producing partners choose to be applicable to their co-production 
agreement. 
 
Since no single body of international law exists, firms are restricted by 
both home and host country law. If a conflict occurs between contracting 
parties in two or more different countries, a question arises concerning 
which country's laws are to be used and in which court the dispute is to be 
settled. An agreement may contain a jurisdictional clause, which indicates 
that e.g. the jurisdiction lies in the country where the agreement is signed or 
where the provisions of the agreement are performed, and this clause thus 
settles the matter with little problem. However, in case there is no 
jurisdictional clause, the contracting parties have a few choices, i.e. the laws 
of different countries may be applied. Which laws to apply and in which 
location to settle a dispute may be totally different decisions that need to be 
made. (Naarajärvi & Koivisto, 2002) This supports the idea that co-
producing partners need to be aware of the different laws of the countries 
involved, and strengthens the importance of understanding international 
law regulations.  
 
Laws vary from country to country even within the EU, and the same 
wording of a clause may be interpreted differently depending on which law 
is applied. The most common practice is that it is the delegate producer’s 
country, but this could also be decided according to the relative level of 
funding contributed by each co-producing partner and/or according to the 
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primary territory where the film is shot. It is also important to designate the 
jurisdiction in which disputes should be solved. In case the co-production 
agreement does not specify governing law and jurisdiction, a set of very 
complicated rules based on private international law would apply and could 
constitute the framework for a formal court case to determine the 
appropriate governing law and the right jurisdiction for a dispute. For this 
reason it is important to include in each co-production agreement a clause 
determining dispute resolution, governing law, and jurisdiction. Even if the 
co-producing partner cannot agree on anything else, a rule stipulating that 
the court’s plaintiff shall sue the defendant in its jurisdiction, under its laws 
and vice-versa, is better than a silent contract on this issue. (Neumann & 
Appelgren, 2002) 
 
The role of agreements is critical relating to the matter of disputes. 
Attitudes towards a dispute differ between countries and the interests 
involved. In this regard managers have perceived that their reputations 
suffer if they are thought to be unable to control conflicts. In the Anglo 
cultures, a certain level of open disagreements is treated as inevitable and is 
tolerated. However, other cultures may be far less certain of how to manage 
and positively react to disagreements between parties involved. (Mead, 
1998) Disputes between contracting parties can be solved through different 
procedures. If it is not specified in the co-production agreement, the only 
choice is to go to court. However, the procedures include the following 
options: court proceedings, arbitration, mediation, and/or individually 
determined proceedings.  
 
The pros and cons of the various solutions can vary according to which 
country governs the law of each partner, and indeed the law chosen to 
govern the co-production agreement. It is quite common to choose 
arbitration as the final dispute solution in a co-production agreement. 
Arbitration is considered a faster route to dispute resolution than court 
proceedings, and it cannot be appealed. Often the arbitration route can be 
more expensive, as salaries and fees generally have to be paid to the 
arbitrators, but arbitration is believed to be a more competent forum for 
disputes, as an arbitrator with special knowledge of the film industry may 
be appointed. Many general agreements or union agreements dictate 
arbitration. Mediation is not common in the film industry, even though it 
actually offers certain advantages to the industry, such as saving time. The 
mediator is a guide, not a judge, which helps settle legal problems early. 
Mediation is one of the dispute resolution procedures administered by the 
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World Intellectual Property Organisation’s (WIPO) Arbitration and 
Mediation Centre. (Neumann & Appelgren, 2002) 
 
Other contractual provisions 
 
It is recommended that co-producing partners also specify customary legal 
warranties and indemnities in respect of e.g. the following matters: (1) 
performance of the agreement; (2) financial responsibilities; (3) 
infringement of copyright; (4) obligation to third parties; and (5) exclusion 
of libelous, obscene, or defamatory material. These clauses should be 
drafted according to the specific transaction and circumstances. (Alberstat, 
2000) Parties to a co-production agreement are also recommended to 
include in the agreement provision specifically stating which international 
treaties are applied, and whether the parties wish to obtain co-production 
status based on a bilateral or multilateral co-production treaty or if they 
wish a European funding body to contribute to the co-production 
(Alberstat, 2000).  
 
Finally, the co-producing partners usually include in their co-production 
agreement a ‘force majeure’ clause. A ‘force majeure’ clause is “a provision 
in contracts which is intended to excuse a party from performance of its 
obligations in the event that such performance is prevented by forces 
outside the control of such party. Typically, such events or forces are 
partially specified and may include strikes, labor disturbances, etc. The 
provision may provide for the suspension, extension or termination of the 
agreement if the event of force majeure continues beyond a specified period 
of time.” (Cones, 1992:202) 
 
2.2.2.3. Commitment and Trust as Influence on Business Contracts   
 
Chapter 2.2.2. has examined the design of an alliance contract and more 
specifically a co-production agreement, but there is still one more relevant 
argument to be made. There are various factors affecting successful 
partnering and contracting that have been analyzed and grouped by several 
researchers. According to Segil (1998), while the need for and use of 
alliances has been apparent, the road to successful partnerships has often 
been a minefield, although companies have overcome the odds of alliance 
failure and routinely created successful alliances. The principal factors 
especially affecting successful partnering and the use of collaborative 
agreements have been identified to be commitment and trust, and the 
literature on collaboration has been rather unanimous on the importance of 
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trust among collaborators (see e.g. Gulati, 1995; Mohr & Spekman, 1994; 
Lui & Ngo, 2004; Frankel et al., 1996; Ariño et al., 2001; Doz & Hamel, 
1998). As pointed out by Marschan-Piekkari et al. (2001), trust is required 
to compensate for the deficiency inherent in formal agreements, in essence 
meaning that, no matter how carefully they are compiled, they cannot cover 
every eventuality.  
 
Nevertheless, trust cannot be overlooked in international film co-
productions either. According to Neumann and Appelgren (2002), trust is 
an asset of prime importance in a film co-production, since it enables 
parties to overcome cultural conflicts, short-term conflicts of interest, and 
even communication breakdowns, all of which inevitably arise when 
discussing contracts and clauses. Accordingly, it must be noted that trust 
also plays an important role in international film co-productions. No matter 
how carefully co-production agreements are prepared, such agreements 
cannot be exhaustive, and well-prepared agreements do not guarantee that 
disputes may not arise. However, this study does not focus on the role and 
meaning of trust; which leads to a suggestion for further studies.  
 
 
2.3.  Legal Regulation as Influence on International Film 
        Co-Productions 
 
As presented in the introduction chapter, the legal environment is 
examined in this study to the extent that is adequate and justified in order 
to support the international business research and to increase 
understanding of the management of international film co-productions as 
international alliances not only from the business perspective but also 
influenced by the legal environment. In order to create a conceptual 
framework for this multidisciplinary study, in this sub-chapter the legal 
regulation that has influence on international film co-productions and co-
production agreements is studied, and the legal structure for this study is 
created in two parts. The different legal regulation is first examined in order 
to illustrate the different legal regulation relating to international film co-
productions. Since the Finnish film industry is the case in this study, the 
applicable legal regulation is further studied from the Finnish film industry 
perspective with references to international law, contract law, copyright 
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2.3.1. Legal Regulation Relating to International Film 
      Co-Productions 
 
2.3.1.1. Legal Environment of International Film Co-Productions 
 
The contracting parties representing different countries operate under 
different jurisdictions and are also affected by international law. When 
production companies as alliance partners form an international film co-
production alliance and enter into a co-production agreement, they should 
be aware of legal regulation affecting their international cooperation. For 
the purposes of this study, the term ‘legal regulation’ refers herein to the 
different sources of law and legal rules. 
 
In order to understand the legal regulation relating to international film 
co-productions, Figure 4 is presented as an exemplar to illustrate the 
different legal regulation relating to such international film co-productions. 
In international film co-productions, there are many parties involved: 
production companies from different countries as co-producing partners as 
well as financiers – such as film institutes, television companies, 
distributors, etc. – and other possible cooperating partners. This leads to a 
situation where different national laws, international law and different 
other legal rules and regulations create a rather complicated and confusing 
legal network. In the example of Figure 4, there are two production 
companies representing different countries, but it is not unusual that five or 
more production companies from different countries may be involved in the 
same international film co-production. Moreover, the production 
companies as alliance partners enter into co-production agreement(s), 
influenced not only by the needs and desires of the co-producing partners 
but also by the legal network referred to above. This reflects the challenge of 
managing the co-production agreement not only from the business 
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        Finland                                          (e.g.) Denmark 
 
       
         production company        CONTRACTING PARTIES       production company 
                                                                                                
    
 
 
                    §  
                                                                    
 







            - National (Finnish) law                                                 - National (Danish) law 
         - Terms & conditions set by                                                      - Terms & conditions set by 
        the Finnish Film Foundation,                                         Danish Film Institute,   
             television channel(s) &                                                           television channel(s) &    
             other financiers                                       other financiers 
 
               
           ( FI )                    ( DK ) 
    - International treaties 
                                                                     - Law of the EU                              
                                          - Terms & conditions set by  
                                        institutes, such as Eurimages,  
             & other international  
     financing organizations 
    
                 
              ( International ) 
 
Figure 4. An example of legal regulation relating to and having influence on 
international film co-production between production companies representing 
different countries, such as Finland and Denmark. 
 
 
In order to better understand the complicated international legal 
environment referred to above, the following sub-chapters discuss the 
different sources of law.  
 
2.3.1.2. International Law  
 
Given that a national policy may conflict with the achievement of some of 
the nation's own objectives, there is no doubt that some of the policies 
adopted by nations to achieve their respective goals may lead to 
international conflicts. In order to minimize these conflicts, nations use 
persuasion, compromise, and cooperation to conclude inter-governmental 
agreements. (Taoka & Beeman, 1991) There are numerous bilateral and 
multilateral organizations, treaties, and agreements in existence. 
Furthermore, there are a variety of treaties and conventions involved in 
international business representing international law, and treaties have 
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been of growing importance in international law. Treaties are the major 
instruments of cooperation in international relations, and cooperation often 
involves a change in the relative positions of the countries involved. 
(Malanczuk, 1997) Only the subjects of international law, namely countries, 
international organizations, and other traditionally recognized entities, can 
conclude treaties under international law. However, although an 
international business contract concluded between parties from different 
countries is usually subject to a national legal system of one country, these 
parties are influenced by those treaties that the country has concluded. This 
is because, if a country concludes a treaty, the legislation of this country 
must be consistent with the substance of the treaty. (Naarajärvi & Koivisto, 
2002)  
 
In addition to multilateral agreements (more than two countries as 
contracting parties), firms are affected by bilateral treaties and conventions 
(two countries as contracting parties) between the countries where they do 
business. Different from the agreements of regional economic groups, there 
are also agreements involving a limited group of countries/parties, by way 
of bilateral and multilateral trade agreements. In international business, 
these agreements are often called trade agreements, which are a form of 
inter-governmental agreement. (Taoka & Beeman, 1991) Specific problems 
between two nations are often solved through negotiations that result in 
bilateral agreements. Such agreements, whether they pertain to disputes, 
commercial relations, or other problems, provide the basis for long-term 
relations between those nations (Taoka & Beeman, 1991). Despite the 
increasing importance of multinational trade agreements, bilateral trade 
agreements continue to be an important dimension of every national and 
international commercial activity. Since multilateral agreements involve 
more than two nations, their effect on international relations may be 
considered generally to be of greater significance than bilateral trade 
agreements (Taoka & Beeman, 1991).  
  
The law of the European Union represents regional international law. 
European community law governs the world's largest single market. Any 
contracting party representing a member state of the EU must apply the law 
of the EU. European community law consists of treaties of the European 
Community, regulations, directives, decisions, opinions, and 
recommendations. A regulation is a legislative act of the EU which becomes 
immediately enforceable as law in all member states simultaneously. It can 
be distinguished from directives which are, at least in principle, binding 
only on a particular result to be achieved and dependent upon 
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implementing measures. A decision is a law that is not of general 
application, but only applies to the particular addressee of the decision. 
Recommendations and opinions are written statements issued by the 
Council of the European Union or the Commission that hold considerable 
guidance value, but without binding force; they do not constitute 
instructions but rather express the preference of the European 
Communities and may be disregarded by the member states of the EU. 
(Joutsamo et al., 1996) International organizations such as the United 
Nations (UN) and the Organization for Economic Cooperation and 
Development (OECD) represent multilateral cooperation and also play a 
very important role in international business. The UN and the OECD have 
undertaken efforts to develop codes of conduct and guidelines to affect 
international business.    
 
Finally, it is noteworthy that the term ‘international law’ almost always 
means public international law, as opposed to private international law. 
Public international law primarily governs the relationship between 
countries, whereas private international law regulates transborder 
relationships between individuals. Private international law must, 
therefore, be distinguished from public international law. The only common 
connection between them is the transborder element of the facts being 
regulated. (Malanczuk, 1997) 
 
2.3.1.3. Legal Systems and National Laws of Contracting Parties 
 
A nation's legal system operates within the political framework of that 
country and serves to operationalize the nation's political and economic 
systems. Nevertheless, even nations with similar political and economic 
systems may have different laws. It is essential that the international 
manager has a working knowledge of the legal systems in which the firm 
operates. There is no single uniform international law governing 
international business transactions, nor is there much commonality of laws 
among countries. In order to minimize potential problems, the 
international manager should obtain legal services in the firm's home 
country and host country. When a firm operates in a foreign country, it 
must abide by the laws and regulations of that country and must conduct its 
business within the framework of those laws and regulations. (Taoka & 
Beeman, 1991) 
 
The laws of most countries can be classified into one of two basic types: 
common law and codified law. Common law is based on past court 
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decisions, usage and customs, as well as on legal statutes. Even if there is no 
legal precedent or statute, common law requires the court to make a 
decision. Codified law, also called Roman law, is organized by subject 
matter into specific codes: commercial, civil, administrative, and criminal. 
The codified law is thought to be less flexible and adaptable than common 
law, but less subject to interpretations, since it does not rely on precedent. 
(Taoka & Beeman, 1991) Finnish law represents the latter type of law. 
 
After discussing in general the different sources of law that are required to 
be taken into consideration, the following sub-chapter examines the legal 
regulation applicable particularly to international film co-productions from 
the Finnish film industry perspective. In other words, the legal regulation 
applicable to international film co-productions under Finnish law is 
studied. 
 
2.3.2. Legal Regulation Applicable to International Film Co- 
     Productions from the Finnish Film Industry Perspective  
 
2.3.2.1. International Treaties 
 
Both multilateral and bilateral treaties exist relating to international film 
co-productions. A number of international treaties on international co-
production have been agreed to enable a film made under the treaties to 
claim the nationality of both or all of the countries which are a party to that 
particular treaty (Baker, 1995). Some countries, such as France and the UK, 
require that films are produced under a specific treaty in order to benefit 
from national public support (Neumann & Appelgren, 2002). In order to 
qualify as an official co-production, i.e. “the right authority in the said 
country has approved that the national criteria have been fulfilled and 
hence has approved the agreement”, some countries require that the 
international film co-productions are set up under bilateral or multilateral 
treaties (Neumann & Appelgren, 2002:13). Qualification certifications may 
be advantageous and affect the commercial value and potential of a film, 
but co-producing a film under a co-production treaty may also be 
disadvantageous since complications and difficulties may arise (Neumann 
& Appelgren, 2002). As argued by Neumann and Appelgren (2002), ideally 
a co-production treaty is in place to make it easier to comply with rules and 
regulations in a foreign country, therefore, the qualification criteria should 
be carefully considered in order to determine whether it is applicable to a 
film in question.  
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Different from France and the UK, in some countries it is much more 
common to co-produce a film without a treaty; such arrangements are 
found in Germany and the Nordic countries (Neumann & Appelgren, 
2002). One main advantage of a non-treaty co-production is freedom in the 
contractual agreement. However, as reminded by Neumann and Appelgren 
(2002), producing without a co-production treaty also means that the co-
production agreement is the only reference and there are no supplemental 
treaty rules or regulations to fall back on. This puts more pressure and 
focus on making the co-production agreement as complete, well thought-
out and correct as possible. 
 
The following three international treaties are of special importance and 
applicable to international film co-productions and the Finnish production 
companies entering into such co-productions:  
 
European Convention on Cinematographic Co-production 4 
 
According to the summary, the aim of the Convention is to promote the 
development of European multilateral cinematographic co-production, to 
safeguard creation and freedom of expression, and to defend the cultural 
diversity of the various European countries. As stated by the Council of 
Europe in the Explanatory Report of the Convention, European cultural 
cooperation in the cinema field takes place primarily through co-
productions, and in the joint efforts to support creation the rules governing 
state support for film production are not always the same. Therefore, 
according to the Explanatory Report, the main objectives of the Convention 
are to minimize these differences and to harmonize multilateral relations 
between states when they decide to co-produce a film.  
 
As stated in the Explanatory Report, since the Convention is designed to 
encourage the development of film co-productions in Europe, the 
Convention tries to simplify procedures and production on the basis of 
criteria established by the Eurimages fund, i.e. the Council of Europe fund 
for the co-production, distribution and exhibition of European 
cinematographic works (discussed in more detail in Chapter 2.3.2.3). The 
Convention also constitutes a step forward in lowering the threshold of 
financial participation in co-productions, and in permitting financial co-
productions, provided these promote European identity. This requirement 
concerning identity is in some respects the guiding principle of the 
Convention, which is inspired by a versatile but unified vision of European 
                                                      
4 European Treaty Series No. 147; entry into force: April 1, 1994. 
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film production. In fact, the Convention has the advantage of providing a 
common legal basis, governing the multilateral cinematographic relations 
of all states parties to the Convention. (Explanatory Report of the 
Convention)  
 
By December 31, 2010 the Convention had been ratified by 42 countries, 
Finland signed and ratified the Convention in 1995. The Convention is a 
multilateral co-production treaty which can, however, also be applied to 
bilateral co-productions in the absence of any agreement governing such 
co-production i.e. there is no other treaty in place (Article 2, paragraphs 1 
and 4 of the Convention). In case of multilateral co-productions, the 
provisions of the Convention shall override those of bilateral agreements 
between parties to the Convention (Article 2, paragraph 3 of the 
Convention). The Convention shall govern relations between the parties in 
the field of multilateral co-productions originating in the territory of the 
parties. The parties refer to those that are parties to the Convention, i.e. the 
Convention may be invoked only by producers who are nationals of states 
which are parties to the Convention. This means that the Convention shall 
apply to co-productions involving at least three co-producers, established in 
three different parties to the Convention. However, the Convention may 
also be applied to co-productions involving at least three co-producers 
established in three different parties to the Convention and one or more co-
producers who are not established in such parties. In such case, the total 
contribution of the co-producers that are not established in the parties to 
the Convention may not exceed 30% of the total cost of the production. 
(Article 2, paragraphs 1 and 2 of the Convention, and the Explanatory 
Report)    
 
In order to obtain co-production status, certain conditions and qualifying 
criteria must be applied. First, in the case of multilateral co-productions, 
the minimum contribution may not be less than 10%, and the maximum 
contribution may not exceed 70% of the total production cost of the 
cinematographic work. When the minimum contribution is less than 20%, 
the party concerned may take steps to reduce or bar access to national 
production support schemes. In case the Convention takes the place of a 
bilateral treaty between two parties, the minimum contribution may not be 
less than 20% and the largest contribution may not exceed 80% of the total 
production cost of the cinematographic work. (Article 6 of the Convention)    
 
Second, in order to benefit from the Convention, the co-producers must 
submit an application for co-production status and a set of documents for 
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approval to the competent authorities in accordance with the procedures 
laid down in Appendix I of the Convention (Article 5, paragraphs 1 and 2 of 
the Convention). Third, the co-produced film must meet the conditions laid 
down in Appendix II of the Convention in order to be defined as European 
cinematographic work. According to the points system of Appendix II of the 
Convention, the co-produced film needs to achieve a minimum of 15 points 
out of a possible 19 so called “European elements” (see Appendix II of the 
Convention for more detailed information). (Article 3 and Appendix II of 
the Convention) Fourth, the Convention regulates rights of co-producers by 
requiring that the co-production contract must guarantee to each co-
producer joint ownership of the original picture and sound negative. 
Further, the negative shall be kept in a place mutually agreed by the co-
producers, and shall guarantee them free access to it as well as the right to 
an internegative or to any other medium of duplication. (Article 7 of the 
Convention) Fifth, according to Article 8 of the Convention, the 
contribution of each of the co-producers shall include effective technical 
and artistic participation. In principle, the contribution of the co-producers 
relating to creative, technical and artistic personnel, cast, and facilities, 
must be proportional to their investment. Further, subject to the demands 
of the screenplay, the technical and craft team involved in filming the work 
must be made up of nationals of the states which are partners in the co-
production. (Article 8 of the Convention) Sixth, co-producing countries 
shall be credited in co-produced cinematographic works, and the names of 
these countries shall be clearly mentioned in the credit titles, in all publicity 
and promotion material, and when the cinematographic works are being 
shown (Article 12 of the Convention).     
 
Finally, the Convention further covers regulation on the following: 
requirements on adequate technical and financial means and sufficient 
professional qualifications for co-production companies (Article 5, 
paragraph 4 of the Convention); the requirements for financial co-
productions (Article 9 of the Convention); the requirements for the general 
balance of investments and compulsory artistic and technical participation 
(Article 10 of the Convention); the measures to be taken by the co-
producing parties to facilitate the production and export of the 
cinematographic work, and the right of each party to demand a final version 
of the cinematographic work in one of the languages of that party (Articles 
11, 13 and 14 of the Convention); and the right of the majority co-producer 
(i.e. the delegate producer) to show the co-produced cinematographic work 
at international festivals, unless otherwise decided by the co-producers 
(Article 15 of the Convention).   
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Once the conditions have been fulfilled, the Convention assimilates all co-
productions, which have been given the prior approval of the competent 
authorities of the parties, with national films. The chief aim of the 
Convention is to confer on cinematographic works that can lay claim to it 
the nationality of each of the partners in the co-production. Assimilation to 
national films is regulated in Article 4 of the Convention, according to 
which, co-productions falling within the scope of the Convention shall be 
entitled to the benefits granted to national films by the legislative and 
regulatory provisions in force in each of the parties to the Convention 
participating in the co-production concerned. Further, the benefits shall be 
granted to each co-producer by the party in which the co-producer is 
established. (Article 4 of the Convention, and the Explanatory Report)  
 
Film and Television Co-Production Agreement between the Government of 
the Republic of Finland and the Government of Canada 5 
 
This Treaty was signed in 1998 and ratified in 1999 between Finland and 
Canada in order to establish a framework for audiovisual relations and 
particularly for film, television, and video co-productions. The countries 
signed the Treaty conscious that quality co-productions can contribute to 
the further expansion of the film, television, and video production and 
distribution industries of both countries as well as to the development of 
their cultural and economic exchanges. The countries were further 
convinced that these exchanges would contribute to the enhancement of 
relations between the two countries. The purpose of this Treaty is that every 
co-production produced under the Treaty shall be considered to be a 
national production for all purposes by and in each of the two countries. 
Accordingly, each such co-production shall be fully entitled to take 
advantage of all benefits currently or later available to the film and video 
industries. (Article I, paragraph 4 of the Treaty)     
 
In order to benefit from the Treaty, certain conditions must be fulfilled. 
The Treaty regulates co-productions by setting the following conditions: 
First, co-productions must be approved by specific authorities representing 
each country. In Finland, the competent authority is the Minister 
responsible for cultural affairs or, if authorized, the Finnish Film 
Foundation. Every co-production must also be produced and distributed in 
accordance with the national legislation and regulations in force (Article I, 
paragraphs 2 and 3 of the Treaty). Second, the benefits of the Treaty apply 
                                                      
5 Treaty Series of the Statutes of Finland, 24/1999. 
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only to co-productions undertaken by producers who have good technical 
organization, sound financial backing, and recognized professional standing 
(Article II of the Treaty). Third, the proportion of the respective 
contributions of the co-producers of the two countries may vary from 20%, 
for the minority co-producer, to 80%, for the majority co-producer, of the 
budget for each co-production (Article III, paragraph 1 of the Treaty). 
Fourth, each co-producer shall be required to make an effective technical 
and creative contribution, in principle, the contribution to be in proportion 
to the investment (Article III, paragraph 2 of the Treaty). Fifth, the 
producers, writers and directors of co-productions as well as the 
technicians, performers and other production personnel participating in 
such co-productions, must be Finnish or Canadian citizens, or permanent 
residents of Finland or Canada, although some exceptions may be provided 
by the Treaty (Article IV of the Treaty). Sixth, live action shootings and 
animation works, if applicable, must, in principle, be carried out alternately 
in Finland and in Canada, and the laboratory work shall be done in either 
Finland, Canada or a member state of the European Economic Area, 
however, with certain exceptions provided by the Treaty (Article V of the 
Treaty). Seventh, the original sound track of each co-production shall be 
made in either English, French, Finnish or Swedish, shooting in any two, or 
in all, of these languages is permitted, and the dubbing or subtitling of each 
co-production shall be carried out respectively in Finland or Canada 
(Article VII of the Treaty).     
 
Finally, the Convention further covers regulation of the following: 
favorability for certain multi-party co-productions (Article VI of the 
Treaty); the regulation on productions produced under a twinning 
arrangement to be considered as co-productions and to receive the same 
benefits (Article VIII of the Treaty); the number of the copies of materials 
(Article IX of the Treaty); the measures to be taken by the co-producing 
parties to facilitate co-production (Article X of the Treaty); the sharing of 
revenues by the co-producers, in principle, to be proportional to their 
respective contributions to the production financing and be subject to 
approval by the competent authorities (Article XI of the Treaty); the 
management of quota regulations (Article XIII of the Treaty); the 
identification of a co-production in the credits (Article XIV of the Treaty); 
and the presentation of a co-production at international film festivals 
(Article XV of the Treaty).   
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Agreement concerning Cinematography between the Government of the 
Republic of Finland and the Government of the Republic of France 6 
 
The first international treaty of Finland regarding the film industry was 
entered into between Finland and France in 1983. The Treaty was signed to 
facilitate the co-production of films which, by virtue of their artistic and 
technical merits, are likely to enhance the prestige of the two countries, and 
to develop exchanges of films between them. According to the Treaty, co-
production films covered by the Treaty shall be treated as films of national 
origin by the authorities of the two countries in accordance with the 
legislative provisions and regulations applicable in their country. Further, 
such films shall enjoy as of right the privileges accorded to national films. 
(Article 1, paragraphs 1 and 2 of the Treaty)   
 
In order to benefit from the Treaty, certain conditions must be fulfilled, 
and the Treaty regulates co-productions by setting the following conditions: 
First, the making of co-production films by the two countries shall require 
the approval of the competent authorities, which in Finland is the Finnish 
Cinema Foundation i.e. the Finnish Film Foundation (Article 1, paragraph 3 
of the Treaty). Second, in order to enjoy co-production privileges, films 
must be made by co-producers who have an organization and experience 
recognized by the national authority (Article 2 of the Treaty). Third, the co-
producers must submit an application for co-production status and a set of 
documents for approval to the competent authorities in accordance with the 
procedure set forth in the annex to the Treaty (Article 3 of the Treaty). 
Fourth, the economic, technical and artistic contributions of the producers 
of the two countries to a co-production film may vary between 30% and 
70% (Article 4, paragraph 1 of the Treaty). Fifth, films must be made in the 
national language of one of the two countries or in the two languages, and 
by directors and with technicians and performers who have the status of 
Finnish or French nationals or of foreigners normally residing and 
employed in Finland or France, unless otherwise permitted according to the 
Treaty (Article 4, paragraphs 2, 3 and 4 of the Treaty). Sixth, in principle, 
receipts shall be divided in proportion to the total contribution of each co-
producer; and the financial provisions adopted by the co-producers and the 
zones for sharing receipts shall be subject to the approval of the competent 
authorities of the two countries (Article 7 of the Treaty).   
 
                                                      
6 Treaty Series of the Statutes of Finland, 7/1983; English translation: United 
Nations Treaty Series, Vol. 1317, No 21935. 
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Finally, the Treaty further covers regulation of the following: the 
regulation of studio scenes, original negative, inter-negative and laboratory 
(Article 5 of the Treaty); export arrangements for co-production films to be 
made by the majority co-producer unless otherwise agreed upon in the co-
production contract (Article 8 of the Treaty); credits, trailers and 
advertising material for co-production films to indicate that the film is a 
Finnish-French co-production (Article 9 of the Treaty), and the 
presentation of the co-produced films at festivals and in competitions 
(Article 10 of the Treaty); the measures to be taken to facilitate co-
production (Article 13 of the Treaty); and the unrestricted exchange of films 
(although subject to the laws and regulations in force) (Article 14 of the 
Treaty). 
 
2.3.2.2. Finnish Law 
 
As specified above, generally one national law applies to a business 
contract. The parties entering into agreement should be aware of all the 
laws and regulations relevant to their agreement, since the parties may 
choose a specific national law to be applied to their business contract and in 
case no law is chosen, private international law determines the law to be 
applied. In other words, only if Finnish law has been chosen to be the 
applicable law, or Finnish law is to be applied based on the international 
conventions, is Finnish law applied.  
 
Finnish law does not include any specific acts or decrees on film 
production, co-production or the film industry. Nevertheless, despite such 
lack of specific regulation, whether national or international, some laws 
relate to international film co-productions. While entering into co-
production agreements under Finnish law, the production companies 
should be aware of international law applicable to Finland as discussed 
above, as well as specific acts and decrees having articles applicable to 
international film co-productions. Regarding the key contractual provisions 
of co-production agreements discussed in Chapter 2.2.2.2., Finnish law 
regulates contracts, copyrights, and applicable law and dispute 
resolution/jurisdiction. Consequently, these fields of law and specific acts 
and decrees are next studied for the purposes of this study i.e. to the extent 
they have an influence on international film co-productions under Finnish 
law.   
 
Since international law has been already discussed above, this sub-
chapter focuses on studying the other fields of law. Contract law is 
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discussed hereunder, followed by the specific examination of the Contracts 
Act (228/1929) regulating contracts under Finnish law. Thereafter, 
regarding intellectual property law, the Copyright Act (404/1961) and the 
Copyright Decree (574/1995) are examined and discussed to the extent that 
they have influence on international film co-productions. Finally, how the 
private international law relates to such international film co-productions is 
examined. 
 




The exchange of goods and services is a central feature of business activity 
and contract law provides the means of supporting exchange transactions in 
our society. In essence the law of contract facilitates the process of 
exchange, supporting the expectations of the parties in respect of 
performance of the undertakings forming part of an agreement. (Savage & 
Bradgate, 1993) One basic principle relating to the use of contracts is that 
they are governed by a rule of the binding force of contracts, ‘pacta sunt 
servanda’, derived from the general protection of good faith (Pöyhönen, 
2002). Further, in most countries, including Finland, the fundamental 
principle of contract law has been the freedom of contract based on the 
general freedom of action (Hemmo, 2003; Pöyhönen, 2002). As pointed 
out by Hemmo (2003), Pöyhönen (2002), as well as Neumann and 
Appelgren (2002), contracting parties are free to enter into any type of 
contract with any type of content, which they may choose freely. However, 
the freedom of contract is not without limits, as it may be restricted through 
mandatory rules of law intended to guarantee a minimum protection for 
certain groups of people, usually the weaker of the contracting parties 
(Hemmo, 2003; Pöyhönen, 2002; Neumann & Appelgren, 2002).  
 
Hemmo (2003) has specifically argued the distinction between 
mandatory and dispositive norms to be an essential question. A contractual 
provision contrary to a mandatory norm is void and the mandatory norm is 
applied. In contrast, the contracting parties may make deviating decisions 
from dispositive norms in their business contracts, including co-production 
agreements.  The difference between mandatory and dispositive norms as 
well as the hierarchy of legal norms is further discussed in Chapter 3.5. 
which addresses the legal research methodology.  
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Regarding Finnish contract law, Hemmo (2003) has pointed out as 
relevant the contractual sources of law and contractual argumentation. The 
contractual sources of law include the national sources of law and 
international sources of law, and the contractual argumentation relates to 
some useful approaches to the contract law named as the basic arguments 
of contract law. (Hemmo, 2003) Before examining the Contracts Act as the 
source of the Finnish contract law, it is noteworthy to take into 
consideration the following basic arguments of contract law identified by 
Hemmo (2003): First, the purpose of a contracting party or parties is often 
a noteworthy approach. Second, the purposes connected to a contract are 
close to the conditions the parties may have. Third, the contracting parties 
are called for loyalty. Fourth, relating to the requirement of loyalty, there is 
a prohibition of the misuse of rights. Fifth, economic rationality is one 
approach, and finally, an alternative economic approach to argumentation 
is consideration to which contracting party is the appropriate risk bearer for 
which risk relating to a contract. To conclude, according to Hemmo (2003), 
there is no unambiguous answer to the question on the “right” theoretical 
basis of Finnish contract law and the relative persuasiveness of the different 
arguments, for two reasons. The first is the variety of contracts, and the 
second is the lack of the authoritative support, in other words, the 
institutions with norm giving authority – the legislator and the supreme 
court – only go into a small part of the contractual dilemmas in detail. 
(Hemmo, 2003) 
 
One more valuable approach to contracts is defined by Hemmo (2005) 
who identifies contract tactics, contract technique and contract 
management as essential parts of contracting. Contract tactic closely relates 
to the negotiations of contracts and contract management to the overall 
management of contracts from drafting to changes and interpretation of 
contracts. Contract technique also partly refers to the drafting of contracts, 
but in particular to the choice of contractual provisions and the content of 
contracts. Hemmo (2005) has identified the meaning of the evaluation of 
objectives and interests of contracting parties as well as risks relating to the 
content and the specificity of each contract. However, according to Hemmo 
(2005), the contract technique and the specificity of each contract should be 
analyzed case by case influenced by a variety of different factors. Further, 
relating to contracting and partly to the specificity of a contract, contracting 
parties may use a so called ‘preliminary agreement’ as an intermediate stage 
before entering into a complete main agreement. Under Finnish law such 
preliminary agreement clearly differs from documents such as ‘letter of 
intent’ and ‘memorandum of understanding’, since such preliminary 
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agreement establishes full contractual commitment binding contracting 
parties to enter into a main agreement as specified in the preliminary 
agreement. (Hemmo, 2005)           
 
From an international perspective and generally applied, according to 
Keenan and Riches (1995), there are some essential ingredients of a 
contract to be recognized: agreement, consideration, intention, form, 
capacity, genuineness of consent, and legality. As stated by Keenan and 
Riches (1995), there must be an agreement, i.e. a reasonably definite 
understanding between two or more persons (natural or juristic), to be a 
legally binding contract. In terms of the law the paramount factor is the 
intention of the parties to be inferred from their words or conduct. If the 
intentions of the contracting parties are not the same, there can be no 
agreement. Consideration means that the contracting parties must show 
that their agreement is part of a bargain, i.e. each side must promise to give 
or do something for the other. Intention refers to the fact that the law will 
not concern itself with purely domestic or social arrangements. The 
contracting parties must have intended their agreement to have legal 
consequences. Regarding form, in some cases specific formalities, e.g. 
writing, must be observed. Capacity means that the contracting parties 
must be legally capable of entering into a contract, and genuineness of 
consent means that the agreement must have been entered into freely and 
involve a ‘meeting of minds’. Finally, legality refers to the purpose of the 
agreement, which must not be illegal or contrary to public policy. (Keenan 
& Riches, 1995) 
 
A contract possessing all these requirements is considered to be valid. If 
one of the contracting parties fails to live up to its promises it may be sued 
for a breach of contract. The absence of an essential element will render the 
contract to be void, voidable, or unenforceable. The term ‘void contract’ 
means that at no time has there been a contract between the contracting 
parties. A ‘voidable contract’ may operate in every respect as a valid 
contract unless and until one of the contracting parties takes steps to avoid 
it, e.g. contracts founded on a misrepresentation and agreements made by 
minors. An ‘unenforceable contract’ is a valid contract but it cannot be 
enforced in the courts if one of the contracting parties refuses to carry out 
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Contracts Act 7 
 
Under Finnish law, contracts are regulated by the Contracts Act entered 
into force in 1929 and amended a few times thereafter. The Contracts Act 
regulates contracts relating to the conclusion of contracts, authorization, 
invalidity, and adjustment of contracts, and some miscellaneous issues.  
 
First, the Contracts Act regulates the conclusion of contracts by stating 
that “an offer to conclude a contract and an acceptance of such an offer 
shall bind the offeror and the acceptor”, as provided for in the Act (Chapter 
1, Section 1). In other words, a contract comes into existence when there is 
an offer and an approving reply i.e. an acceptance (Saarnilehto et al., 2001). 
According to Chapter 1 of the Contracts Act, an offer and an approving 
response to the offer bind the offeror and the acceptor based on the 
protection of the trust of the adverse party (Saarnilehto et al., 2001). 
However, as pointed out by Hemmo (2003), the contract mechanism 
regulated in the Contracts Act is not the only way to establish contractual 
obligations. The formula of an offer and an acceptance does not always 
work, since as characteristic to a negotiation, the negotiating parties often 
want to discuss the content of the contract without any particular liability 
and commitment. (Hemmo, 2003)  
 
Second, Chapter 2 of the Contracts Act regulates authorization and must 
be applied in case a person has authorized another to conclude contracts or 
to enter into other transactions. Third, Chapter 3 of the Contracts Act 
regulates the invalidity and adjustment of contracts, including cases such as 
coercing, fraudulent inducement, misleading error of information, 
incompatibility with honor, stimulated document, and unfair contract term.  
 
As is obvious, the Finnish Contracts Act only regulates contracts in 
general terms relating to their use and has rather limited influence on co-
production agreements of international film co-productions, having e.g. no 
regulation on the content of such agreements. In other words, although a 
certain national law is chosen to be applied this does not mean that such 
law would give any answers to different issues. For example, with regard to 
Finnish contract law, it hardly regulates at all the substance of a contract. 
The consumer as a contracting party is protected by some laws, but 
business contracts are barely regulated. Therefore, it is important that all 
the relevant issues of an international film co-production are included in 
the business contract and not left unresolved.  
                                                      
7 Contracts Act 228/1929. 
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Finnish Law on Copyrights 
 
Copyright Act 8 
 
The Finnish Copyright Act was entered into force in 1961. The Act has been 
amended several times and particularly in 2005 it was updated to be 
consistent with the changes in the audiovisual environment. In general, the 
Copyright Act regulates the object and content of copyright, limitations of 
copyright, transfer of copyright, validity of copyright, neighboring rights 
and penalty provisions. Copyrights have been discussed in Chapter 2.2.2.2., 
including the distinction between a person creating a work of art as the first 
owner of copyright and films as artistic works of ‘joint authorship’. This 
chapter discusses Finnish law relating to international film co-productions 
and the copyrights involved, since the Copyright Act may influence 
international film co-productions.  
 
In general, the Copyright Act regulates how and when copyright comes 
into existence and the rights of the copyright owner on his/her work. 
According to Chapter 1, Section 1 of the Copyright Act:  
 
“A person who has created a literary or artistic work shall have copyright therein, 
whether it be a fictional or descriptive representation in writing or speech, a 
musical or dramatic work, a cinematographic work, a photographic work or other 
work of fine art, a product of architecture, artistic handicraft, industrial art, or 
expressed in some other manner. (446/1995)”.  
 
Therefore, copyright may only come into existence for a natural person, not 
for a legal person/entity, but the copyright may be assigned and transferred 
e.g. to a firm. As stated previously, concerning a co-produced film, there are 
many copyright owners involved such as screenwriters, directors, directors 
of cinematography, etc. and these rights must be cleared in order to 
produce a film and to distribute, exploit and otherwise benefit the film. As 
argued by Haarmann (2005), Chapter 1, Section 1 of the Copyright Act 
reflects that copyright only applies to ‘independent and individual work’9, 
the exclusive rights of copyright owner restricted in Chapter 2.  
 
According to Haarmann (2005), a cinematographic work refers in the 
Copyright Act to a work of moving images or moving images and sound as 
well as other works considered equal to filming which cross the originality 
                                                      
8 Copyright Act 404/1961 & Decree 574/1995. 
9  Translation from the definition: “itsenäiset ja omaperäiset teokset” (Haarmann, 
2005:60). 
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requirement10. The Copyright Act further recognizes so called neighboring 
rights, and Chapter 5, Section 46a provides a producer of a film with 
specific protection based on the Directives of the Council of the EU on 
rental rights and lending rights and on certain rights related to copyright in 
the field of intellectual property11. According to Directive 2006/115/EC, the 
producer of the first fixation of a film in respect of the original and copies of 
the film shall have the exclusive right to authorize or prohibit rental and 
lending (Article 3 of the Directive) as well as the exclusive right to make 
available to the public by sale or otherwise such objects indicated (Article 9 
of the Directive). This is adapted to the Copyright Act as Section 46a as 
follows:  
 
“(1) A film or any other device on which moving images have been recorded shall 
not, without the producer’s consent, until 50 years have elapsed from the year 
during which the recording took place: 1. be transferred on to a device by means 
of which it can be reproduced; 2. be distributed to the public; 3. be 
communicated to the public by wire or by wireless means in a manner which 
enables members of the public to access the work from a place and at a time 
individually chosen by them.  
 
(2) If the recording is published or made public before 50 years have elapsed 
from the year of recording, the protection conferred by subsection 1 shall subsist 
until 50 years have elapsed from the year during which the recording was 
published or made public for the first time.” (821/2005)  
 
Moreover, for the purposes of this study, co-producing parties should note 
particularly certain articles of the Copyright Act in case Finnish law is 
applied to the co-production agreement. First, according to Chapter 1, 
Section 3 of the Copyright Act:  
 
“(1) When copies of a work are made or when the work is made available to the 
public in whole or in part, the name of the author shall be stated in a manner 
required by proper usage.  
 
(2) A work may not be altered in a manner which is prejudicial to the author’s 
literary or artistic reputation, or to his individuality; nor may it be made available 
to the public in such a form or context as to prejudice the author in the manner 
stated. 
 
                                                      
10 Translation from the text: “Elokuvateoksella tarkoitetaan tekijänoikeuslaissa 
liikkuvina kuvina tai liikkuvina kuvina ja äänenä ilmeneviä teoksia sekä muita 
elokuvaamiseen rinnastettavalla tavalla ilmaistuja teoksia, jotka ylittävät 
teoskynnyksen.” (Haarmann, 2005:79). 
11 See Directive 2006/115/EC, Official Journal L 376, replacing 92/100/EEC. 
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(3) The right conferred to the author by this section may be waived by him with 
binding effect only in regard of use limited in character and extent.” 
 
This is the provision on so called moral rights, ‘droit moral’, which lie with 
the author, in principle, in perpetuity (Neumann & Appelgren, 2002). ‘Droit 
moral’ is a French term for moral rights, “a doctrine of artistic integrity that 
prevents others form altering the work of artists, or taking the artist’s name 
off of the work, without the artist’s permission” (Litwak, 2004:294). This is 
different especially from the Anglo-American legislation according to which 
such moral rights are transferable (Salokannel, 1997). Further, the 
acceptability of the alteration of the work is always evaluated objectively. 
However, sometimes already resulting from the nature of a work, the work 
is allowed to be altered (Haarmann, 2005)12. For example, when a literary 
work is filmed, it is generally considered acceptable that the script may be 
extensively altered (Haarmann, 2005)13.  
 
Second, according to Chapter 3, Section 28 of the Copyright Act:  
 
“Unless otherwise agreed, the person to whom a copyright has been transferred 
may not alter the work or transfer the copyright to others. When copyright is held 
by a business, it may be transferred in conjunction with the business or a part 
thereof; however, the transferor shall remain liable for the fulfillment of the 
agreement.” 
 
This also relates to the above-mentioned right of alteration. The basic 
noteworthy rule is that if a production company desires to alter a work 
and/or to transfer the acquired copyrights further to a third party, it must 
be so agreed upon. However, third, the Copyright Act (Chapter 3, Section 
39) regulates film contracts and the transfer of rights separately, as follows:  
 
“A transfer of the right to make a film on the basis of a literary or artistic work 
shall comprise the right to make the work available to the public by showing the 
film in cinemas, on television or by any other means, and the right to provide the 
film with subtitles and to dub the film in another language.” (648/1974) 
 
Film contracts are further regulated by Chapter 3, Section 40 of the 
Copyright Act, as follows: 
 
                                                      
12 Translation from the text: ”Toisinaan jo asian luonnosta johtuu, että teosta on 
lupa muuttaa.” (Haarmann, 2005:148). 
13 Translation from the text: ”Esimerkiksi kun kirjallinen teos elokuvataan, 
pidetään yleisesti hyväksyttynä, että elokuvakäsikirjoitukseen saadaan tehdä 
suuriakin muutoksia.” (Haarmann, 2005:148). 
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“(1) When the right to use a literary or musical work for a film intended for public 
showing is transferred, the transferee shall produce the film and make it available 
to the public within a reasonable time. If this is neglected, the author may rescind 
the contract and keep any remuneration received; the author shall also be 
entitled to compensation for any damage not covered by the remuneration. 
 
(2) If the film has not been produced within five years from the time at which the 
author fulfilled his obligations, the author may rescind the contract and keep any 
remuneration received, even if there is no dereliction on the part of the 
transferee.” 
 
This provision aims to support the fact that copyrighted work shall be made 
available to the public.  
 
Finnish Law on Applicable Law and Jurisdiction 
 
Private International Law 
 
Laws vary between countries, and there is a complicated set of rules in 
almost every country, directing the courts when to exercise jurisdiction in 
cases involving a foreign element, when to apply foreign law in cases 
involving a foreign element, and when to recognize or enforce the 
judgments of foreign courts (Malanczuk, 1997). These rules are known as 
private international law that regulates both the choice of law and 
jurisdiction.    
 
As discussed above, the contracting parties may choose a specific national 
law to be applied to their business contract, but in case no law is chosen, 
private international law determines the law to be applied. The Regulation 
of the European Parliament and of the Council on the law applicable to 
contractual obligations (Rome I)14 is the principal instrument governing 
contractual choice of law replacing the Rome Convention. The Regulation is 
directly applicable to all EU member states including Finland.  
 
Article 1 of the Regulation defines the material scope of the Regulation as 
follows:  
 
“This Regulation shall apply, in situations involving a conflict of laws, to 
contractual obligations in civil and commercial matters.”  
 
                                                      
14 Reg 593/2008/EC, Official Journal L 177 of 2008. 
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However, Article 1 also includes some specific situations excluded from the 
scope of the Regulation. Further, the main principle of the Regulation is 
that the contracting parties are free in the choice of the law that shall apply 
to their contract. Article 3, paragraph 1 of the Regulation specifically states: 
 
“A contract shall be governed by the law chosen by the parties. The choice shall 
be made expressly or clearly demonstrated by the terms of the contract or the 
circumstances of the case. By their choice the parties can select the law applicable 
to the whole or to part only of the contract.” 
 
Article 4 of the Regulation defines the rules on applicable law in the 
absence of choice. Article 4, paragraph 1 of the Regulation defines 
applicable law relating to some specific contracts, and in case a contract is 
not covered by paragraph 1, paragraph 2 states a general rule as follows:  
 
“…, the contract shall be governed by the law of the country where the party 
required to effect the characteristic performance of the contract has his habitual 
residence.”  
 
Further, in case the applicable law cannot be determined pursuant to 
paragraphs 1 or 2, paragraph 4 defines the final rule as follows: 
 
“…, the contract shall be governed by the law of the country with which it is most 
closely connected.”   
 
Based on the facts referred to above, needless to say, the importance of 
making the choice of law between the contracting parties and expressing it 
clearly in the contract cannot be emphasized enough since there is much 
variation in international film co-productions. 
  
Closely relating to the applicable law, jurisdiction is also regulated by 
private international law. There have been several attempts to unify the 
private international law regarding jurisdiction and enforcement of 
judgments. The Brussels Convention on Jurisdiction and the Enforcement 
of Judgments in Civil and Commercial Matters 196815 was first concluded 
by and between some member states of the European Community. The 
Lugano Convention on Jurisdiction and the Enforcement of Judgments in 
Civil and Commercial Matters of 198816 was concluded in order to expand 
the territorial scope of the Brussels Convention to include the EFTA states. 
The European Union adopted new rules on jurisdiction in 2002 by being 
                                                      
15 Official Journal C 59/1 of 1979. 
16 Official Journal L 319 of 1988. 
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committed to the Brussels Convention by adopting the Council Regulation 
on jurisdiction and the recognition and enforcement of judgments in civil 
and commercial matters17 which is directly applicable to all EU member 
states including Finland. These international conventions and EU 
regulations applicable to Finland have further been adapted to Finnish law 
by means of national laws including procedural law. 
 
Nevertheless, since there are different rules to be applied worldwide 
depending on the country in question, it is highly recommended to prefer 
choosing the home country for jurisdiction and dispute resolution in a co-
production agreement. In cases that there are no rules of jurisdiction 
included in the agreement, international conventions are applied. 
Moreover, in the case of choosing the jurisdiction of any other country than 
the home country, the contracting party should be aware of the legal 
regulation on jurisdiction in such country. It is also noteworthy that all the 
possible legal proceedings relating to a co-production agreement are to be 
processed in the chosen country for jurisdiction. Furthermore, as stated in 
Chapter 2.2.2.2., disputes between contracting partners can be solved 
through different procedures. If it is not specified in the co-production 
agreement, the only choice is to go to court. However, the procedures 
include court proceedings, arbitration, mediation and individually 
determined proceedings, and it is further noteworthy that such procedures 
also vary between the countries leading to the strong supporting argument 
that the choice of law and jurisdiction are clearly specified in each co-
production agreement. 
 
2.3.2.3. Rules and Regulations of Financiers 
 
There are a number of funds specifically established to support film 
productions involving more than one producer from more than one 
country. Further, their purpose is to foster international cooperation 
between filmmakers, and the criteria for selection are usually qualitative, 
besides being governed by a set of predetermined rules. (Dally et al., 2002) 
Especially in Europe, international co-productions are actively supported 
by various funding programs created by the Council of Europe and the 
European Union (Alberstat, 2000). There are regional organizations such 
as the MEDIA programme of the EU that supports the European film 
industry and especially Eurimages, founded by the Council of Europe, 
providing financing for European co-productions. Moreover, each country 
also has own national funding programs, foundations, institutes and other 
                                                      
17 Council Reg 44/2001/EC, Official Journal of L 012 of 2001. 
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organizations. When negotiating and agreeing upon the contractual 
provisions of a co-production agreement, each contracting party should 
take into account all the guidelines and regulations set by the financiers 
involved in the international film co-production. 
 
From the Finnish film industry perspective, the key financiers can be 
identified as Eurimages and the MEDIA Programme promoting the 
European film industry, Nordisk Film & TV Fond promoting Nordic films, 
and the Finnish Film Foundation promoting Finnish films. Next, the key 
rules and regulations of such financiers are discussed relating to 




Eurimages is the Council of Europe fund for the co-production, distribution 
and exhibition of European cinematographic works set up in 1988, and by 
December 31, 2010 having 34 member states. Eurimages aims to promote 
the European film industry by encouraging the production and distribution 
of films and fostering cooperation between professionals. One of 
Eurimages’ four funding programs is assistance for co-production; in fact, 
the majority (almost 90%) of the Fund’s resources (which originate from 
member states’ contributions) goes to supporting co-production. Eurimages 
has its own Regulations for the support of co-production of full-length 
feature films, animation and documentaries18, and the eligibility criteria 
(Chapter 1 of the Regulations) consists of provisions on general issues; 
eligible producers; co-production structure; participation of producers and 
financiers established in non-member states of the Fund; technical and 
artistic cooperation and financial co-productions; European origin and 
character of the project; principal photography; copyright regulations and 
joint ownership of the negative; and financial requirements. 
 
According to the eligibility criteria for co-production support of full-
length feature films, the co-producing partners should be aware of the 
following regulations when agreeing upon international film co-productions 
and entering into co-production agreements: First, Eurimages supports 
feature films of a minimum length of 70 minutes, intended for cinema 
release. Co-productions must be between at least two independent 
producers, established in different member states of the Fund. Further, co-
productions must comply with the legislation of the countries concerned, 
the bilateral treaties in force between the co-producing countries or, where 
                                                      
18 Regulations in effect from January 1, 2011. 
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applicable, with the European Convention on Cinematographic Co-
production. (Chapter 1.1. of the Regulations) Second, regarding eligible 
producers, financial support may only be awarded to European natural or 
legal persons governed by the legislation of one of the Fund’s member 
states, regulated in more detail in Chapter 1.2. of the Regulations.  
 
Third, regarding the co-production structure, the participation of the 
majority co-producer must not exceed 70% of the total co-production 
budget and the participation of each minority co-producer must not be 
lower than 10%. In the case of a bilateral co-production, the participation of 
the majority co-producer must not exceed 80% of the total co-production 
budget and the participation of the minority co-producer must not be lower 
than 20%. However, in the case of bilateral co-productions with a budget 
superior to five million euros, the participation of the majority co-producer 
must not exceed 90% of the total production budget. Further, a duly signed 
co-production agreement, or at least a signed ‘deal memo’ containing 
essential contractual provisions, is required. (Chapter 1.3. of the 
Regulations) As defined by Cones (1992:127), a ‘deal memo’ is “a shortened 
version of a contract, i.e. a memorandum of the minimum negotiated terms 
between contracting parties”. Such preliminary agreement was also defined 
in Chapter 2.3.2.2. relating to contract law.  
 
Fourth, according to Chapter 1.4. of the Regulations, co-producers from 
non-member states of the Fund may participate in the co-production 
provided that their combined co-production percentage does not exceed 
30% of the total co-production budget. Fifth, projects must display artistic 
and/or technical cooperation between at least two co-producers established 
in different member states of the Fund; regulated in more detail in Chapter 
1.5. of the Regulations. Sixth, co-production must be European, the 
European character assessed on the basis of the points system included in 
the European Convention on Cinematographic Co-production (Chapter 1.6. 
of the Regulations). Seventh, the conditions for the start of principal 
photography are regulated in Chapter 1.7. of the Regulations. Eighth, co-
productions must comply with the copyright regulations in force in the 
European co-producing countries, and the negative must be jointly owned 
by all co-producers (Chapter 1.8. of the Regulations). Finally, Chapter 1.9. 
of the Regulations defines the financial requirements for co-productions, 
including the requirement of at least 50% of the financing in each of the co-
producing countries to be confirmed by formal documentation.     
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In addition to the specific eligibility criteria of the Regulations, the 
repayment provision, Chapter 7 of the Regulations, should also be taken 
into account when entering into a co-production agreement. The support 
amount is repayable, from the first euro, from each producer’s net receipts 
at a rate equal to the percentage of the Eurimages share in the financing of 
the film, and each co-producer shall be proportionally responsible for 
repayment of the share of the support allocated to it. This may be critical 
when agreeing on recoupment and profit sharing. Finally, according to 
Chapter 8 of the Regulations, Eurimages reserves the right of modification 
and termination of the financial support relating to the requested 
documentation, changes in co-productions and the breach of the 
Regulations.  
 
The MEDIA Programme 
 
MEDIA is the EU support program for the European audiovisual industry. 
MEDIA co-finances training initiatives for audiovisual industry 
professionals, the development of production projects as well as the 
promotion of European audiovisual works. The current MEDIA 2007 
programme (2007-2013) is the fourth multi-annual program divided into 
different action lines. The MEDIA programme provides funding for 
independent European producers of audiovisual projects with a European 
dimension.  
 
Project-development funding is designed to meet the needs of different 
types of production companies, i.e. funding may be applied to the 
development of single projects, slate funding and interactive works. The 
eligibility criteria are set by the Guidelines on the support for the 
development of single projects and the Guidelines on the support for the 
development of a slate of projects19. The eligibility criteria relate to the 
eligibility of applicants, countries, activities, and proposals regulated in 
Chapter 5 of the Guidelines. 
 
Further, i2i funding is designed to facilitate access to financing from 
banks and other financial institutions by subsidizing part of the cost of the 
guarantees required by these institutions, and/or part of the financing 
itself. i2i covers insurance, completion guarantee, or financing costs. The 
                                                      
19 Decision No 1718/2006/EC, Official Journal of the EU 2007/C 204/05, the most 
recent (by December 31, 2010) Call for Proposals EACEA 25/2010. 
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eligibility criteria are set by the Guidelines on i2i funding20. The eligibility 
criteria relate to the eligibility of applicants, countries, actions and 
applications (Chapter 5 of the Guidelines), but no specific regulations that 
especially relate to the international film co-productions are noted when 
agreeing on the co-production agreement.    
 
Nordisk Film & TV Fond 
 
Since 1990, Nordisk Film & TV Fond has promoted film and TV 
productions of high quality in the five Nordic countries (Denmark, Finland, 
Iceland, Norway, and Sweden), by providing financing support for project 
development and production of feature films, TV-fiction/series, and 
creative documentaries. The conditions for support programs are regulated 
by the Guidelines set by Nordisk Film & TV Fond21 including (1) general 
conditions on application evaluation, types of and criteria for support, 
reimbursement and breach of contract, and (2) specific conditions on 
support for different purposes.  
 
Regarding international film co-productions in particular, there are 
conditions for the granting of support for the production of feature films 
that are required to be taken into account. According to such conditions, 
national base funding must be confirmed, and a distribution guarantee for 
cinema exhibition must be signed for a minimum of two Nordic countries 
and a distribution contract must be signed with a minimum of one of the 
TV Partners of the Fund (or for a minimum of one Nordic country if a 
distribution contract is signed by a minimum of two of the TV Partners of 
the Fund) (Chapter 7.1. of the Guidelines). Moreover, according to the 
conditions on reimbursement, the Fund supports project development and 
production by way of loans that are repayable, the Fund being entitled to a 
share of the producer’s world wide receipts, regulated in more detail in 
Chapter 4 of the Guidelines.   
 
The Finnish Film Foundation 
 
The Finnish Film Foundation is an independent foundation supervised by 
the Ministry of Education and Culture, and the support granted by the 
Foundation is based on the Film Promotion Act (28/2000). The Finnish 
Film Foundation grants film production support, exhibition and 
                                                      
20 Decision No 1718/2006/EC, Official Journal of the EU 2007/C 277/08, the most 
recent (by December 31, 2010) Call for Proposals EACEA 27/2010. 
21 Guidelines in effect from January 2011. 
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distribution support, and support for international activities in accordance 
with the Support Guidelines. The production companies must comply with 
all the Support Guidelines, but for the purposes of this study those 
guidelines especially relating to international film co-productions are 
presented here. 
  
First, according to the Guidelines for film production support22, a 
production company holding the rights to a film in Finland can be granted 
support whether in the form of development support, advance support for 
production, marketing and distribution support, or post-release support for 
production (Chapter 2 of the Guidelines). Second, when advance support is 
applied for the Finnish part of international co-productions, the applicant 
must in addition to the required documentation also deliver to the 
Foundation the following documents: a cooperation contract or deal memo 
of all the production parties, a detailed budget, a financing plan and a 
production plan for the Finnish producer’s share of the production, and a 
detailed budget and a financing plan for the whole production (Chapter 2, 
paragraph 2.3. of the Guidelines). Third, when support has been granted to 
the Finnish contribution to an international co-production, the applicant 
must in addition to the other required documentation also deliver to the 
Foundation a cooperation contract between all co-producers and a budget 
detailed for each country (Chapter 3, paragraph 3.2. of the Guidelines). 
Finally, the Guidelines also include a provision identifying the factors that 
influence the provisional support decision, however, this guideline that 
regulates international co-production does not specifically relate to the co-
production agreements (Chapter 3, paragraph 3.1. of the Guidelines). 
 
In addition to the specific guidelines regulating international co-
productions mentioned above, it is worth noting Chapter 7 of the 
Guidelines on cancellation of the support agreement and recovery of 
support e.g. if the production is not completed in the manner and schedule 
outlined in the support agreement, or if the recipient has failed to comply 
with the Support Guidelines, the terms of the support agreement, or any 
other related obligation, or through his actions otherwise jeopardized the 
completion of the film.       
 
Other Financiers and Cooperating Partners 
 
As stated above, each country has its own national funding programs, 
foundations, institutes and other organizations. The Finnish Film 
                                                      
22 Guidelines in effect from January 1, 2009. 
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Foundation was presented above, but there are also other possible 
financiers or other cooperating partners that all have their own rules and 
regulations on national and international film productions. One of these 
financiers in Finland has been the POEM Foundation, the Northern Film 
and Media Foundation, which is an audiovisual production resource centre. 
The POEM Foundation has provided grants and interest-free loans and/or 
investment financing for film productions and has own criteria for 
awarding funding, when applicable. 
   
In addition to the national foundations, television channels also finance 
film productions by pre-buying television rights of the film to be produced, 
which is also the case regarding international film co-productions. The co-
producing partners may pre-sell television rights of the film within different 
territories, and therefore, television channels may also set their own 
regulations on international film co-productions to be taken into account by 
the co-producing parties when entering into a co-production agreement. 
This is also the case for film distributors which may pre-finance 
international co-productions and set their own regulations and guidelines 
as condition for such pre-financing and cooperation. Finally, it is 
noteworthy that the list of cooperating partners presented above is 
definitely not exhaustive, since any cooperating partner relating to the 
international film co-production may naturally set different rules as 
condition for its cooperation, and thus have an influence on international 
film co-production in various ways.   
 
2.3.2.4. Summary of the Key Legal Regulation 
 
Regarding the legal regulation relating to international film co-productions 
from the Finnish film industry perspective, Table 2 specifies such relevant 
legal regulation. Finland is a member state of three different international 
conventions on international film co-productions. Furthermore, when 
Finnish law is applicable to the co-production agreement, some laws have 
an influence on international film co-productions and their co-production 
agreements although no specific law exists to regulate film co-productions. 
Finally, there may be specific contractual provisions agreed upon between 
the co-producing alliance partners and financiers that need to be taken into 
consideration as well as contractual provisions agreed upon between the co-









- on international film co-productions - 
 
European Convention on Cinematographic Co-production  
(European Treaty Series No. 147; entry into force: April 1, 1994)     
Film and Television Co-Production Agreement between Finland 
and Canada  
(Treaty Series of the Statutes of Finland, 24/1999) 
Agreement concerning Cinematography between Finland and  
France  




    FINNISH (NATIONAL) LAW (if applicable) 
   - relating to international film co-productions - 
 
Contracts – Contract law & Contracts Act (228/1929) 
Copyrights - Copyright Act (404/1961) & Decree (574/1995) 
Applicable law & jurisdiction – Legal rules of private international law   
   
                                              
             
   CONTRACTUAL PROVISIONS OF AGREEMENTS 
             - regulating international film co-productions - 
      
Agreements with financiers & other cooperating partners –  
Regulations set by Eurimages, the MEDIA Programme, Nordisk  
Film & TV Fond, the Finnish Film Foundation, etc. 
 
Agreements between co-producing partners –  
Contractual provisions agreed upon between the contracting parties 
                     
 
 
Table 2. Legal regulation applicable to international film co-productions from the 
Finnish film industry perspective. 
 
To conclude, in order to understand the network of different legal 
regulation the hierarchy of legal norms is discussed in Chapter 3.5. This 
relates to the legal research methodology. 
 
 
2.4.  Conceptual Framework and Multidisciplinary Approach  
        of the Study 
 
The purpose of this sub-chapter is to draw together the different issues 
relating and relevant to international film co-productions in order to create 
a conceptual framework for this study. Since this research represents a 
multidisciplinary approach combining international business and legal 
studies utilized, Figures 5a and 5b attempt to visualize such 
multidisciplinary nature of the research.  
 
Figure 5a illustrates the multidisciplinary approach of this study on 
international film co-productions and the use of co-production agreements. 
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Production companies as alliance partners jointly form an international 
film co-production alliance. The co-producing alliance partners enter into a 
co-production agreement as contracting parties and agree upon contractual 
provisions according to which the film will be jointly co-produced. When 
agreeing the co-production agreement, there are several elements, business 
and legal, to be taken into consideration. Each alliance partner operates in 
its home country and has an influence on the co-production agreement and 
its contractual provisions, both from the business perspective as an alliance 
business partner as well as from the legal perspective through the 
applicable national legal regulation. International legal regulation has a 
further influence on the international film co-production through 
applicable international law and legal rules. Finally, each of the various 
cooperating partners, such as the financiers of the film, set their own rules 
and regulations affecting the international film co-production.   
 
More specifically, Figure 5a illustrates a situation of several co-production 
agreements involved in the same international film co-production. In order 
to open up the meaning of the conceptual framework, first, production 
company A as a delegate producer enters into co-production agreements 
separately with each minority co-producing partner (production companies 
B and C). Each co-producing partner (delegate or minority) as a contracting 
party has its own needs and desires regarding business terms and thereby 
impact on the co-production agreement. Second, each production company 
operates in its home country within the national legal environment that has 
influence on the co-production agreement. Third, in each country 
represented by a co-producing partner there are financiers, such as film 
foundations and institutes, distributors, and other possible cooperating 
partners involved, and such cooperating partners have their own rules and 
regulations having an influence on the co-production agreement.  
 
Fourth, there may be international legal regulation applicable to the 
international film co-production. This means that e.g. international 
conventions and/or the EU regulation must be applied to the co-production 
agreements. It is noteworthy that the international legal environment may 
have influence over international film co-productions in two different ways: 
(a) the mandatory international legal regulation has an influence on its 
member states, since such regulation must be adapted to the laws of such 
member states, or (b) the dispositive international legal regulation may 
have an influence on international film co-productions when co-producing 
partners agree on applying of dispositive international legal regulation, or 
the dispositive international legal regulation shall be applied since the co-
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producing partners have not agreed otherwise. The difference between 
mandatory and dispositive legal regulation as well as the hierarchy of legal 
norms is further discussed in Chapter 3.5. which addresses the legal 
research methodology. Fifth, there may also be financiers, distributors and 
other possible cooperating partners internationally involved in 
international film co-production leading to the fact that their rules and 
regulations must be taken into account when agreeing on the co-production 
agreements. Finally, co-producing agreements have an influence on each 
other, since there must not be any inconsistencies between them.  
 
It is further noteworthy that the positioning of the co-producing partners 
(one above, two below) in the framework does not have any particular 
meaning, it only shows that there is one delegate producer and the other 
partners are minority co-producing partners, and the delegate producer 
enters into a co-production agreement separately with each minority co-
producing partner in the case of several co-production agreements. This 
study is not carried out from any specific perspective regarding the co-
producing partners. In other words, this study does not examine the 
research topic from any particular co-producing partner’s (delegate or 
minority) perspective over another. Nevertheless, based on the conceptual 
framework created for this study, it is inevitably a great challenge to 
manage co-production agreements from both business and legal 
perspectives, and since such agreements cover a variety of different 
elements that need to be dealt with, a contract-based international film co-
production alliance may indeed be considered to be a challenge for 
company management in terms of the design of a co-production agreement 
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                                    legal regulation? 
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                                            Country B                                                  Country C 
                  National legal environment                      National legal environment 
 
 
                     
             Production company B    Production company C 
            Financier(s)    (minority co-producing              Financier(s)    (minority co-producing  
                   partner)             partner) 
                    Business terms?        Business terms? 
      Applicable national                                  Applicable national 





        
         
 
        The term ‘financier’ refers to financiers and other cooperating partners, such as film foundation,  
        film institute, distributor, etc. 
 
 
Figure 5a. Conceptual framework for multidisciplinary study on international 
film co-production alliances; the case of several co-production agreements. 
 
 
As discussed in Chapter 2.2.1.2, there may also be only one co-production 
agreement entered into by and between all the co-producing partners, as 
presented in Figure 5b. 
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Figure 5b. An alternative conceptual framework for multidisciplinary study on 
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Figure 5b, illustrates an alternative situation of an international film co-
production alliance, wherein the co-producing partners sign only one co-
production agreement involving all the co-producing partners. The number 
of the co-producing partners is the same as in Figure 5a. The only difference 
from the previous framework is that all the different elements specified 
above in relation to Figure 5a must be taken into consideration while 
agreeing only one co-production agreement that is entered into by and 
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3. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 
 
This third chapter of the doctoral thesis presents the methodological 
choices selected in the empirical part of this research and applied to the 
empirical data collection. The research design and the case study setting are 
first defined. This is followed by a discussion on interviewing as a 
qualitative research method, taking into consideration the challenges 
relating to the analysis of the empirical data in this study in order to 
produce credible qualitative research. Finally, based on the 
multidisciplinary approach, the legal research methodology perspective 
relating to this study is presented. 
 
 
3.1.  Research Design and the Case Study Setting 
 
As argued by Yin (2009), a research design is the logic that links the data to 
be collected and conclusions to be drawn to the research questions of the 
study. In order to achieve the best possible results for any research, the 
choice of methodology is rather critical. As argued by Silverman (2006), a 
methodology refers to the choices researchers make about cases to study, 
methods of data gathering, forms of data analysis, etc. in planning and 
executing a research study. Accordingly, the methodology defines how 
researchers go about studying any phenomenon. Methods are considered to 
be specific research techniques, including quantitative techniques such as 
statistical correlations, as well as techniques such as observation, 
interviewing, and audio recording. (Silverman, 2006) 
 
This research follows a case study method. As stated by Ghauri (2004), a 
case study can be both quantitative and qualitative. He further argues that a 
case study is considered to be a useful method when the area of research is 
relatively less known, and case studies have the potential to deepen our 
understanding of the research phenomenon (Ghauri 2004). In general, as 
argued by Yin (2009), case studies are a preferred approach when "how" or 
"why" questions are being posed, and the focus is on a contemporary 
phenomenon within a real-life context over which the researcher has little 
or no control. Based on the characteristics of the research area, such 
arguments support the choice of the case study method as appropriate for 
this study. 
 
According to Ghauri (2004), when selecting cases it is the research 
problem and the research objectives that influence the number and choice 
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of cases to be studied. There are single-case studies as well as comparative 
or multiple-case studies. One element affecting the number and choice of 
cases is confidentiality, which may be a rather crucial element relating to 
the use of a case study method. In a multiple-case study, where 
organizations are cases, even if the firm's name and certain information are 
disguised readers may identify the firm (Daniels & Cannice, 2004). The 
preliminary plan for this study was to select some international film co-
productions by Finnish production companies as cases in order to carry out 
a multiple-case study. However, since the Finnish film industry is rather 
small, the managers of the Finnish production companies refused to 
provide the author of this study with certain information they deemed to be 
confidential, including any detailed data on their international business 
operations as well as the actual co-production agreements, not to mention 
publication of such data. Hence, the lack of this kind of data makes it 
impossible to carry out a successful multiple-case study. Consequently, this 
study was carried out as a single-case study in the business field, the 
Finnish film industry as the case.  
 
Yin (2009) has identified rationale for single-case designs. One rationale 
relating to this study is the revelatory nature of the case study. This exists 
when we can observe and study a phenomenon that has previously been 
inaccessible and which can provide useful insight (Yin, 2009; Ghauri & 
Gronhaug, 2005). Since a single-case design has been considered 
appropriate when the case study is exploratory and of revelatory nature 
(Yin, 2009; Ghauri & Gronhaug, 2005), a single-case study method may be 
considered very useful and therefore deemed applicable to this study.  
 
The film industry was selected as the research context, thereby providing 
an interesting research area for multidisciplinary studying on international 
film co-production alliances based on co-production agreements. However, 
it is noteworthy that the film industry is not the only industry and business 
field where a multidisciplinary study of alliance contracting combining 
business and legal studies can be considered valuable. Obviously, there are 
also a variety of international alliances based on alliance contracts within 
the different business areas, and as the literature review part of this study 
has shown, the research area of alliance contracting has been recognized as 
important by several researchers (see Chapters 2.1. and 2.2.). As one of 
several interesting examples, universities actively cooperate internationally 
worldwide and such international cooperation is often based on long-term 
partnerships and contracting, not just on project-based international 
cooperation. Nevertheless, this study focuses on the unique and rather 
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unexamined research area of the film industry and contracting in 
international film co-production alliances, which hopefully inspires further 
multidisciplinary studying on the interesting research area of alliance 
contracting.  
 
In addition, this research follows a single-case holistic case study design. 
The same single-case study may involve more than one unit of analysis (a 
single-case embedded case study design), while attention is also given to 
subunits (Yin, 2009). Although the empirical data is collected from the 
Finnish film industry, and more specifically by interviewing producers 
representing Finnish film production companies, this study aims at 
providing more of a holistic approach to the research area. This study is 
considered to represent a holistic case study design, since the objective of 
this multidisciplinary study is to contribute to the understanding of 
international alliances based on and regulated by alliance contracts.  
 
Finally, as pointed out by Ghauri (2004), triangulation, referring to the 
collection of data through different methods or even different kind of data 
on the same phenomenon, is one of the defining features of a case study. 
Case studies may involve data collection through multiple sources of 
evidence and the applicable sources are different for each study. In this 
study these sources of evidence are personal interviews as primary data, 
supported by secondary data of the film industry that is publicly available 
and the personal work experience of the author of the study.  
 
The following sub-chapter focuses on the discussion of interviews as 




3.2.  Interviews as Qualitative Research Method 
 
The previous sub-chapter defined this research as a case study. More 
specifically, this research follows a qualitative case study method, using 
interviews as qualitative research method. In order to separate quantitative 
research from qualitative research, one of the general statements is that 
whereas quantitative data deals with numbers, qualitative data deals with 
meanings (Dey, 1993). Moreover, four different major methods used by 
qualitative researchers have been identified: observation, analyzing texts 
and documents, interviews, and recording and transcribing (Silverman, 
2006). 
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Interviews are commonly used in both quantitative and qualitative 
methodologies. It has been said that interviewing is the most widely applied 
technique for conducting systematic social inquiry (Holstein & Gubrium, 
1997; Eskola & Suoranta, 1998). Atkinson and Silverman (1997) have also 
pointed out the special faith in the interview as the prime means of data 
collection. In a simple interview situation an interviewer asks an 
interviewee questions and this interview is considered to be interaction, 
where both parties affect each other (Eskola & Suoranta, 1998).  
 
According to Daniels and Cannice (2004), there are three situations 
where interview-based research may be appropriate for business research 
in general. First, interview-based research studies are particularly well 
suited for exploratory and theory building studies, since interviews allow 
the researcher to discover new relationships or situations not previously 
conceived. Interview studies may also result in cases. Second, interview-
based research may be optimal when there is a small population of possible 
respondents, and interviews may offer an opportunity to acquire a richness 
of information from each respondent. Third, interviews may allow 
researchers to develop a deeper rapport with informants. (Daniels & 
Cannice, 2004) Due to the lack of studies on the research subject of this 
study, data collection from the field is highly important and since the 
situations referred to above closely relate to this study, this strongly 
supports the use of interviews as a qualitative research method for the 
study. 
 
Next, some issues relevant to the use of interviews are discussed with 




There are different types of interview; Eskola and Suoranta (1998) have 
identified the types of structured interview, half-structured interview, 
theme interview, and open interview. The interviews carried out for this 
study could be identified as representing an approach between half-
structured and open interviews. In half-structured interview the questions 
are the same for all the interviewees, but there are no alternatives from 
which to choose to answer these questions; meaning that the interviewee 
may answer the questions in his/her own words (Eskola & Suoranta, 1998). 
Open interviews, in contrast, are reminiscent of a customary discussion. 
The interviewer and the interviewee discuss a given subject matter, but all 
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the different theme areas are not necessarily covered by and discussed with 
all the interviewees. (Eskola & Suoranta, 1998) In this study, on the one 
hand, the interviews were structured including a list of questions in order to 
ensure that certain issues were discussed and covered in detail during the 
interviews, but, on the other hand, it was important to let every interviewee 
answer the questions freely since the experiences of interviewees and 
therefore the answers may vary a lot and the interviewees may provide very 
unexpected information that may lead to further questions. Furthermore, 
distinguished from individual interview is a group interview, whereby many 
interviewees and perhaps interviewers are present at the same time (Eskola 
& Suoranta, 1998). It is the former that was primarily employed in this 
study. 
 
Open-ended questions are often favored when the interview method is 
used (Eskola & Suoranta, 1998). According to Patton (2002), there are 
three basic approaches to collecting qualitative data through open-ended 
interviews: the informal conversational interview, the general interview 
guide approach, and the standardized open-ended interview. They differ in 
the extent to which interview questions are determined and standardized 
before the interview occurs (Patton, 2002). It is the general interview guide 
approach that was applied to this study; thereby allowing the outlining of a 
set of issues that are to be explored with each respondent before 
interviewing begins. As Patton (2002) has described, issues in the outline 
need not be taken in any particular order, and the actual wording of 
questions to elicit responses about those issues need not be determined in 
advance. The interview guide simply serves as a basic checklist during the 
interview in order to ensure that all the relevant topics are covered. The 
interview guide presumes that there is common information that should be 
obtained from each person interviewed, but no set of standardized 
questions are written in advance. The interviewer is therefore required to 
adapt both the wording and the sequence of questions to specific 




Interviews are traditionally analyzed as more or less accurate descriptions 
of experience; as reports or representations of reality. Analysis entails 
systematically coding, grouping or summarizing the descriptions, and 
providing a coherent organizing framework that encapsulates and explains 
aspects of the social world that respondents portray. In contrast, active 
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interview data can be analyzed to show the dynamic interrelatedness of the 
‘whats’ and the ‘hows’. (Holstein & Gubrium, 1997) 
 
Holstein and Gubrium (1997) have especially pointed out that 
understanding how the meaning-making process unfolds in the interview is 
as critical as apprehending what is substantively asked and conveyed. On 
the one hand, the hows of interviewing refer to the interactional, narrative 
procedures of knowledge production, not merely to interview techniques. 
On the other hand, the whats pertain to the issues guiding the interview, the 
content of questions, and the substantive information communicated by the 
respondent. A dual interest in the hows and whats of meaning production 
goes hand in hand with an appreciation of the constitutive activeness of the 
interview process. (Holstein & Gubrium, 1997) These arguments strongly 
support the careful planning and realization of the interviewing, concerns 
that have been taken into consideration while planning how the interviews 




A number of issues have been raised about the status of interview data; 
Silverman (2006) has presented three different ways, relating to positivism, 
emotionalism and constructionism. First, according to positivism, interview 
data give us access to facts about the world. The primary issue is to generate 
data that are valid and reliable, independently of the research setting. The 
main ways to achieve this are the random selection of the interview sample 
and the administration of standardized questions with multiple-choice 
answers which can be readily tabulated. Second, according to 
emotionalism, interviewees are viewed as experiencing subjects who 
actively construct their social worlds. The primary issue is to generate data 
that give an authentic insight into people's experiences. The main ways to 
achieve this are unstructured, open-ended interviews usually based upon 
prior, in-depth participant observation. Third, according to 
constructionism, interviewers and interviewees are always actively engaged 
in constructing meaning. Rather than treat this as standing in the way of 
accurate depictions of facts or experiences, how meaning is mutually 
contracted becomes the researcher's topic. Because of this, research 
interviews are not treated as specially privileged and other interviews are 
treated as of equal interest, i.e. interviews are treated as topics rather than 
as a research resource. A particular focus is on how interviewees construct 
narratives of events and people and the turn-by-turn construction of 
meaning. (Silverman, 2006) 
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In the opinion of the author of this study, although this study can be 
considered to represent a positivist perspective with references to 
objectivity, triangulation, and other related considerations, the study also 
slightly relates to emotionalism and constructionism regarding interview 
data. The random selection of the interview sample, a characteristic of 
positivism, would be supported although cannot be directly applied since all 
the production companies available were selected. Further, standardized 
questions with multiple-choice answers were not considered to be useful for 
this study and open-ended questions were favored as discussed above. 
Therefore, this study can be considered to be related to emotionalism on 
the basis of the interest in ‘authentic’ understanding of the experiences of 
the interviewees, and to constructionism on the basis of the desire, through 




A number of decisions must be made in planning an interview, whether the 
interview takes place spontaneously in the field or is carefully prepared as a 
standardized open-ended instrument. The researcher must decide what 
questions to ask, how to sequence the questions, how much detail to solicit, 
how long to make the interview, and how to word the actual questions. 
(Patton, 2002) Patton (2002) identifies six kinds of questions that may be 
asked of people: Experience/behavior questions about what a person does 
or has done; opinion/values questions aiming at understanding the 
cognitive and interpretive processes of people; feeling questions aiming at 
understanding the emotional responses of people to their experiences and 
thoughts; knowledge questions to find out what factual information the 
respondent has; sensory questions about what is seen, heard, touched, 
tasted and smelled; and background/demographic questions identifying 
characteristics of the person being interviewed.  
 
The questions used for this study are experience/behavior, 
opinion/values, and knowledge questions. Moreover, a 
background/demographic question has been used to obtain relevant data 
relating to the international business operations of the interviewees. The 
interview questions employed in this study are presented as Appendix 1.    
 
Subjectivity versus Objectivity 
 
There are different opinions referring to the subjectivity of both the 
interviewer and the interviewee. It is a fact that there is always an image of 
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the research subject involved behind the persons participating in the 
interview, and it is rather difficult to know how much subjectivity there is 
behind the answers of an interview respondent (Holstein & Gubrium, 1997). 
As suggested by Kirk and Miller (1986), from a traditional point of view, the 
objectivity or truth of interview responses might be assessed in terms of 
reliability. The question of how objective the received information is and 
should be is rather difficult to answer. Converse and Schuman (1974) have 
pointed out the meaning of learning the interviewer role. In their opinion, 
interviews are conversations where meanings are not only conveyed, but 
cooperatively built up, received, interpreted, and recorded by the 
interviewer (Converse & Schuman, 1974).  
 
Moreover, Patton (2002) has referred to the term of neutrality and has 
argued that neutrality means that a person being interviewed can tell the 
researcher anything without engendering either the researcher's favor or 
disfavor with regard to the content of the response. Furthermore, Douglas 
(1985) has created an approach to "creative interviewing" and pointed out 
the meaning of the interview questions. He has also argued that standard 
questions and answers touch only the surface of experience, and 
accordingly, has aimed more deeply by creatively getting to know the real 
subject behind the respondent (Douglas, 1985). Douglas (1985) has 
supported the view that interviewer aims to establish a climate for mutual 
disclosure while interviewing and has reminded that continual self-analysis 
on the part of the interviewer is necessary.  
 
The question of subjectivity and neutrality also applies to this study, since 
the author of the study works within the business field and her customers 
are among the interviewees. This aspect of objectivity may also be 
considered critical in this study based on the fact that the author has 
worked with both business and legal issues relevant to this study for some 
time, and has work experience on such issues. Therefore, this could easily 
have an influence on the empirical study, and in order to be able to achieve 
the most valuable information and to make the right conclusions, it has 
been necessary for the author to concentrate on taking an objective and 
neutral role in interview sessions. On the other hand, the work experience 
of the author has hopefully eliminated the possibilities of 
misunderstandings, since the author has been familiar with the research 
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Active versus Passive Interviewing 
 
The active vs. passive role of interviewing is also very interesting aspect 
requiring attention. Holstein and Gubrium (1997) have argued that all 
interviews are interactional and the interview subject is not a passive source 
of information. The authors also agree that an interview should be 
considered as an interactive situation, where both the interviewer and the 
interviewee have active roles and are constantly developing. This supports 
the position that both actors of the interview produce the meaning of the 
interview together and it may not be possible to standardize the interview 
across different subjects. (Holstein & Gubrium, 1997) For this study, 
understanding these arguments has guided the author of the study as an 
interviewer to focus on the meanings emerging during the interviewing 
process. In the author’s opinion, it seems valuable to concentrate and be 
prepared for each interview in order to be able to build up an active and 
devoted atmosphere for the interviews.  
 
There seems to be many possibilities to take different views relating to 
interviewing. According to Holstein and Gubrium (1997), in the traditional 
view of interviewing, the passive subject engages in a minimalist version of 
interpretive practice, perceiving, storing, and reporting experience when 
properly asked. However, the active conception of the interview invests that 
subject with a substantial repertoire of interpretive methods and stock of 
experiential materials. Much depends on the person of the interviewer, 
what kind of role he/she takes. An active interviewer sets the general 
parameters for responses, constraining as well as provoking answers that 
are germane to the researcher's interest. (Holstein & Gubrium, 1997)  
 
Especially due to the open-ended questions used for this study, the author 
of the study has aimed at adopting an active role as an interviewer. The 
author believes that if she is able to create a positive atmosphere for the 
interview and get the interviewee to open up, she may get the best possible 
results. In the author’s opinion, it is particularly challenging to inspire the 
interviewee to talk freely about different issues relating to the research area 
(including, probably, issues considered as confidential) that the interviewer 
is interested in and needs information about. On the other hand, the author 
believes that her background had a positive impact on the interviews, since 
interviewees knew that the author is already familiar with the subject, 
which supported the interviewees in feeling that the author is strongly 
interested in this particular research area as well as their opinions and 
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knowledge. Hopefully, this has also created a certain level of trust between 




It is finally relevant to note that intercultural interactions are always subject 
to misunderstandings. In cross-cultural interviewing, attention should be 
paid to language differences and differing norms and values. The data from 
interviews are words, and as Patton (2002) has argued, it is tricky enough 
to be sure what a person means when using a common language, but words 
can take on a very different meaning in other cultures. There are also words 
and ideas which cannot be easily translated. People who regularly use the 
language come to know the unique cultural meaning of special terms, but 
they do not translate well. The same words may mean different things in 
different cultures. (Patton, 2002) 
 
This point is also valuable for this study for the following reasons: First, 
the interviewees in Finland were interviewed in Finnish i.e. in their mother 
tongue, and the empirical research data were translated into English, which 
has required the author of this study to be very careful with all the wording. 
Second, a special need is to pay attention to the terms used in the 
interviews. As far as the interviewees are professionals, both the English 
and Finnish terminology of the film industry is known by the interviewees, 
which decreases the possibility of misunderstandings. However, the 
interviewees are less familiar with the legal terms and some clarifications 
have been necessary to avoid misleading data. In this regard, interviews 
were not across cultures, it is only the language differences that must have 
been taken into a consideration.   
 
Having defined this research as a single-case study and discussed 
interviews as qualitative research method, the following sub-chapter 
discusses the analysis of qualitative data.  
 
 
3.3.  Analysis of Data 
 
Before discussing how to interpret and analyze qualitative data, it is 
noteworthy that the empirical data collection is presented in Chapter 4.1. in 
connection with the chapter on the case of the Finnish film industry.  
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Nevertheless, as argued by Ghauri (2004), interpreting and analyzing 
qualitative data is perhaps the most difficult task while doing case study 
research. As further stated by Holstein and Gubrium (1997), writing up 
findings from interview data is an analytically active enterprise. The active 
analyst empirically documents the meaning-making process, and the goal is 
to explicate how meanings, their linkages, and horizons, are constituted 
both in relation to, and within, the interview environment (Holstein & 
Gubrium, 1997). According to Schwandt (2000), knowledge of what others 
are doing and saying always depend upon some background or context of 
other meanings, beliefs, values, practices, etc., and he refers to strong and 
weak holism. On the one hand, strong holists argue that people always see 
everything through interpretation leading to a conclusion that everything in 
fact is constituted by interpretation. On the other hand, weak holists argue 
that it is neither necessary nor desirable to draw such relativistic, suspicious 
conclusions from the fact that knowledge of others is always dependent on a 
background of understanding. (Schwandt, 2000) Schwandt (2000) also 
reminds that understanding what others are doing or saying and 
transforming that knowledge into public form involves moral-political 
commitments. Moral issues arise from the fact that a theory of knowledge is 
supported by a particular view of human agency (Schwandt, 2000).  
 
Moreover, Coffey and Atkinson (1996) have argued that it is important to 
recognize the variety of data types and the variety of appropriate analytic 
strategies that exist. The authors also believe that there are some basic 
principles to be adhered to, whatever particular method is adopted and they 
have indicated some general guidelines (Coffey & Atkinson, 1996). First, 
nobody should adopt a particular approach toward research without 
making well-informed decisions and choices (Coffey & Atkinson, 1996). 
This is especially critical in this study, since the author of the study has 
work experience on the subject matter, which must not have any influence 
on the approach towards the research. Second, according to Coffey and 
Atkinson (1996), qualitative data analysis needs to be conducted with care, 
the analyst should always be reflexive and critical, and decisions and 
actions should be documented systematically and in detail. In the opinion 
of the author of this study, all this is considered to be natural and self-
evident while doing research. Third, all the interactions should lead to 
reflections and decisions, and at every stage of the process the various 
transactions and the ideas which emerge should be documented (Coffey & 
Atkinson, 1996). At least regarding this study, there seems not to be any 
difficulty to follow this guideline due to the challenge of managing many 
different issues relating to the study. Fourth, researchers should be using 
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data to think with and think about leading to an active and creative 
approach (Coffey & Atkinson, 1996). This guideline refers to the analysis of 
the research area from the beginning to the end of the process of doing 
research and was also applied to this study. 
 
Fifth, it should be remembered that computer-aided qualitative data 
analysis software can be used to support a variety of analytic and 
representational tasks and the use of such software can enhance qualitative 
research (Coffey & Atkinson, 1996). No specific computer-aided qualitative 
data analysis software was used for this study. Sixth, Coffey and Atkinson 
(1996) have argued that analysis should not be separated from other 
features of the research process. This relates to the fourth guideline and the 
idea that analysis proceeds throughout the development of the qualitative 
research project (Coffey & Atkinson, 1996). Also, according to Richardson 
(2000), it is very important to understand the process character of research 
and see writing as a process to complete the research. This guideline is 
strongly supported and applied by the author of this study. Seventh, 
according to Coffey and Atkinson (1996), the importance of representation 
needs to be recognized. Writing and representation cannot be divorced 
from analysis, which makes the analysis even more challenging. Finally, 
research methods should not be confused with theories or disciplines. It is 
naturally important not to lose sight of more general intellectual 
frameworks when undertaking research and analyzing data. (Coffey & 
Atkinson, 1996) Both of the latter two guidelines are noted and kept in 
mind by the author of this study while carrying out the whole research 
process.   
 
As Atkinson and Silverman (1997) have pointed out, the interview 
provides the researcher with a means of access to the inner world of the 
respondent, and personal experience as the subject matter of the interview 
is stressed. They have further argued that an interview is successful when 
the interviewer is able to get some deeper knowledge (Atkinson & 
Silverman, 1997). Patton (2002) has also stated that the quality of the 
information obtained during an interview is largely dependent on the 
interviewer and it is important that the researcher learns how to listen 
when knowledgeable people are talking. For this study, this is definitely a 
challenging task to manage, and it is important to be extra careful not to 
understand the answers of the interviewees in a manner that is different 
from what they really are due to the existing work experience of the author 
of this study. However, the author believes that as far as this fact is 
recognized it is possible to be neutral when interpreting the collected 
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empirical data and as referred to above, on the other hand, the work 
experience of the author has hopefully decreased misunderstandings that 
might result from the lack of knowledge of the business field. The author of 
this study supports the argument presented by Atkinson and Silverman 
(1997) that the interview is a reliable research instrument giving valid data 
on facts and attitudes.  
 
One more issue relevant to be noted in relation to this study as well as any 
other is validation criteria including validity and reliability of the research, 
discussed in the following sub-chapter.  
 
 
3.4.  Validation Criteria – Credible Qualitative Research 
 
According to Miles and Huberman (1994), it is difficult to give specific 
criteria according to which findings of research could be evaluated; whether 
they are good or otherwise. The authors have further argued that the word 
"good" may be replaced by many possible definitions: possibly or probably 
true, reliable, valid, dependable, reasonable, confirmable, credible, useful, 
compelling, significant, empowering, etc. However, these authors have 
explored some practical standards that can help a researcher judge the 
quality of conclusions. (Miles & Huberman, 1994) The five main, somewhat 
overlapping, issues have been (1) objectivity/confirmability of qualitative 
work, (2) reliability/dependability/auditability, (3) internal validity 
/credibility/authenticity, (4) external validity/transferability/fittingness, 
and (5) utilization/application/action orientation (Miles & Huberman, 
1994). Objectivity has been discussed above and the other issues are briefly 
discussed below, with the specific focus on this study. 
 
Reliability / Dependability / Auditability 
 
The concept of reliability relates to whether the process of the study is 
consistent, reasonably stable over time and across researchers and methods 
(Miles & Huberman, 1994). The reliability of interview is often related to 
quantitative methods, based on the fact that it is very important that each 
respondent understands the questions in the same way and that answers 
can be coded without the possibility of uncertainty (Silverman, 2006). This 
is also important in qualitative research, because it is the responsibility of 
the interviewer to make it clear to the interviewee what is being asked. 
Since the author of this study conducted all the interviews and observations 
herself and thus managed all the data by herself, this increases the 
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reliability of this study. Moreover, the researcher needs to pay attention to 
the terms being used by respondents (Patton, 2002). In this study, this 
reliability aspect plays a very critical role, especially relating to the legal 
terms. The definitions of specific terms need to be understood correctly and 
the interviewees need to be provided with clarification of terms when 
necessary in order to avoid misunderstandings and to obtain reliable data.  
 
Internal Validity / Credibility / Authenticity  
 
As argued by Silverman (2006), the issue of validity is appropriate whatever 
the researcher’s theoretical orientation or use of quantitative or qualitative 
data. The question is truth value, whether the findings of a study make 
sense (Miles & Huberman, 1994). As Ghauri (2004) has argued, 
authenticity is often the issue in qualitative research rather than reliability, 
and Lincoln and Guba (2000) have also identified validity as authenticity. 
Silverman (2006) has further argued that the aim is usually to gather an 
authentic understanding of people's experiences and it is believed that 
open-ended questions are the most effective route towards this end. 
Hopefully the use of open-ended questions and the awareness of the 
significance of this validity element also increase the authenticity of this 
research. 
 
Ghauri (2004) has argued that data analysis and collection should be 
closely interconnected during the life cycle of the case study in order to 
increase authenticity. According to Miles and Huberman (1994), 
interweaving data collection and data analysis from the first interview/case 
is the best policy. As supported by Ghauri (2004), preferably, a second case 
study should not be started unless the data collected through the first has 
been analyzed. In this study, this suggested procedure has been followed 
regarding the interviews, since each interview was carried out and analyzed 
before the one that followed.   
 
External Validity / Transferability / Fittingness 
 
This issue refers to the fact that the researcher needs to know whether the 
conclusions of a study have any larger importance, whether the conclusions 
are transferable to other contexts, and how far they can be “generalized” 
(Miles & Huberman, 1994). As stated by Ghauri (2004), external validity 
deals with the problem of knowing whether a study’s findings are 
generalizable beyond the immediate case study. Moreover, Firestone's 
(1993) review has suggested three levels of generalization: from sample to 
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population (less helpful for qualitative studies), analytic (theory-
connected), and case-to-case transfer (see also Kennedy, 1979). Since this 
study focuses on the case of the Finnish film industry, this issue is very 
relevant particularly when making conclusions and arguing what 
conclusions are specific to the case industry and what could be more 
“generalized”.  
 
Utilization / Application / Action Orientation 
 
Even if a study's findings are considered to be valid and transferable, Miles 
and Huberman (1994) have referred to a need to know what the study does 
for its participants, both researchers and researched, and for its consumers. 
The authors have further reminded that there are questions of ethics, who 
benefits from a qualitative study and who may be harmed (Miles & 
Huberman, 1994). Utilization is a special interest when carrying out this 
study in order to be able to provide the business management of the 
Finnish film industry with relevant data on the subject matter, thereby 
hopefully supporting the involvement of the Finnish film production 
companies in international film co-productions and increasing 
understanding of the management of co-production agreements. 
 
After having discussed and presented the research methodology of this 
international business research, the following sub-chapter concludes this 
methodology chapter by presenting the legal research methodology.  
 
 
3.5.  Legal Research Methodology 
 
In addition to the international business research methodology, the legal 
perspective with regard to research methodology is also relevant for this 
multidisciplinary study. The legal regulation having influence on 
international film co-productions forms the legal research part of this 
study. This has been presented and discussed above in Chapter 2.3.  
 
In order to reflect the significance of international and national law and 
their influence on individual agreements, it is important to understand the 
hierarchy of legal norms. In order to understand the relationship between 
different legal norms applicable to international business cooperation 
(where they exist), the following table, Table 3, illustrates the hierarchy of 
different legal norms.  
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(A)  Binding Legal Rules 
       
Binding Written Legal Rules – mandatory & dispositive norms* 
- Treaties and Conventions (including those of the EU) 
- Law of the EU – Regulations & Directives** 
- National laws; acts, degrees 
- Judicial decisions – between the contracting parties 
- Terms and conditions of contracts*** 
 
Binding “Unwritten” Legal Rules 
- International custom 
- General principles of law 
- Terms and conditions of contracts*** 
 
 (B)   Non-binding Written Legal Rules 
    
“Higher” value 
- Acts of international organizations, e.g. Model Laws, Regulatory 
    frameworks, other than treaties 
- Judicial decisions – previous decisions 
- Law of the EU, e.g. Decisions, Opinions & Recommendations 
 
“Lower” value 
- Writings, academic treatises and research publications 
- Teachings 
 
     *      Mandatory norms must be applied as such and dispositive norms are applied  
             if the contracting parties have not made any deviating decisions. 
    **     Directives are binding in the result to be achieved, although the form and the  
             method of their implementation is left to the national authorities. 
   ***    In addition to the sources of law, when a contract has been legally and validly 
             entered into, it becomes binding and the contracting parties are obliged to         
             observe the terms and conditions of the contract. 
 
 




As presented in Table 3, legal regulation can be divided into binding and 
non-binding legal norms of which the binding ones must be applied. It is 
further important to distinguish mandatory and dispositive norms. As 
discussed above, the contracting parties must comply with the mandatory 
norms, a contractual provision contrary to a mandatory norm is void and 
the mandatory norm is applied instead. On the other hand, the contracting 
parties are not obliged to comply with dispositive norms since such norms 
are only applied if the parties have not otherwise agreed upon and included 
deviating contractual provisions in their contract. (Hemmo, 2003) 
 
In this study, the existing laws, rules and regulations relating to 
international film co-productions have been examined in order to 
understand the various legal regulation to be taken into consideration when 
entering into a co-production agreement. Moreover, this study has been 
carried out and legal regulation has been examined from the Finnish film 
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industry perspective. This further means that the legal regulation has been 
studied from the Finnish law perspective. Finally, Table 3 on the hierarchy 
of legal norms provides an understanding both of the variety of different 
legal norms in existence as well as the different positions and reciprocal 
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4. CASE OF THE FINNISH FILM INDUSTRY 
 
After having discussed the research methodology chosen for this study, this 
fourth chapter of the doctoral thesis focuses on the empirical part of the 
research, i.e. the Finnish film industry as the case. This chapter presents 
how the empirical data were collected in concrete terms. Thereafter, the 
collected empirical data are discussed and analyzed leading to the 
presentation of some key findings and conclusions from the research. 
 
 
4.1.  Empirical Data Collection 
 
This chapter on empirical data collection first presents the Finnish film 
industry with some key characteristics and statistical numbers. How the 
empirical data were collected through qualitative interviews based on the 
research methodology defined in Chapter 3 is further discussed, and the 
applicability of the conceptual framework created for this study is reflected 
by presenting a concrete case of an international film co-production as an 
example. 
 
4.1.1. The Finnish Film Industry 
 
As discussed in Chapter 3.1, this research is carried out as a single case 
study in the business field, the Finnish film industry as the case. In general, 
the film industry in Finland is rather small due to the small market area 
and limited support funds. According to the Ministry of Education and 
Culture, there are over 100 production companies in Finland, but only 
approximately 25 of these are considered to be professional businesses with 
regard to the production of films23.   
 
During the years 2000-2009 a total of 147 Finnish feature films were 
released in Finland, accordingly, approximately 14-15 long feature films 
each year24. Feature film production without public production support is 
very exceptional in Finland25, and therefore, the feature film production has 
been highly dependent on the public support system.     
 
                                                      
23 The policies of the audiovisual politics (“Audiovisuaalisen politiikan linjat”),  
2005:8. 
24 Facts & Figures 2009 of the Finnish Film Foundation. 
25 The policies of the audiovisual politics, op.cit. 
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In Finland, during the years 2003-2007 the numbers of 100% national 
feature films produced were the following: eleven in 2003, ten in 2004, 
eight in 2005, eleven in 2006 and ten in 2007. Regarding international film 
co-productions, during the five years 2005-2009, a total of 43 feature 
fiction films were produced by a Finnish production company as a majority 
co-producing partner (21 films) or as a minority co-producing partner (22 
films).26 
 
4.1.2. Qualitative Interviews  
 
The empirical data of this study consist of qualitative interviews of ten 
producers representing Finnish production companies having been 
involved in international film co-productions of feature films. With the 
exception of two production companies where the producer of one company 
has not been available for interview and the producer of the other company 
has refused to give an interview this represents the full number of 
production companies. Noteworthy is that some Finnish production 
companies having been involved in international film co-productions have 
terminated their business operations and interviews regarding their 
international film co-productions could not been carried out. The 
interviewed producers and production companies are presented as 
Appendix 2 which also includes data on international feature film co-
productions of each production company, films with premieres during the 
years of 2000-2008.  
 
The first preliminary interview was carried out at the beginning of 2006 
followed by the revision of the theoretical perspective, research questions 
and objectives of this study. At the end of 2006, two other interviews were 
carried out followed by the finalization of the theoretical approach for the 
study and the revision of the literature review and legal structure in order to 
complete the empirical data collection. The remaining interviews were 
carried out around summer 2008 while also the previous interviews were 
supplemented when necessary. The last two interviews were carried out at 
the beginning and during the spring of 2009 due to the tight time schedules 
of the interviewed producers.  
 
As referred to above, the interview questions are presented as Appendix 1. 
The Appendix is presented in both English and Finnish languages, since the 
interviews were carried out in Finnish, and therefore, the original interview 
                                                      
26 Focus 2010, Release of Marché du Film on World Market Trends, 2010. 
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questions were created in Finnish and translated into English for the 
purposes of this study.  
 
4.1.3. Example Case of International Film Co-Production 
 
Despite the fact that this research has not been carried out as a multiple-
case study, in order to give an overview of an international film co-
production in concrete terms, the feature film “Jade Warrior” (premier 
2006) is presented hereunder as an example case of an international film 
co-production.  
 
The film “Jade Warrior” is an international film co-production between 
four production companies representing four different countries. Each 
production company has its own needs and desires for such co-production 
and operates in its home country influenced by the national legal 
regulation. Further, there are a variety of different financiers and other 
cooperating partners, whether representing the four countries of the 
production companies or any other country, also involved in the film co-
production having their own rules and regulations. In the following figure, 
Figure 6, the film “Jade Warrior” is presented as a contract-based 
international film co-production alliance based on the conceptual 
framework of the study presented in Chapter 2.4. In this international film 
co-production the Finnish production company as the delegate producer 
has entered into a co-production agreement separately with each of the 
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            Contract-based International Film Co-Production Alliance 
               Production companies Blind Spot Pictures, Fu Works, Film  
   Tower & Ming Productions as co-producing alliance partners   
                                                       
                                             
                            
   Finland                               
                                                                             The Finnish legal                               
                                          environment 
 
                                                                           
                                        The Finnish         Blind Spot Pictures                                                                                  
                                              Film Foundation,    (delegate producer)                           
                                   Sandrew Metronome,     Business terms? 
                                  YLE (TV channel)   Applicable Finnish  
                                 legal regulation? 
 
 
            Arte / France                         
           ZDF / Germany                  
         Troika Entertainment / Germany                                    International legal environment 
 
               Applicable international 
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                          Co-production           Co-production           Co-production            
                             agreement                 agreement               agreement           
 









              The Netherlands                         Estonia                       The Republic of China 
                      The Dutch legal            The Estonian legal                   The Chinese legal 
                       environment                environment                             environment 
 
                     
                Fu Works                Film Tower                   Ming Productions 
          A-film    (minority co-prod        Estonian   (minority co-prod                      (minority co-prod 
    Distribution       partner)         Film                partner)                  None             partner) 
  Business terms?       Institute   Business terms?        Business terms? 
 Applicable Dutch               Applicable Estonian             Applicable Chinese 





        
         
 
        The term ‘financier’ refers to financiers and other cooperating partners, such as film foundation,  
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4.2.  Discussion and Analysis of the Empirical Data 
 
In this chapter, the collected empirical data of this study are presented, 
discussed and analyzed. In order to present the empirical data in relation to 
the literature review, the discussion and analysis of the data is presented 
under the same themes as used in Chapter 2; (1) international film co-
productions, (2) co-production agreements, and (3) the influence of legal 
regulation.      
 
4.2.1. International Film Co-Productions 
 
4.2.1.1. Alliance Perspective 
 
The Finnish producers interviewed for this study were rather unanimous in 
considering international film co-productions as alliances. Although at the 
beginning production companies may enter into international film co-
productions on a project basis, the aim is, however, to cooperate at the 
partnership level and look for a longer term relationship with the co-
producing partner(s). The objective seems to be to create a long-term 
persistent partnership. One interviewee argued as follows:  
 
“From the very beginning the basis for international film co-production should 
always be a joint vision on a joint film to be jointly produced and owned.”   
 
As argued by another interviewee, one critical element affecting, whether an 
international film co-production turns out to be an alliance rather than a 
project, is the quality of the co-producing partner. A small number of 
interviewees also argued that they do not believe that Finnish production 
companies enter into international film co-productions to make money. 
They further considered international film co-productions to be more or 
less part of the film production system, and essentially a means to enable 
the production of films since the financing can be raised from various 
countries.  
 
Trust was also identified to play an important role by interviewees, since 
the longer the relationship the more trust there is among the cooperating 
partners, because trust comes into existence along the cooperation. As 
argued by one interviewee, when companies and people involved in 
international film co-productions get to know each other, it is desirable to 
continue international cooperation together, naturally however, provided 
that it is working. Based on the experiences of a small number of 
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interviewees, unfortunately, in practice, some co-producing partners have 
turned out to be not so good and the international cooperation has ended 
sooner than planned. Along with international cooperation things can just 
come up, the co-producing partner may not be so appropriate, cooperation 
is not working as wished and continued international cooperation is not 
recommended when not necessary. This was experienced by one 
interviewee. Therefore, in case there is an uncertain feeling about the 
cooperation in the beginning, entering into international film co-production 
may not be recommended, since, based on the experience of one 
interviewee, in such case all the fears that have been realized can multiply. 
The same interviewee further emphasized that international film co-
productions should always be based on the objective of cooperating over the 
long-term basis. Furthermore, as argued by another interviewee, once a 
good basis for international cooperation has been created and is working 
well, it is also important to remember to take care of what exists. 
 
When evaluating the time frame of international film co-productions, 
there is a great variety of the length of international cooperation based on 
the experiences of the interviewees. International cooperation relating to 
international film co-productions may already commence two to three years 
before the film shooting and when the sales are active, the international 
cooperation may actively continue long to the future: even to the extent of 
more than 20 years. At the shortest, the international cooperation 
commenced just before the film shooting and in practice came to an end 
when the film was released for theatrical distribution; altogether a period of 
approximately one to one and a half years. At the longest, international 
cooperation between co-producing partners may start early by jointly 
developing a film script and planning a film co-production and continue 
long into the future.  
 
In each particular case, the length of international cooperation has 
depended a lot on what has been agreed, how independently the co-
producing partners operate and how much cooperation is needed. The most 
active international cooperation time tends to take two to five years and 
thereafter the international cooperation normally continues as long as the 
film is at any market. Based on the experiences of the interviewees, 
although the active phase of international cooperation may vary greatly, it 
does not change the fact that a film’s life span is always long and whenever 
a production company enters into international film co-production it makes 
a certain type of commitment for a long term. International cooperation 
may continue for several years, and as argued by one interviewee, such 
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cooperation should also be maintained by communicating with all the co-
producing partners. At the best, one joint successful international film co-
production leads to another. 
 
The length of international cooperation plays an important role for this 
study relating to whether international film co-productions may be 
considered as alliances, or contrary to this study, should they be considered 
more justifiably as international projects. Although the length of 
international cooperation between co-producing partners may vary a lot as 
argued above, it should be noted that when co-producing partners own the 
copyrights of a film together, which is the case in most of the international 
film co-productions (see Chapter 2.2.2.2.), as long as the rights remain valid 
the international cooperation between the co-producing partners continues, 
and therefore, it is highly justified to agree that international film co-
productions are for the long term. This further supports the fact that 




More specifically on contracting in alliances, the contracting phase is 
considered to be at least important, if not highly important, by all the 
interviewees. Based on the interviews, the making of a co-production 
agreement should always be taken seriously. Actually, two of the 
interviewees particularly pointed out that in the case that the co-producing 
partner is not interested in contracting and considers the contracting phase 
as unimportant, this should be considered to be very alarming. However, 
the experiences on contracting vary greatly, since some of the interviewees 
have experienced that contracting, even when the arrangement includes a 
lot of negotiation and refinement, has been pleasant, while others have 
experienced contracting as a difficult and heavy phase. Nevertheless, as 
emphasized by several interviewees, through contracting it is important to 
find a clear understanding of the international film co-production in 
question. Moreover, since international film co-production may involve 
many companies and people, and since the people involved may change, the 
contracting should be taken seriously by stating the basis and rules for a 
long-term international film co-production alliance. 
 
Only a small number of interviewees identified cultural differences to be a 
concern based on their experience. With regard to cultural differences, the 
Anglo-Saxon cultures have been named as being very heavy regarding 
contracting, since contracts are extensive and therefore the contracting 
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process is weightier, slower, and more expensive. In addition to the 
differences between cultures, the interviewees experienced differences 
between firms, i.e. firms have different organization cultures. As an 
example, for some firms specificity is very important while for others issues, 
such as contracting, schedules, and other plans are rather rough. However, 
according to the experiences of one interviewee, as already specified above, 
nowadays contracting seems to be considered important and meaningful 
regardless of the culture. If the contracting partner does not put effort into 
the contracting phase, it is alarming regardless of the culture, since the 
interviewees seem to prefer making a co-production agreement rather than 
not making one.        
 
4.2.2. Co-Production Agreements 
 
4.2.2.1. Usage and Significance 
 
Without exception, all of their international film co-productions of the 
interviewees have been based on a written co-production agreement. 
However, there is great variety in the actual co-production agreements 
having been made. In this regard some international film co-productions 
have been based on a very long-form type of co-production agreement, and 
others on deal memos as the only agreement between co-producing 
partners. Nevertheless, at the least the main issues have been agreed upon 
in writing.  
 
As referred to above, the interviewees experienced the use of a co-
production agreement in international film co-production as a rather 
suitable way of creating international cooperation. The interviewees further 
argued that each co-production agreement should be carefully prepared 
since the agreement really establishes the basis for the international 
cooperation and consists of understanding of different issues. As argued by 
one interviewee:  
 
“International film co-production is during the cooperation a lot of problem 
settlement and therefore, the co-production agreement plays a critical role 
determining the basis and guidelines for such international cooperation.”  
 
As emphasized by many interviewees, co-production agreements are 
considered to be challenging to manage. It seems that the use of a co-
production agreement may function properly if the agreement is 
comprehensive and things go smoothly. On the other hand, if things go 
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wrong, international film co-production is less operative and the meaning 
of a co-production agreement is emphasized.  
 
Regarding the number of contracting parties included in each co-
production agreement, in cases of more than two co-producing partners, 
the interviewees experience of both having co-production agreements 
covering all the co-producing partners as well as having a separate co-
production agreement between a delegate producer and each minority co-
producing partner. In cases of one co-production agreement including all 
the co-producing partners, the interviewees even have experience of a 
single co-production agreement between five contracting parties. However, 
as suggested by one interviewee, it is recommended that a delegate 
producer enters into a co-production agreement separately with each 
minority co-producing partner, since in the case of one problematic 
minority co-producing partner, the co-production agreement with such 
partner is separate from the other co-production agreements. Nevertheless, 
regardless of the number of co-producing partners involved in one co-
production agreement, it may be considered a recommendation that each 
co-production agreement should include a contractual provision regulating 
a possible situation wherein one co-producing partner cannot fulfill its 
obligations and the film co-production is terminated with such co-
producing partner, i.e. how this affects the whole international film co-
production and the status of the other co-producing partners. Moreover, 
another valuable point to consider is to include in a co-production 
agreement a contractual provision including a statement that (a) such co-
production agreement is not affected regardless of any other co-producing 
partners involved in the international film co-production already existing at 
the signature of the agreement or to be involved at any later stage, or (b) 
such co-production agreement is affected according to the jointly agreed 
terms and conditions. 
 
An option for the use of co-production agreements could be to use a 
project company for international film co-production. However, it is not 
particularly recommended given international legal regulation, since, as 
previously discussed in Chapter 2.3.2.3., in order to apply international 
financing support (e.g. from Eurimages) co-producing partners are 
required to represent different countries, and if they are represented by a 
joint project company, they are not eligible to apply for such funding. 
Further, as argued by some interviewees, the use of a project company is 
considered to be a heavy approach to operations. 
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When evaluating the significance of a co-production agreement, the 
interviewees seem to have been pleased with the final outcomes of their co-
production agreements, and they experience that the final content of each 
co-production agreement entered into has been consistent with what was 
agreed upon. One interviewee pointed out the following:  
 
“It is important to read carefully through the whole co-production agreement to 
make sure that all the essential issues are covered and the agreement does not 
include anything open to interpretations.”  
 
Further, when the reading is jointly carried out with the co-producing 
partners, these partners may feel more convinced that issues are 
understood in a similar way and confusions and uncertainties may 
hopefully be avoided. On the other hand, this relates to the so-called re-
reading of, i.e. returning to, a co-production agreement. It is rather seldom 
that the interviewees as co-producing partners have returned to the co-
production agreement after the signing of such agreement. Based on the 
interviews, co-production agreements have been re-read mostly regarding 
responsibilities, expenses, materials, rights and revenues. Co-production 
agreements may also be re-read when personnel have changed or new 
people are involved and they need to become familiar with the international 
film co-productions. It also seems to be more usual to re-read co-
production agreements when the film is successful and the life span is 
longer.  
 
However, this does not mean that there would not be any deviation from 
the content of a co-production agreement, since co-producing partners may 
agree terms and conditions that are different from the agreement in cases 
that are deemed necessary, but the co-production agreement is still 
considered to provide the co-producing partners with a basis for their 
international cooperation. Moreover, according to one interviewee, in 
principle it is always a bad thing if a co-producing partner must re-read the 
co-production agreement, since it is a sign of uncertainties and confusion. 
Another interviewee argued that in the perfect world a co-producing 
partner does not have to re-read the co-production agreement, since all the 
different issues are agreed upon at the outset of the international film co-
production. 
 
A valuable point made by one interviewee is that international film co-
productions take place at the personal level. This means that when people 
change in firms during international film co-productions, it may be critical 
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if there is not a clear understanding of different issues relating to the 




The interviewees strongly support the idea that all the possible issues 
relating to an international film co-production should be covered by and 
agreed upon in a co-production agreement, and they often seem to aim to 
agree on the content of a co-production agreement in as detailed a manner 
as possible. According to one interviewee, the only exception might be a 
situation when co-producing partners have previously often cooperated 
together and a strong trust between the co-producing partners exists, in 
which situation a more common co-production agreement could be used 
instead of a very detailed one. However, as previously pointed out and 
discussed, each international film co-production is a unique case, which 
supports the significance of carefully making each co-production 
agreement. Based on the experiences of the interviewees, the following 
arguments have been presented in support of detailed agreements:  
 
“Each co-production agreement has been too general and should have been 
agreed upon in more detail.” 
 
“It is better to enter into a detailed co-production agreement and deviate from 
it, if necessary, than to agree at the general level and be obliged to agree on the 
issues still open later on.”  
 
“Whatever detail not agreed upon in a co-production agreement may be a mine 
in the future.” 
 
The negotiation of different contractual provisions may take time, but as 
argued by one interviewee, it is worth imagining the worst possible 
scenarios and remembering all the problems previously faced in order to 
create a mechanism for how to be prepared for different possible situations. 
A small number of interviewees also emphasized openness as a key issue for 
successful international cooperation, and particularly regarding a co-
production agreement this means that issues of such agreement are jointly 
and carefully discussed and understood in a similar way. As argued by one 
interviewee, in the case where there is a different understanding of a 
specific issue between co-producing partners, it is always worth discussing 
openly such issue in order to find a mutual understanding, although the 
signing of a co-production agreement may be prolonged by such activities.   
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Regarding the comprehensiveness of a co-production agreement, some 
interviewees have experienced that the more contributions that a co-
producing partner has, the more interest such partner has in the 
international cooperation in question and further the need to agree on the 
content of a co-production agreement in more detail. As further supported 
by one interviewee, it is not unusual that the meaning of a co-production 
agreement for each co-producing partner may vary depending on the 
amount of participation of such co-producing partner, whether the share of 
participation is e.g. 1%, 10% or 90%.  
 
Based on the interview data, it may be sometimes difficult or even 
impossible to agree on some issues and in such cases co-producing partners 
may enter into a co-production agreement, but leave issues open and later 
make an amendment, appendix, etc. in order to finalize the co-production 
agreement. As pointed out by some interviewees, in case a co-production 
agreement is necessary or even required by potential financiers of an 
international film co-production, it may first also be worth using a deal 
memo at that point, if the negotiation on different issues remains 
unfinished between co-producing partners, and thus enter into a final co-
production agreement later on. However, on the basis of the work 
experience of the author of this study, this should only be the case for issues 
that are impossible to agree upon at an early stage or possibly harmful if 
agreed upon too early. In case it is difficult to reach a mutual understanding 
on certain issue, it is rarely recommended that the agreement be postponed 
because of such issue, since it may be even more difficult to reach an 
agreement on the subject matter at a later stage, and thereby causing 
enormous problems for the international film co-production. Nevertheless, 
based on the work experience of the author, it is still valuable to note that a 
co-production agreement, as any other business contract, cannot 
necessarily exhaustively cover all the issues relating to an international film 
co-production, but as long as there has been a mutual understanding and 
agreement on different key elements and issues relating to the cooperation, 




Based on the interviews, in most cases co-producing partners start drafting 
a co-production agreement when the main elements between the co-
producing partners have been agreed upon, but this may vary greatly case 
by case. Based on the experiences of the interviewees, regarding the 
contracting phase, in the most typical case, first, producers tend to look for 
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potential co-producing partners, second, they negotiate the main elements 
considered to be important with the potential co-producing partners to find 
the most suitable partner for the international film co-production, and 
third, when the co-producing partner has been found and the co-producing 
partners have agreed on the main elements, lawyers draft and/or complete 
a co-production agreement in cooperation with the producing partners. An 
interesting argument pointed out by one interviewee is as follows:  
 
“There is always some sort of ‘mental decision’ to be first made to co-produce a 
film before going forward with contracting.”  
 
One interviewee further argued that the drafting of a co-production 
agreement can be considered always to follow and come slightly behind the 
development side of an international film co-production. According to 
another interviewee, in practice it has been usual that co-producing 
partners first discuss the content and financing of a film, and when the 
financing of the film looks probable or the financing is confirmed by the co-
producing partners then the co-producing partners start drafting a co-
production agreement. 
 
Moreover, some interviewees argued that the drafting of a co-production 
agreement is always challenging, since there are so many issues to be 
agreed upon and international film co-productions vary case by case, and 
further, there is no standard agreement draft used. Nevertheless, according 
to several interviewees, the more experience they have of international film 
co-productions and co-production agreements, the more manageable the 
co-production agreements are considered to be. As supported by one 
interviewee, it would be particularly ideal, if a comprehensive usable 
agreement draft would be available, on the basis of which co-producing 
partners could define the nature, basis and grounds for their international 
film co-production that could then be case by case complemented and 
adjusted. 
 
When the main elements have been agreed upon between co-producing 
partners, it may first be necessary to enter into a deal memo specifying such 
elements of an international film co-production, as possibly required by 
potential financiers and referred to above. Nevertheless, a signed deal 
memo also makes it more real for the co-producing partners to proceed in 
planning and carrying out their international film co-production. According 
to the experience of one interviewee:  
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“There is considered to be a so-called silent understanding that when a deal 
memo has been entered into and signed by the co-producing partners, it is 
considered a serious and final commitment to the international cooperation and 
the belief is thereafter that the co-producing partners will not withdraw from 
the international film co-production.”  
 
In order to be more specific on the contracting phase, according to one 
interviewee, the contracting phase has taken from between one month and 
half a year. However, it is not out of question that it may take up to a year 
depending on the international film co-production in question. On the 
other hand, as experienced by another interviewee, the co-production 
agreement has even been drafted and signed in one day due to e.g. the 
deadline pressures set by the financiers, although, according to that 
interviewee, such an approach is not recommended, since in such cases 
there has not been time to properly agree on the working plan. Moreover, 
based on the interviews, the time used for contracting phase has depended 
on whether there has been a ready concept suggested by the delegate 
producer or whether the co-producing partners have worked with a concept 
together aiming at concluding a co-production agreement. Nevertheless, as 
suggested by one interviewee:  
 
“It would be highly recommendable that a delegate producer would always 
suggest a clear concept for an international film co-production, which would 
make it easier to make a co-production agreement and lead more easily to the 
actual cooperation.”  
 
However, sometimes this is easy to say in theory, but different from 
practice, since as previously argued each international film co-production 
varies case by case and creating a concept for an international film co-
production may be very challenging at the outset of the international film 
co-production. Furthermore, in several cases reported by the interviewees, 
the actual co-production agreement has been signed just before the 
beginning of the shooting of the film or even later, but rarely at any earlier 
stage regardless of whether there has been a deal memo or not. 
 
Most often the delegate producer seems to provide its co-producing 
partners with a draft of a co-production agreement. However, there have 
been some exceptions where the Finnish co-producing partner, as minority 
co-producing partner, has provided the delegate producer with a draft 
agreement. In one case, the film shooting was about to begin and there was 
no co-production agreement entered into, so the Finnish producer as the 
minority co-producing partner had an interest in signing a co-production 
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agreement to avoid unnecessary responsibilities and therefore provided the 
draft agreement. This may also happen if the making of a co-production 
agreement is delayed and the delegate producer does not possibly know 
what is wanted, as experienced by one interviewee. From the legal 
perspective, it is also recommended by the author of this study that there 
should always be an agreement on at least who is responsible for what 
before the principal photography commences. In some cases the minority 
co-producing partner has preferred to use its own agreement draft, which 
has been accepted by the delegate producer. Further, as argued by one 
interviewee, the Finnish production company as the delegate producer has 
also used a co-production agreement draft provided by a minority co-
producing partner, which has been experienced to be suitable when the 
minority co-producing partner has been more experienced regarding 
international film co-productions and professional co-production 
agreements. Unfortunately, the interviewees have also experienced that the 
smaller the contribution of a co-producing partner, the less influence such 
co-producing partner may have on a co-production agreement. In the case 
of a minority co-producing partner, it may even be the case of ‘take it or 
leave it’.   
 
One critical aspect is presented by one interviewee who was faced by a 
situation where a co-production agreement was negotiated and drafted with 
a producer representing the co-producing partner company and having the 
right to sign on behalf of the company, but another person in said company 
actually had the final decision-making right. This is something to pay 
attention to at the beginning of the contracting phase, in order to ensure 
that the person negotiating can make the decisions which he/she actually 
agrees upon during the negotiation. In Finland, based on the work 
experience of the author of this study, the production companies have 
mainly been represented by those producers who actually have the final 
decision-making right.     
 
4.2.2.4. Key Content 
 
In order to study further the key content of international film co-production 
and co-production agreements, the interviewees were asked, first, to 
identify the most important elements relating to international film co-
productions and second, to identify the key contractual provisions of co-
production agreements.   
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Key Elements of International Film Co-Productions  
 
With regard to the most important elements of international film co-
production alliances, the interviewees pointed out several different issues. 
When analyzing the interviews, there seems to be elements relating to 
international film co-productions as alliances as well as elements strongly 
relating to alliance partners. Therefore, the key elements are presented 




First, as agreed by several interviewees, and as an example and stated by 
one interviewee:  
 
“Co-producing partners should have a clear understanding of the structure of 
an international film co-production i.e. how an international film co-production 
is to be carried out.”  
 
One interviewee referred to the same issue by arguing that it is important to 
find out the roles of each co-producing partner for an international film co-
production, e.g. how to share different tasks. At the worst, these may never 
be found, since e.g. there is simply a need for financing and co-producing 
partners have no particular interest in international cooperation, which 
makes the international cooperation artificial between the co-producing 
partners and easily leads to a situation of compulsive and constrained 
international cooperation. As argued by one interviewee, there is a 
difference between artistic and financial responsibilities and it is important 
to find suitable roles for the co-producing partners, either more on the 
artistic or financial side, or on both sides.  
 
Second, many interviewees pointed out that the cooperation between the 
co-producing partners should be easy and functional. For example, as 
argued by one interviewee:  
 
“The most successful international film co-productions have been based on the 
cooperation of partners getting along really well and enjoying what they are 
doing and being committed to their cooperation honestly, not just cooperating 
because something has to be done.”  
 
The interviewees further pointed out that since international film co-
production is a long-term relationship, co-producing partners need to work 
and be able to work with each other for such a long period of time, which 
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further leads to the fact that people also play a critical role and may affect 
the fluency of the international cooperation. The significance of people is 
further referred to below as a partner-related element.  
 
Third, several interviewees argued trust to play an important role in 
international film co-production alliances. The interviewees strongly 
believe that each international film co-production should be based on trust. 
Fourth, the interviewees also emphasized the meaning of communication. 
In case of the lack of communication, international cooperation in 
international film co-productions may be very difficult. Communication 
between the co-producing partners, e.g. getting the necessary information 
from other co-producing partners and especially from the delegate 
producer, should be a self-evident and natural basis for international 
cooperation. If the co-producing partner is not available and 
communication is interrupted, this may have a crucial influence on the 
cooperation. However, on the other hand, as pointed by one interviewee, 
remembering some sort of reasonableness is also recommended, since an 
obligation to share all the information with others, which often is an 
enormous amount of data, may also complicate the practice of managing 
international film co-productions.  
 
Finally, as pointed out by a small number of interviewees, one further 
element considered to be critical is an actual and real interest of a co-
producing partner in the story of a film, and/or the talent involved in the 
international film co-production. In the opinion of the author of this study, 
surprisingly little attention was allocated to this particular issue, which, 
however, may partly be explained by the fact that it is considered by the 




First, it is highly recommended by several interviewees that co-producing 
partners having experience on international film co-productions are sought. 
The desire, knowledge and skills of a co-producing partner have been 
mentioned to be critical. As supported by one interviewee, the co-producing 
partner should have some sort of ‘track record’ that reflects the capability of 
acting as a co-producing partner. Some of the interviewees even considered 
that experience of international film co-productions and the management 
of large projects should be an implicit precondition for entering into 
international film co-productions with any potential co-producing partner. 
However, one interviewee pointed out the question, how much it is possible 
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to find out about the potential co-producing partner in order to be able to 
make the decision of whether it is worthwhile entering into international 
film co-production with that partner or not. As experienced by one 
interviewee, during one international film co-production the Finnish 
producer as a minority co-producing partner was aware of the 
unprofessional management of the co-production issues by the delegate 
producer in its home country, but was unable to have any influence over 
such management of issues.  
 
Second, partly relating to the above, some interviewees argued that a co-
producing partner should have a professional position at a certain level in 
its home country, which also increases trust. Finally, as referred to above, 
based on the experience of the interviewees, international cooperation is 
often personal. For example, if a producer has known someone for a long 
period of time, this often leads to cooperation with that person. On the 
other hand, if such person stops working for a company which is a co-
production partner and that individual is the only person familiar with the 
cooperation, it may be very challenging to continue cooperation with a new 
person who does not know any of the background and probably has 
insufficient documentation to introduce himself/herself to international 
film co-production.  
 
The Key Contractual Provisions of Co-Production Agreements 
 
After examining the key elements relating to international film co-
productions, further notice is taken of the key content of co-production 
agreements. The key contractual provisions of co-production agreements 
previously identified in the literature review (Chapter 2.2.2.2) are also 
supported to be the key ones by the interviewees. Further, based on the 
interviews, there seems to be some variety in the most important elements 
of co-production agreements identified and listed by the interviewees. One 
interviewee specified them to be responsibilities, obligations, and timetable. 
Another emphasized ownership, sharing of financing, sharing of revenues, 
obligations in practice, and distribution and sales of the film. The same 
interviewee further reminded that rights and responsibilities should always 
be agreed upon very clearly. A further interviewee particularly argued the 
most important elements to be sharing of financing and the type of 
financing, the roles and contributions of each co-producing partner, 
territories, decision-making, and responsibilities. Finally, one interviewee 
argued the most critical elements to be shares/contributions, rights and 
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responsibilities, financing, budget overages, and decision-making (both 
content and business). 
 
In a more detailed sense, the interviewees particularly identified the 
following: One argued the awareness of the positions of all the financiers 
involved in an international film co-production to be important and their 
rules for financing to be taken into account, which should be noted as a 
rather critical element affecting a co-production agreement and its content. 
Furthermore, a small number of interviewees pointed out the budget as the 
most important element involving e.g. the agreement on the amount of 
producer’s fee for each co-producing partner. One more critical element 
specified to be important by one interviewee, and to be clearly agreed upon 
in a co-production agreement is how to deal with any possible changes of 
time schedules, delays, or even cancellations, and further the expenses 
caused by such changes. 
 
In a more common sense, the interviewees pointed out the following: As 
particularly argued by a small number of interviewees, it is very critical that 
all the elements included in a co-production agreement are understood by 
each contracting partner i.e. each partner acknowledges and understands 
what has been agreed upon in each contractual element. Further, one 
interviewee argued that some sort of commensurability is important; 
meaning that the position of each co-producing partner should be in fair 
and equal relation to the others. It seems that regardless of whether all the 
co-producing partners are included in the same co-production agreement 
or whether the delegate producer has a separate co-production agreement 
with each of the other co-producing partners, the terms and conditions 
should be drafted on the same and equal basis for each co-producing 
partner.  
 
In order to identify the differences of the significance of the different 
contractual elements of co-production agreements, all the interviewees 
were asked to put different contractual elements involved in a co-
production agreement in order of importance. Each interviewee was asked 
to approach the priority listing in what order the different contractual 
elements are agreed upon when contracting an international film co-
production. Table 4 presents the priority lists made by the interviewees (10 
interviewees in random order marked from A to J) of the different 
contractual elements. The ranking is as follows: 1 = the most important 
contractual element, 2 = the second important contractual element, … , 16 = 
the least important contractual element. A highly interesting aspect is to 
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study the differences between the most important and the least important 
contractual elements. In order to point out such differences, in Table 4 the 
five most important contractual elements identified by the interviewees are 
marked as bold and the five least important contractual elements identified 
by the interviewees are marked in italics.  
 
 
          The interviewed Finnish producers 
Key contractual elements           A      B      C      D      E      F     G     H      I      J 
 
Film/production specifications           8      6     12    12    12     5     14     8      7      9 
Contributions of the co-producing partners          2      2      1      2     13     2      4      5      2      5 
Production schedule              9      4      6     11    10     4     13    11     6      4 
Budget               5      5      3      4      5      3      6      9      4      1 
Financing plan & cash flow            3      1      4      3      1      1      5      6      5      2 
Rights clearance (script, music, etc.)          1     10    11     7      7      6     10     1      1      3 
Copyright of the film & secondary rights         6     13     7      6      4     14     3      2      8      6 
Commercial exploitation & distribution of  
    the film              7      8      8      5     14     9      2      3     12     7 
Materials & the delivery           10   12     16     8     15     8     12    10     9    10 
Profit participation/sharing, recoupment &  
    collection of revenues            4      3      2      1       2      7      1     4     10     8 
Insurances              13    11    15    15      6     15    15   16    11    11 
Credits (on screen)            12     7      9      9     16     10     8    12    14    13 
Confidentiality             15   14     10    16      3     16    16   15    15    14 
Termination             14     9     13    13      8     11     7    13     3     12 
Assignment of the agreement          11    15    14    14     11    13    11   14    16    15 
Applicable law & dispute resolution         16    16     5     10      9     12     9      7    13    16 
 
 
Table 4. The most and the least important elements of co-production agreements 
based on the empirical data. 
 
 
When analyzing Table 4, first, two elements, ‘contributions of the co-
producing partners’ as well as ‘financing plan and cash flow’, have been 
considered by the interviewees to be among the most important contractual 
elements according to all of the interviewees, there being only one 
exception. ‘Budget’ has also been strongly considered to be among the most 
important contractual elements supported by eight interviewees, and the 
contractual element of ‘profit participation/sharing, recoupment and 
collection of revenues’ named as the next important contractual element. 
Finally, ‘rights clearance’ is a further concern considered to be among the 
first five most important contractual elements.  
 
Second, regarding the least important contractual elements relating to co-
production agreements, the interviewees did not unanimously identify any 
contractual element as such. However, based on the empirical data, 
‘confidentiality’ has been most often considered as the least important 
contractual element by the interviewees. ‘The assignment of the agreement’ 
has been named as the second least important contractual element, and 
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‘insurances’ as the third. Finally, ‘credits’, ‘termination’, and ‘applicable law 
and dispute resolution’ are all considered as the least important contractual 
element by five interviewees. In order to summarize, based on the empirical 
data, six different contractual elements can be named as the least important 
contractual elements.   
 
Third, as a rather interesting finding, while all the other interviewees 
named ‘the contributions of the co-producing partners’ as one of the most 
important elements, one interviewee named it as one of the least important. 
A similar interesting finding is that one interviewee considered 
‘confidentiality’ to be one of the most important contractual elements, while 
the other interviewees named ‘confidentiality’ as one of the least important 
contractual elements. Furthermore, there is also much variance regarding 
the contractual elements of ‘copyright of the film and secondary rights’, and 
‘commercial exploitation and distribution of the film’, since some of the 
interviewees considered them as the most important contractual elements 
while some of the interviewees considered them to be the least important 
contractual elements.  
 
Fourth, as a further interesting key difference, while carrying out the 
interviews, some interviewees considered the business issues to be most 
critical, while others considered the legal issues to be more critical at the 
beginning, when entering into an alliance. For the former group, the co-
producing partners negotiate how they carry out their international film co-
production in the first place, while for the latter, the co-producing partners 
are more concerned about legal issues and regulation and how such issues 
and regulation affect their international film co-production.  
 
Fifth, the interviewees experienced the assignment of priority listing 
rather difficult, since the argument was that all the different contractual 
elements are important and must be included in each co-production 
agreement, therefore, it is difficult to consider some to be more critical than 
the others. This is understandable and is the reason why here the attention 
is paid to the most and least important contractual elements and the aim 
has not been to try to make some kind of ‘final/official’ ranking of the 
contractual elements. This is also supported by the fact that international 
film co-productions may vary case by case as well as by the experiences of 
the interviewees on international film co-productions. This may also 
explain the variety of the priority listings. However, while collecting the 
empirical data, an interesting finding was that those interviewees who 
found the priority listing less difficult, were those who had a more 
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structured perspective about how to approach international film co-
productions. Therefore, in the opinion of the author of this study, the most 
interesting value of the priority listing of the contractual elements is to 
reflect upon which elements create the primary structure for an 
international film co-production.   
 
4.2.2.5. Challenging Elements, Uncertainties and Risks 
 
The interviewees experienced many different challenges relating to co-
production agreements. In a more detailed sense, the interviewees 
identified the following challenges: First, several interviewees argued that 
one of the most difficult elements to be agreed upon in a co-production 
agreement is profit participation i.e. the sharing of revenues, since co-
producing partners represent countries (or territories, as defined in co-
production agreements) that are highly different from each other 
particularly regarding size. It is usual that each co-producing partner may 
manage the exploitation and distribution of a film in its home country, and 
it could be easily agreed that each co-producing partner may also have the 
right to collect revenues from its home country. However, for example, in 
the case that the co-producing partners represent Finland (ca. 5 M 
inhabitants), Sweden (ca. 8 M inhabitants) and Germany (ca. 80 M 
inhabitants), the revenues arising from these territories may naturally vary 
greatly, and the co-producing partners may need to agree on the sharing of 
the revenues and also find a fair and equal solution in relation to the 
financing of each co-producing partner.  
 
Second, according to one interviewee, it is challenging to agree on the use 
of financing money in each co-producing country. Financiers often regulate 
the use of the financing money and require that such money need to be 
spent in the country of its origin. Therefore, co-producing partners need to 
make specific plans how to use the financing money in each country 
involved. Third, according to another interviewee, it is challenging to agree 
precisely on the sharing of tasks and responsibilities between co-producing 
partners in concrete terms. The objective is that all the tasks and 
responsibilities are clearly defined and not open to interpretations. As 
further pointed out by one interviewee, this also relates to the decision-
making right. Different issues may arise and need to be decided during the 
international film co-production process, and it is critical which co-
producing partner have the decision-making right and on what issues.  
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Fourth, a further challenge relating to co-production agreements argued 
by one interviewee is the applicable law and jurisdiction. For example, this 
has proved to be challenging when co-producing with a Russian co-
producing partner. Fifth, according to one interviewee, the right of ‘final 
cut’ (i.e. the right to accept the final version of a film) is always problematic 
and it is difficult to find a solution that would satisfy all the co-producing 
partners. The same interviewee further argued that it is common that a 
delegate producer has the right of ‘final cut’, but how much minority co-
producing partners may affect the final version of the film depends a lot 
case by case. Sixth, festival participation has also been experienced as a 
challenging element to be agreed upon between the co-producing partners. 
Further, as the seventh element, credits may cause difficulties between the 
co-producing partners. There are differences between countries and clearly 
agreeing on credits is recommended. However, it is not unusual for the co-
producing partners to also agree that credits vary between the co-producing 
partners’ countries.  
 
Finally, as argued by some of the interviewees, cash flow planning as well 
as recoupment scheduling has proved to be challenging. Regarding cash 
flow planning, each co-producing partner should be able to plan the cash 
flow for its own financial contribution and the delegate producer is usually 
responsible for gathering overall cash flow schedule. If the cash flow plan is 
not worked out properly, i.e. there are gaps between the financing money 
spent for film production expenses and financing coming into the 
production, this may cause enormous problems for international film co-
production. Regarding recoupment scheduling, it seems that there is much 
confusion and uncertainty regarding all the different financing schemes and 
practices of financiers in each co-producing country, and it is challenging to 
know when financial money should be recouped. In Finland, there is so 
called free money granted by the Finnish Film Foundation meaning that the 
granted money need not be repaid. This is, however, very exceptional, and 
therefore, it is important to understand all the repayment obligations and 
other regulations relating to the financing in order to avoid later surprises 
and further to understand better how the revenues are to be shared. As the 
recoupment schedule sets out the order of priority in which investors, 
financiers and co-producers are repaid for their loans and investments, the 
drafting of a recoupment schedule and taking into account each and every 
financier and/or other cooperating partner has proved to be a great 
challenge many times.  
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In a more common sense, according to one interviewee, the most 
challenging situations relating to co-production agreements have been 
identified to be those where one co-producing partner has demands that are 
not fair and equal to the other co-producing partners. As pointed out by 
another interviewee, fairness between co-producing partners should always 
be fulfilled. Moreover, one interviewee argued the biggest challenge to be 
managing a co-production agreement as an entirety. This perspective is also 
supported by another interviewee, since the whole content of a co-
production agreement should be managed in order to identify clearly the 
entirety of the agreement and own responsibilities to avoid, or at least to be 
prepared/acknowledge, possible risks. 
 
The interviewees were also asked to identify uncertainties and risks 
relating to co-production agreements. One interviewee argued the 
following:  
 
“The objective of the co-producing partners should always be that everything is 
covered and agreed upon in a co-production agreement to eliminate 
uncertainties in the future as well as possible.”  
 
Based on the experiences of the interviewees, it is recommendable that all 
the issues relating to international film co-production are discussed and 
dealt with as openly as possible, as argued above. One interviewee further 
supported the view that all the different scenarios should be imagined in 
order to avoid uncertainties and haziness later on during international film 
co-production. Furthermore, as pointed out by another interviewee, it is 
highly recommended that particularly in the case of a minority co-
producing partner, the obligations and responsibilities are clearly agreed 
upon in the co-production agreement. There are always uncertainties and 
risks that cannot be covered and prepared for, and therefore, by clearly 
specifying the responsibilities this may help to avoid unpleasant surprises, 
difficulties and unreasonable risks, if any, in the future.  
 
Based on the interviews, the uncertainties and risks most strongly 
identified by the interviewees seem to relate to money and financial issues. 
First, as pointed out by several interviewees, the biggest factor of 
uncertainty has been argued to be the uncertainty of receiving the planned 
financing, since normally a co-production agreement must be entered into 
before all the financing is secured for international film co-production. One 
interviewee strongly emphasized that this leads to the fact that it is highly 
recommended to plan a mechanism how an international film co-
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production is terminated in case of the lack of financing. It is not unusual 
that if one financier decides not to provide the planned financing, other 
financiers may follow the same and the whole international film co-
production may be in threat of being cancelled.  
 
Second, risks relate to the use of money. Based on the experience of one 
interviewee, in one case the delegate producer exceeded its budget and 
covered the extra costs by the extra money received from a financier that, 
however, naturally required the share of revenues as a compensation for the 
financing. This may easily lead to a situation where the percentages of 
revenue shares are re-divided in case the co-production agreement does not 
prohibit this. Since this kind of situation may easily happen, it is highly 
recommended that in the case of a minority co-producing partner, each 
producer should agree in the co-production agreement that where there is 
an exceeded budget by the delegate producer, this must not have any 
influence on the shares of copyright and revenues of the minority co-
producing partner.  
 
Finally, a co-producing partner may have financial difficulties relating to 
other film co-productions or other business operations of the firm. As 
pointed out by a small number of interviewees, it may be the case that the 
co-producing partner may get into crisis of their own, or the co-producing 
partner may go into bankruptcy. As stated by one more interviewee, the 
economical stability of a co-producing partner is always a risk, whether 
such partner can or cannot meet the responsibilities and duties. Therefore, 
as recommended by one interviewee, the co-producing partners should 
always remember to agree in the co-production agreement that the 
responsibilities and duties of the other co-producing partners must remain 
valid although one co-producing partner may be bankrupt or otherwise in 
financial difficulties and unable to meet its responsibilities.  
 
One more particular risk identified by one interviewee is that each co-
producing partner should take into account any contract to be made later 
on e.g. on distribution and sales of a film. Such other contracts must be 
consistent with the co-production agreement. Therefore, if possible, each 
co-producing partner should pay attention to what is required by e.g. any 
distributor of its home country in case said co-producing partner enters 
into an agreement with such distributor, in order to ensure that the co-
production agreement does not exclude any business opportunities of the 
co-producing partner. On the other hand, each co-producing partner must 
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not enter into a distribution agreement or any other agreement that is 
breaching a co-production agreement already valid and existing. 
 
4.2.3. Influence of Legal Regulation 
 
The most of the interviewees considered that they know and are aware of 
the basics of the legal regulation relating to international film co-
productions. The remaining part is lawyers’ responsibility. The other 
interviewees considered that they do not have much knowledge on legal 
regulation. Nevertheless, the interviewees experienced the legal regulation 
to have both positive and negative influences on their international film co-
productions. Based on the experiences of the interviewees, legal regulation 
has been identified as having an influence on the ownership shares and 
responsibilities/obligations. An official European co-production sets some 
requirements for the sharing of financing and ownership of the film 
according to the European Convention on Cinematographic Co-production. 
Further, financiers have their own requirements for the usage of financing 
in each country involved. Such requirements may affect international film 
co-productions at the very fundamental level; whether it is worth of 
cooperating or not.  
 
The interviewees have considered e.g. the Eurimages regulation as given 
and they strongly feel that it simply must be followed. The interviewees 
have further experienced that after once getting to know such regulation, it 
is then easier in the future to plan international film co-productions under 
the regulation. In other words, the regulation is considered to be a general 
rule that cannot be criticized. On the other hand, without the regulation, 
there may not be cooperation with some European countries that require 
the application of the multilateral treaties such as the European 
Convention. This results from the fact that national funds and film 
foundations require the application of international treaties.  
 
In general, it seems that several interviewees experienced the European 
Convention as a means to create a suitable basis for international film co-
productions in Europe. It may be even helpful, since based on the 
experience of one interviewee the European Convention has also provided a 
helpful basis for international film co-production with Russia. Other 
interviewees also found the European Convention to be a standardizing 
element for European film co-productions. However, as experienced by one 
interviewee, the influence has also been the opposite. For some co-
producing partners the application of the European Convention may be a 
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condition for providing their financing and being involved in international 
film co-production while others may prefer that the structure of the co-
production is not consistent with the European Convention.  
 
The most difficult experiences of the interviewees relate to the restrictions 
set by financiers. Their unfortunate experience is that co-production 
agreements have been drafted and international film co-productions been 
structured on the basis of the requirements set by the financiers and often 
there is not much negotiation involved. Especially the bigger countries in 
Europe, such as Germany, France and the UK, regulate much, and restrict 
the usage of financing, although in these countries there is also more 
financing money involved in international film co-productions. In addition 
to the above-mentioned positive experiences, there are also difficult 
experiences that relate to Eurimages as well as international legal 
regulation. First, it is considered that Eurimages restricts the compatible 
co-producing partners. For example, in case a producer might have 
cooperation with a media house, this is not possible under the Eurimages 
regulation. Second, in case the producer would want to establish a project 
company, Eurimages requires the fulfillment of certain conditions, which 
makes it impossible to carry out international film co-production through 
such a project company although such an arrangement could be 
advantageous for the film co-production. Third, according to one 
interviewee, the idea of legal regulation seems to exist to simplify issues 
relating to international film co-productions, but since national practices 
vary, the international legal regulation may complicate things instead. The 
same interviewee further argued that national practices should be 
consistent with each other and until this takes place properly, it is perceived 
that legal regulation complicates more than benefits. 
 
Finally, in order to manage all the contracting of international film co-
production, one interviewee has found a valuable solution of using a so-
called joint lawyer. At the beginning of an international film co-production 
each co-producing partner negotiates its co-production agreement by 
consulting their own lawyers, and thereafter, one lawyer is hired to manage 
the contracting of the international film co-production in accordance with 
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4.3.  Key Findings and Conclusions of the Study 
 
The conceptual framework on international film co-production alliance 
presented in Chapter 2.4. was prepared based on the research questions 
presented in Chapter 1.3. The purpose of this sub-chapter is to draw the key 
findings and conclusions of the empirical part of this case study of the 
Finnish film industry together in order to answer the three research 
questions.  
 
The first research question for this study was: “How does a co-production 
agreement function as a basis for and regulating an international film co-
production alliance?” 
 
Based on the empirical research, Finnish producers have experienced 
international film co-productions as international alliances and the use of a 
co-production agreement in international film co-production as a rather 
suitable way of creating such international cooperation. The use of a co-
production agreement has also been experienced as a rather standard way 
of managing international film co-productions among Finnish producers 
and is considered to be a universal mechanism. Based on the empirical 
data, without any exception, international film co-productions have been 
based on co-production agreements. Since Finnish producers considered a 
clear understanding of the structure of each international film co-
production and the roles of the co-producing partners to be important, a co-
production agreement is considered to provide the co-producing partners 
with a suitable as well as important way of structuring each international 
film co-production. This is achieved through the design of the co-
production agreement in order to take into consideration the relevant 
elements of each international film co-production in question.  
 
This also supports the argument of Ariño and Reuer (2004) that contract 
design is an essential part of alliance structuring. Moreover, as argued by 
Neumann and Appelgren (2002), since every film is unique and every co-
production agreement is a singular creation this also supports the 
significance of the design of a co-production agreement. On the other hand, 
such uniqueness may also be the reason why the use of a co-production 
agreement is experienced as functioning so well as a basis for international 
film co-production. Consequently, this certainly puts pressure on co-
producing partners to manage the use of a co-production agreement in 
order to understand that everything is thought through and covered, which 
further increases the significance of the skills and knowledge of each co-
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producing partner entering into a co-production agreement. Finnish 
producers emphasized the significance of the experience of international 
film co-productions by strongly arguing that they tend to look for co-
producing partners having such experience in order to make sure that 
international film co-productions are properly structured, co-production 
agreements are properly made, and the co-producing partners share a joint 
understanding of how to carry out each international film co-production. 
 
Moreover, this study has shown that the co-production agreement 
includes a great variety of issues that need to be dealt with and agreed 
upon, which leads to the fact that designing such an agreement may be a 
long and heavy process. This is easily considered to be an argument against 
the use of one comprehensive agreement as a basis for an entire 
international film co-production. However, at least the following three 
different reasons supporting the contrary view can be identified: First, in 
cases where the co-producing partners are obliged to enter into an 
agreement prior to when all the different issues are negotiated due to e.g. 
financial pressures, it seems to be highly recommendable for the co-
producing partners to use a deal memo to cover at least the primary 
elements (i.e. the rough basis for an international film co-production) and 
to include a statement that the contracting parties will enter into a proper 
agreement later on. This may make the contracting process more 
manageable. Second, there is often a case that different contractual 
provisions relate to each other, and therefore, it is more recommendable 
from the beginning to agree on all the different relevant issues at the same 
time as much as possible in order to form a proper and complete structure 
for the entire international film co-production. Finally, since it may be 
necessary to enter into international film co-production very promptly, this 
supports the suitability of using a co-production agreement as a basis for an 
international film co-production alliance rather than project companies or 
other operation forms that may be considered as representing a more 
steady way of doing international business, but instead may represent even 
longer and heavier processes.  
 
Especially from the legal perspective, a co-production agreement as a 
basis for and regulating an international film co-production can be 
supported by the fact that when using such an agreement the applicable law 
may be decided by the contracting parties while project companies would 
be strictly linked to their country of the origin. This may not make any 
difference, but it may give some freedom to the contracting parties to 
influence their international cooperation.   
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The second research question for this study was: “What are the business 
and legal issues relating to, and having influence upon, the use of co-
production agreements in international film co-productions from the 
Finnish film industry perspective?”. This research question was further 
divided into three more specific sub-questions: (a) “What are the key 
contractual elements of the international film co-productions?”, (b) “What 
is the legal regulation affecting the international film co-productions?”, 
and (c) “How does the legal regulation support or restrict international 
film co-productions?”. 
 
Based on the empirical data, in general, Finnish producers aim to agree 
upon the content of a co-production agreement in as detailed a manner as 
possible. Before specifying the key contractual elements of international 
film co-productions, it is noteworthy that one essential general element 
emphasized by Finnish producers and considered to be of importance is the 
consistent understanding of each contractual element between the co-
producing partners. 
 
Since a co-production agreement is considered to cover all the different 
issues relating to an international film co-production, such agreement 
includes a great number of issues that need to be agreed upon. At least 
based on the empirical data of the Finnish film industry, the notion that all 
the possible issues relating to an international film co-production are 
covered and agreed upon in a co-production agreement and the objective is 
to agree on the content of the co-production agreement as detailed as 
possible is strongly supported. More specifically, this study has shown that 
16 key contractual elements/provisions can be identified to be characteristic 
of the co-production agreements. Based on the empirical data, these key 
contractual elements may be categorized in terms of the most important 
ones, and those that are important but not to the extent of the most critical 
ones. The five most important contractual elements have been identified to 
be (1) contributions of the co-producing partners, (2) financing plan and 
cash flow, (3) budget, (4) profit participation/sharing, recoupment and 
collection of revenues, and (5) rights clearance. On the other hand, the least 
important contractual elements are considered to be (1) confidentiality, (2) 
the assignment of the agreement, (3) insurances, (4) credits, (5) 
termination, and (6) applicable law and dispute resolution. However, based 
on the empirical data, a priority listing was found to be rather difficult, 
since all the different contractual elements were considered to be important 
and critical and required to be included in each co-production agreement. 
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As an interesting finding, primarily, it was considered more important 
and critical either how to carry out an international film co-production in 
business terms or what the legal regulation and legal issues are affecting 
such international film co-production. This strongly supports the 
importance of combining business and legal perspectives both being 
important in order to properly understand the use of co-production 
agreements in international film co-production alliances.  
 
Regarding the legal regulation affecting international film co-productions, 
as this study has shown there are international law, national laws and 
different rules and regulations of financiers and other cooperating partners 
each having influence on international film co-productions. Table 2 
presented in Chapter 2.3.2.4. summarizes all the legal regulation that needs 
to be taken into consideration when entering into international film co-
productions from the Finnish film industry perspective, where Finnish law 
as applicable. Based on the empirical data, the legal regulation relating to 
international film co-productions has been experienced both positively and 
negatively by Finnish producers. Legal regulation has been considered as 
supportive by creating specific ruling for international film co-productions 
as some kind of standardizing element. Meanwhile, legal regulation has also 
been experienced as complicating opportunities to operate internationally 
and carry out international film co-productions.  
 
In order to argue the compatibility of the legal regulation and 
international film co-productions, the use of a co-production agreement is 
supported by the international legal regulation and international financing 
organizations, since international film co-productions are mostly regulated 
in such a way as to involve two or more production companies representing 
different countries. An option for the use of a co-production agreement 
could be to use a project company for international film co-production, but 
it is not recommended in the international regulation, since, as previously 
discussed in Chapter 2.3.2.3., in order to apply international financing 
support e.g. from Eurimages, the co-producing partners must represent 
different countries, and if they are represented by a joint project company, 
they are not eligible for such funding.   
 
Legal regulation has also had an influence especially on ownership shares 
and responsibilities/obligations. An official European co-production 
requires certain sharing of financing and ownership of a film according to 
the European Convention on Cinematographic Co-production. Moreover, 
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the financiers have their own requirements for usage of the financing in 
each country involved. This may affect international film co-productions at 
the very fundamental level, whether it is worth of cooperating or not. 
However, in general, Finnish producers have experienced international 
legal regulation, e.g. the European Convention, as a means to create a 
suitable basis for international film co-productions in Europe. Finnish 
producers also experience the European Convention to be a standardizing 
element for the European film co-productions. However, based on 
empirical research, international legal regulation has also restricted 
international film co-productions through eligibility criteria and 
international legal regulation has also been considered rather inflexible. 
Nevertheless, the most difficult experiences of Finnish producers relate to 
the restrictions set by the financiers. Their unfortunate experience is that 
international film co-productions have been structured and co-production 
agreements drafted on the basis of the requirements set by the financiers 
without much of negotiation involved, which mainly relates to the power 
position of such financiers and the necessity of their financing.  
 
The third research question presented in this study was: “What kind of 
model/framework could be presented in order to increase understanding 
of the Finnish film industry with regard to both business and legal 
management of international film co-productions and the use of co-
production agreements?”.  
 
The empirical data presented above support the validity of the conceptual 
framework of this study (see Chapter 2.4.) and it’s applicability to the film 
industry, at least from the Finnish film industry perspective. It seems that 
not just in theory but also in the real world the said framework illustrates 
the legal and business environment of co-production agreements used in 
international film co-production alliances. In other words, from the 
empirical perspective, the framework can also be considered as a tool for 
understanding the complex business and legal environment of international 
film co-production alliances where each co-producing alliance partner 
operates and enters into one or several co-production agreements.  
 
However, the challenge of understanding and managing such 
environment seems to relate most closely to the design of co-production 
agreements, and therefore, based on the overall research, the following 
figure, Figure 7, is presented as an attempt to illustrate how production 
company management could approach international film co-productions 
and the use of co-production agreements in order to be able to manage both 
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business and legal issues relating to such international cooperation. When 
contracting and designing a co-production agreement, in order to take into 
consideration both business and legal issues, it is suggested here that the 
production company management follows up the three different phases 
found in the process model, as illustrated in Figure 7. 
 
 
Phase 1       Formulating the basic structure 
 
Business        Identifying & decisions on the most relevant contractual elements  
     in order to create a basis for an international film co-production   
 
Legal       Identifying the applicable national & international legal regulation, 
     especially the mandatory legal regulation; 
     Identifying the rules & regulations of potential financiers & other 






Phase 2      Specifying the (overall) structure 
 
Business        Identifying & decisions on the next relevant contractual elements in  
     order to create an overall business structure for the international film 
     co-production 
 
Legal       Choice of the applicable law, identifying the dispositive national & 
     international legal regulation & making the deviating decisions (if 







Phase 3       Finalizing the complete structure 
 
Business       Identifying & decisions on the remaining contractual elements (more 
     standard ones) in order to finalize the structure for the international  
     film co-production 
 
Legal        Identifying the other agreements relating to the international film co- 
     production & ensuring the absence of any inconsistencies, completing 
     the co-production agreement 
 
 
Figure 7. Process model on the design and management of a co-production 
agreement combining the business and legal perspectives. 
 
 
Figure 7 suggests three different phases for the production company 
management to go forward from the phase 1 to the phase 3 as a co-
producing partner, whether acting as a delegate producer or as a minority 
co-producing partner, in order to manage different business and legal 
issues involved in an international film co-production and its co-production 
agreements.   
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In order to clarify more specifically the suggested model, during phase 1, 
co-producing partners are to formulate a basic structure for their 
international film co-production. This means that (a) from the business 
perspective, the co-producing partners identify and decide upon the most 
relevant contractual elements in order to create a basis for their 
international film co-production, and (b) from the legal perspective, the co-
producing partners identify the applicable national and international legal 
regulation and especially the existence of any mandatory legal regulation. 
In other words, during phase 1, the co-producing partners aim to decide a 
core frame and structure for their international film co-production, from 
both business and legal perspectives.  
 
During phase 2, a so-called overall structure is to be specified for the 
international film co-production. This means that (a) from the business 
perspective, the co-producing partners identify and decide upon the next 
relevant contractual elements to create an overall business structure for 
their international film co-production, and (b) from the legal perspective, 
the co-producing partners need to choose the law to be applied to their 
international film co-production, and while already aware of all the 
mandatory legal regulation the co-producing partners need to identify any 
dispositive national and international legal regulation relating to their 
international film co-production in order to make any deviating decisions, if 
applicable. In other words, during phase 2, the co-producing partners aim 
to decide how the international film co-production is carried out from both 
business and legal perspectives. From the legal perspective, as strongly 
suggested by the author of this study, it is recommended that the applicable 
law be decided at the beginning of phase 2, since such applicable law 
determines which legal regulation is to be applied, and therefore, may affect 
the content of the co-production agreement, especially through mandatory 
legal regulation.    
 
Finally, during phase 3, the complete structure for the international film 
co-production is to be finalized. This means that (a) from the business 
perspective, the co-producing partners identify and decide on the 
remaining contractual elements (i.e. more standard ones) for the 
international film co-production in order to finalize the business structure, 
and (b) from the legal perspective, the co-producing partners identify all the 
other agreements relating to the international film co-production in order 
to ensure that there are no inconsistencies, and further complete and sign 
the final co-production agreement. In other words, during phase 3, the co-
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producing partners aim to make sure that all the contractual elements have 
been agreed upon and covered by the co-production agreement. 
 
An interesting finding is that Finnish producers start drafting a written 
co-production agreement during each of the different phases depending on 
the producer in question; a few already during phase 1, some during phase 
2, and the remainder during phase 3. The author of this study recommends 
producers to start drafting a written co-production agreement at the end of 
phase 2 in order to first look for and negotiate a basic structure and to find 
out if mutual understanding between the potential co-producing partners 
on the basic terms can be achieved, and in case not, there is naturally no 
point in proceeding with concrete contracting. At the beginning of phase 2, 
there may still be conflicting interests and the potential co-producing 
partners may not find a mutual understanding on the overall structure, but 
before long while planning the international film co-production in phase 2, 
it is recommended that a start is made to drafting a written co-production 
agreement, when such drafting may also help to remind the co-producing 
partners of the different relevant issues to be agreed upon. Phase 3 is 
recommended in order to complete the co-production agreement and to 
make sure that all the relevant issues relating to the international film co-
production are covered and included in such agreement. 
 
As an interesting point, it is further noteworthy that the process model of 
different phases presented above could be applied not only to the Finnish 
film industry, but to the international film co-productions in general. By 
means of the suggested model, film production company management 
could better understand the management of international film co-
productions and co-production agreements from both business and legal 
perspectives, regardless of the nationality of the production company. 
Moreover, another interesting point is whether this process model could be 
applied to international alliances and alliance contracts in any other 
business fields and industries, representing an approach tool for the 
management of alliance contracts in general.  
 
Nevertheless, since this study is carried out from the Finnish film industry 
perspective and the empirical data provide this research with the 
experiences of the Finnish film producers, the model of different phases 
presented above may also be applied in more detail to the Finnish film 
industry. Any detailed use of the suggested model (referring to the 
significance of different contractual elements and the applicable legal 
regulation) relates the model to specific countries, as in this study to 
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Finland. The following figure, Figure 8, illustrates the different phases of 
the design of a co-production agreement from the business and legal 
perspectives as applied to the Finnish film industry. 
 
In order to clarify more specifically the suggested model (Figure 8) 
applied to the Finnish film industry, during phase 1, from the business 
perspective, the most relevant contractual elements have been identified to 
be ‘contributions of the co-producing partners’, ‘budget’, ‘financing plan 
and cash flow’, ‘rights clearance’ and ‘profit participation/sharing, 
recoupment and collection of revenues’ based on the empirical data of this 
study. In general, it seems that all these contractual elements strongly 
relate to the use of money, except the contractual provision relating to 
‘rights clearance’. Consequently, in general terms, an international film co-
production seems to be created strongly based on an agreement on the use 
of money, contributions (financial or any other) of the co-producing 
partners, and the clearance of rights in order to make it possible to co-
produce a film. From the legal perspective, the co-producing partners need 
to identify the applicable national and international legal regulation, 
especially the mandatory legal regulation, e.g. Finnish law as presented in 
Chapters 2.3.2.1. and 2.3.2.2., as well as the rules and regulations of 
potential financiers, especially the mandatory regulation, e.g. in case of the 
Finnish film industry, the relevant rules and regulations presented in 
Chapter 2.3.2.3.     
 
Based on the empirical data of this study, during phase 2, from the 
business perspective, the next relevant contractual elements have been 
identified to be ‘film/production specifications’, ‘production schedule’, 
‘copyright of the film and secondary rights’, ‘commercial exploitation and 
distribution of the film’ and ‘materials and the delivery’. Consequently, in 
general terms, an overall business structure for an international film co-
production seems to be created strongly based on an agreement on how 
such co-production is carried out in practice, in concrete terms, as well as 
how the rights in and to the film are shared between the co-producing 
partners. From the legal perspective, it is recommended that the co-
producing partners make the choice of applicable law as well as deviating 
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Phase 1       Formulating the basic structure 
 
Business        Identifying & decisions on the most relevant contractual elements  
     in order to create a basis for an international film co-production   
     - Contributions of the co-producing partners 
- Budget 
- Financing plan & cash flow 
- Rights clearance 
- Profit participation/sharing, recoupment & collection of revenues 
 
Legal       Identifying the applicable national & international legal regulation, 
     especially the mandatory legal regulation 
- Finnish law as applicable: Legal regulation presented in Chapters 
   2.3.2.1. & 2.3.2.2. 
- Any other country’s law: Identifying the applicable legal regulation 
     Identifying the rules & regulations of potential financiers & other 
     cooperating partners, especially the mandatory regulation  
- The Finnish film industry perspective: Relevant rules & regulations 




Phase 2      Specifying the (overall) structure 
 
Business        Identifying & decisions on the next relevant contractual elements in  
     order to create an overall business structure for the international film 
     co-production 
- Film/production specifications 
- Production schedule 
- Copyright of the film & secondary rights 
- Commercial exploitation & distribution of the film 
- Materials & the delivery 
 
Legal       Choice of the applicable law, identifying the dispositive national & 
     international legal regulation & making the deviating decisions (if 
     applicable) 
- Recommendation of choosing the law best known as applicable 
  (e.g. Finnish law) 
- Making the deviating decisions (if any) on dispositive national & 




Phase 3       Finalizing the complete structure 
 
Business       Identifying & decisions on the remaining contractual elements (more 
     standard ones) in order to finalize the structure for the international  
     film co-production 
- Insurances 
- Credits (on screen) 
- Confidentiality 
- Termination 
- Assignment of the agreement 
- Applicable law & dispute resolution 
 
Legal        Identifying the other agreements relating to the international film co- 
     production & ensuring the absence of any inconsistencies, completing 
     the co-production agreement 
- Identifying the other co-production agreements & agreements  
  with financiers & other cooperating partners to be consistent 
  with each other 
- Finalizing the agreement & identifying the duly authorized 
   signatories 
 
 
Figure 8. Process model on the design and management of a co-production 
agreement combining the business and legal perspectives applied to the Finnish 
film industry. 
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During phase 3, from the business perspective, the remaining contractual 
elements have been identified as ‘insurances’, ‘credits’, ‘confidentiality’, 
‘termination’, ‘assignment of the agreement’ and ‘applicable law and 
dispute resolution’. Consequently, in general terms, a complete structure 
for an international film co-production seems to be finalized by agreeing on 
more standard contractual elements that are important but not that 
essential to determining the way each international film co-production is 
carried out. From the legal perspective, the co-producing partners need to 
make sure that there are no inconsistencies between different agreements 
relating to the international film co-production, including any other co-
production agreements and any agreements with financiers and other 
cooperating partners in order to finalize and sign the co-production 
agreement.   
 
As the final point, albeit a very interesting one, based on the empirical 
data, the contractual element relating to ‘applicable law and dispute 
resolution’ has been identified to be among the least important contractual 
elements, although, as this study has shown, applicable law and jurisdiction 
play rather critical role from the legal perspective. This also supports the 
value of combining business and legal studies in order to increase 
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5. CONTRIBUTIONS AND IMPLICATIONS  
    OF THE STUDY  
 
This final chapter of the doctoral thesis aims to conclude the overall 
research by beginning with the presentation of the theoretical contributions 
of the study. Further, the managerial implications of the study are 
presented, followed by suggestions for further studies. 
 
 
5.1.  Theoretical Contributions 
 
The theoretical contributions of this study are presented as follows.  
 
First and as a particularly valuable contribution, this study represents a 
multidisciplinary study by providing a combination of business and legal 
perspectives to the research area. Studying international film co-production 
alliances and co-production agreements used in such alliances influenced 
by the international legal environment provides together a valuable basis 
for the study. The business and legal academic degrees of the author of this 
study have enabled a combination of a business and legal approach to 
studying the subject area, and further enabled a more profound 
examination of collaborative agreements used in alliances from both 
business and legal perspectives; as applied to international film co-
productions and the Finnish film industry. In order to emphasize the 
significance of multidisciplinary studies, the value of such studies has been 
recognized, e.g. by Argyres and Mayer (2007) who have pointed out the 
challenge of combining legal and business perspectives as business and 
legal scholars often study contracting issues extensively, but separately. 
Business and legal studies have not been combined to increase 
understanding of collaborative agreements used in alliances and 
furthermore applied to international film co-productions, which makes this 
study unique.  
 
Carrying out a multidisciplinary study is certainly challenging, since 
defining clearly its scope, including many limitations and exclusions, is 
essential to ensure the integrity and consistency of the research. This study 
has been an attempt to explore the research area from an extensive 
perspective, although a rather purposeful one. Based on the literature 
review and the legal structure discussed in Chapter 2, a conceptual 
framework has been first proposed to support the understanding of 
international film co-production alliances that are based on co-production 
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agreements and influenced by different legal regulation. Further, based on 
the empirical findings, a model has been proposed in order to identify 
different phases of the design of a co-production agreement combining the 
business and legal perspectives, one to be applied to the international film 
co-productions in general and another to be applied to the Finnish film 
industry. Hopefully, this study has been able to indicate the relevance of 
and need for multidisciplinary studies combining the business and legal 
perspectives at least in the area of alliance contracting.      
 
Second, this research represents a study within the field of international 
alliances and alliance contracting, and contributes to the literature and 
empirical research on the use of collaborative agreements in international 
alliances. Although studies have been carried out dealing with contracting 
and alliance contracts, as previously illustrated in the literature review, only 
recently has more focus been directed to particular contractual features and 
the design of alliance contracts (see e.g. Reuer & Ariño, 2007; Ariño & 
Reuer, 2004; Mayer, 2006). As argued by Ariño and Reuer (2004:37), 
“contract design is an essential part of alliance structuring”.  
 
Moreover, regarding the actual content of each alliance contract, 
contractual provisions of each business contract are essentially a matter of 
express agreement between the contracting parties and which provisions 
are included in each contract is critical. As argued by Ariño and Reuer 
(2004), little attention has been paid to the alliance structuring aspects, 
such as the choice of the contractual provisions regulating the alliance 
relationship. This is further supported by Reuer et al. (2006:307) who state 
that “little is known about the contents of alliance contracts”. However, this 
study contributes to the body of research on the design of alliance contracts 
by studying co-production agreement as an alliance contract used in 
international film co-production alliances as well as the contractual 
provisions characteristic to and important for such co-production 
agreement. As argued in this study, since much depends on the alliance 
contract in question, what should be included therein, only by looking more 
closely at each business transaction can more specific information be given. 
Particularly different from the previous research, this study focuses on the 
use of co-production agreements specifically in the film industry, and 
therefore, extends the recent research on particular contractual features of 
alliance contracts by studying the key contractual provisions of co-
production agreements. Regardless of the diverse research on alliance 
contracts, there has not been any prior study on how one specific 
international alliance is structured based on and managed by an alliance 
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contract, an examination of which contractual provisions are included in 
such contract, and how the design of such contract could be approached 
and carried out by including the film industry as the case, international film 
co-production as the international alliance, and co-production agreement 
as the alliance contract.  
 
As the third contribution, this research represents not just a study within 
the field of alliances and alliance contracting but is explicitly applied and 
contributes to the film industry: the Finnish film industry in this case. To 
date research on international co-productions within the film industry has 
been very modest and small in number. Unfortunately, as pointed out by 
Morawetz et al. (2007), despite the increasing global prominence of 
international film co-productions, thus far the literature has taken little 
account of the phenomenon and what has been undertaken remains largely 
focused on national industries, and in particular on the US majors. 
However, this study has redressed this criticism by providing a 
multidisciplinary research approach to international film co-productions 
within the film industry. Based on the empirical data, there has also been 
strong support for the need of research on international film co-
productions. The production companies enter into international film co-
productions with an objective to cooperate internationally on a long-term 
basis. This study has shown that there is a clear need for an understanding 
of the co-producing partners on the structure of the international film co-
productions from both business and legal perspectives.  
 
This study has further shown that a co-production agreement plays a 
critical role determining the basis and guidelines for an international film 
co-production and this study has particularly emphasized how 
comprehensive and diversified co-production agreements really are. 
Although this study is carried out by employing the Finnish film industry as 
the case, some key findings may also be applied to international film co-
productions in general. International film co-productions worldwide are an 
enormous area of international business, and this study has put one more 
effort to create doctoral level research focused on the film industry.  
 
Fourth, this research also represents a study within the field of law and 
contributes to legal studies by examining the legal regulation relating and 
applicable to international film co-productions from the Finnish film 
industry perspective. Accordingly, the study has explored, from the Finnish 
film industry perspective, international law including international treaties 
and conventions, Finnish law as national law on contracts, copyrights and 
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applicable law and jurisdiction, as well as the rules and regulations set by 
various financiers, in order to create a coherent vision and understanding of 
the legal environment of international film co-productions that influence 
co-production agreements.  
 
Finally, this study has shown the research subject to be a many-sided 
environment in which to manage, and a challenge for a single doctoral 
thesis. In the opinion of the author, this can be especially evaluated on the 
basis of the following:  
  
In order to critically analyze this study, detailed analysis of each 
contractual element of a co-production agreement has not been carried out. 
It has been acknowledged by the author that more specific research on each 
contractual element could provide additional valuable knowledge of the 
research area. However, several contractual elements that are characteristic 
of co-production agreements could provide a researcher with an extensive 
area for doctoral studies, copyrights as one good example. Therefore, a 
conscious limitation has been accepted as part of the research undertaking. 
Another noteworthy aspect regarding contractual elements of co-
production agreements is the fact that this study has not examined any 
concrete real-life co-production agreements and the actual contractual 
elements included in such agreements made by Finnish production 
companies involved in international film co-productions. This choice was 
made due to the fact that the Finnish producers refused to provide the 
author with their confidential data including co-production agreements, 
and therefore, and as discussed above, it was decided to carry out a single-
case study. However, it is worth noting that this does not mean that a single 
case study setting would make this research any less important. A more in-
depth case study of international film co-productions including an 
examination and analysis of co-production agreements would create a 
different approach to the research area. Interviewing as many Finnish 
producers as possible that have experience of and been involved with one or 
many international film co-productions provides more comprehensive 
empirical data on different international film co-productions than multiple 
cases with thinner data.   
 
Furthermore, since the empirical data are limited to the Finnish film 
industry, interviews from abroad could have provided valuable results. This 
is acknowledged by the author, since there are many production companies, 
e.g. in the Nordic countries, active in international film co-productions that 
certainly would be able to provide valuable information. However, as 
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previously argued, the multidisciplinary approach and the legal perspective 
of this study required limitation in order to enable the proper analysis of 
the applicable legal regulation, and therefore, limiting the research to the 
Finnish film industry was a conscious decision. 
 
A further relevant critical aspect is that this research cannot be compared 
with any specific previous studies of the research area, and therefore; in this 
respect it cannot provide any particular supportive or critical arguments for 
any previous studies. However, hopefully the study inspires other 
researchers in the research area to develop comparable studies in order to 
explore whether such studies provide support for the findings of this study 
or challenge them.  
 
 
5.2.  Managerial Implications 
 
The combination of business and legal perspectives specifically makes the 
research area of this study interesting and worthy of study as the empirical 
study has shown. Based on the empirical data, a co-production agreement 
seems to play more than just a role of a standard business contract, since 
the design of a co-production agreement pushes the contracting parties to 
go into and agree on the variety of different issues relating to their 
international film co-production. Production companies should take into 
consideration both business and legal issues which both strongly determine 
international film co-productions and co-production agreements as well as 
relate to each other. Since a co-production agreement forms the frame and 
rules for an international film co-production alliance, the content of the co-
production agreement should not be overlooked. Moreover, since 
international film co-productions, and consequently also co-production 
agreements, vary case by case, it is a challenging task for production 
company management to design a co-production agreement for each case. 
 
How well each co-producing partner is aware of all different issues 
involved seems to depend on the skills and knowledge of each partner. This 
study has strongly emphasized the importance of understanding and 
agreeing upon all the different elements relating to international film co-
productions. The co-producing partners should always share a clear joint 
understanding of how to carry out each international film co-production. 
Where co-producing partners are not familiar with all the different 
elements relating to their international film co-productions, this may easily 
lead to a situation wherein the co-producing partners fail to agree on some 
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even highly critical issues when forming a co-production agreement and 
international film co-production alliance. In such case, the co-producing 
partners are forced to agree upon the missing elements later during the 
international film co-production, which may cause difficulties and 
unnecessary risks to the co-producing partners. It cannot be emphasized 
enough how important it is that all the relevant issues are agreed upon and 
covered, and that the content of each co-production agreement is consistent 
with what has been agreed upon, and does not include anything open to 
interpretations.  
 
Based on this study, the author of this study recommends highly that 
production company management takes the time to carefully agree on the 
different issues relating to their international film co-productions as well as 
carefully design their co-production agreements. Supported by the study, 
although each co-production agreement may vary a lot, it is very helpful to 
manage such agreements if the production company management is 
familiar with the key contractual elements relating to international film co-
productions, which elements seem to be highly characteristic ones based on 
this study. Although there is still variety relating to how to agree on each 
contractual element, recognizing the different elements and knowing the 
basics is recommended in order to be able understand and manage the 
formation of an international film co-production as well as the design of a 
co-production agreement. When the production company management is 
familiar with at least the basic structure of a co-production agreement and 
its key contractual elements and understands the legal challenges relating 
to international film co-productions, it is a great advantage for the 
management in order to be able to understand international film co-
productions as more or less complicated cases.         
 
Based on the research findings, Figure 7 depicted in Chapter 4.3. presents 
a tool for production companies for the overall management of a co-
production agreement in terms of an international film co-production 
alliance. By means of the suggested model, film producers could better 
understand the management of international film co-productions from both 
business and legal perspectives. This applies not only to the Finnish film 
industry, but also in general. Any detailed use of the suggested model 
relates the model to specific countries, and Figure 8, also presented in 
Chapter 4.3., illustrates the model of the different phases of the design of a 
co-production agreement applied to the Finnish film industry. 
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One specific issue relating to the suggested model referred to above that is 
especially worth pointing out is the cognition of all the other agreements 
relating to international film co-production when designing a co-production 
agreement. Based particularly on the work experience of the author, 
unfortunately this may often be forgotten. In the author’s opinion, 
production company management should always remember to pay special 
attention to ensuring the absence of any inconsistencies between all the 
collaborative agreements (co-production agreements, financing 
agreements, etc.) involved in international film co-production when 
designing any co-production agreement for such film co-production.   
 
From the legal perspective in particularly, this study has shown that the 
importance of the choice of the applicable law cannot be emphasized 
enough. The applicable law has received surprisingly little attention and 
Finnish producers have not considered the choice of applicable law to be 
very important compared to other contractual elements relating to 
international film co-productions. Only one interviewee considered the 
contractual element of applicable law and dispute resolution to be among 
the five most important contractual elements of a co-production agreement. 
It is worth remembering that the choice of the applicable law may play a 
very critical role, since the law that is decided to be applicable may have 
influence on international film co-production, and therefore, it should be 
known very thoroughly.   
 
 
5.3.  Suggestions for Further Research 
 
Some suggestions for further research have already been referred to above 
when relating to the different aspects of the study. The following 
suggestions for further studies are made to point some issues very closely 
related to the research:  
 
First, geographically, this study focuses on the Finnish film industry. This 
is especially due to the limitation necessary to be made relating to the study 
on applicable legal regulation, and in this study the legal regulation relating 
to the Finnish film industry is examined. However, it would be interesting 
to know how the findings would differ between countries. Furthermore, as 
previously discussed above, it would be interesting to compare the findings 
of this study, especially the suggested process model (see Figure 7), to those 
relating to any other business field or industry concerned with the 
management of international alliances and alliance contracts. Second, as 
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previously presented in Chapter 3.1., the case study setting of this study was 
changed from a multiple-case study to a single-case study. In order to 
increase the understanding of international film co-productions and the use 
of co-production agreements, findings from a multiple-case study, would be 
interesting and would provide different kinds of contributions. Third, each 
key contractual provision could also be examined in more detail i.e. how co-
producing partners agree on such provisions in co-production agreements. 
This study has focused on identifying the key contractual provisions dealt 
with in co-production agreements, but does not study e.g. how such key 
elements are agreed upon in such agreements.  
 
Fourth, from a process perspective of alliances, this study focuses on the 
contracting part of the alliance process, and attention is not directed e.g. to 
the reasons, motives and/or rationales leading to international cooperation 
in the film industry and international film co-productions. Further, the 
study has not focused on studying how the most appropriate alliance 
partner is chosen, i.e. partner selection is not studied herein, since this 
study focuses on the use of co-production agreements between co-
producing alliance partners. However, studies of the areas of alliance 
research in relation to international film co-productions mentioned above 
could also provide the film industry with valuable information. Fifth, nor 
does the study pay attention to language and other issues and whether they 
have a positive or negative influence on international cooperation in the 
film industry. However, such a research area could also be a valuable theme 
of study. Finally, relating to the research on contracting, the meaning of 
trust in international film co-productions would also be worthy of study, as 
would negotiations and the contracting process itself from a cross-cultural 
perspective. 
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THE INTERVIEW QUESTIONS  
 
(Please note that the interviews were carried out in Finnish language.) 
 
 
I  Background  
      (Tausta)  
 
 Producer & production company  
(Tuottaja, tuotantoyhtiö) 
 
 How many international film co-productions have you been involved in 
(films, premieres, countries involved)?  
(Kuinka monessa kansainvälisessä yhteistuotannossa olette olleet mukana 
(elokuvat, ensi-illat, mukana olleet maat)?) 
 
 
II  International Film Co-Production as an Alliance  
       (Kansainvälinen elokuvayhteistuotanto yhteistyökumppanuutena) 
 
 Do you consider international film co-productions as alliances?  
(Koetteko elokuvien kansainväliset yhteistuotannot yhteistyökumppa-
nuuksina?) 
 
 How do you experience temporally an international film co-
production/co-production alliance? An estimate of the duration.  
(Miten koette kansainvälisen yhteistuotannon/yhteistyökumppanuuden 
aikajänteenä? Arvio kestosta.) 
 
 What are the most important/critical elements relating to an 
international film co-production in your opinion? What are the 
challenges relating to international film co-productions in your opinion? 
(Mitkä ovat mielestänne merkittävimmät/kriittisimmät tekijät 
kansainvälisessä yhteistuotantokumppanuudessa? Mitkä ovat mielestänne 
kansainvälisten yhteistuotantokumppanuuksien haasteet?) 
 
 How important is the contracting phase of an international film co-
production? Are there any cultural differences? 
(Kuinka tärkeä sopimusvaihe on kansainvälisessä yhteistuotannossa? Onko 
mahdollisia kulttuurillisia eroja?) 
 
 
III  Co-Production Agreements 
         (Yhteistuotantosopimukset) 
 
 How many of your international film co-productions are based on a co-
production agreement? How about the others?  
(Kuinka monta kansainvälistä yhteistuotantoanne perustuu yhteistuotanto-
sopimukseen? Miten muut?) 
 
 How does a co-production agreement function as a basis for an 
international film co-production? Pros and cons?  
(Kuinka yhteistuotantosopimus toimii kansainvälisen yhteistyökumppa-
nuuden perustana? Myötä- ja vasta-argumentit?) 
 
 In what phase does international cooperation start vs. the co-producing 
partners draft and enter into a co-production agreement? What is the 
time used for the development of an international film co-production vs. 
166
   
the time used for drafting a co-production agreement? Overlapping vs. 
successive? 
(Missä vaiheessa kansainvälinen yhteistyö alkaa vs. yhteistuotantosopimus 
laaditaan? Mikä on kansainvälisen yhteistyön kehittelyyn vs. sopimuksen 
laadintaan käytetty aika? Päällekkäistä vs. perättäistä?) 
 
 Who/which co-producing partner drafts a co-production agreement? 
Who participate in contracting/negotiations? 
(Kuka laatii yhteistuotantosopimuksen? Ketkä osallistuvat sopimuksen 
tekemiseen/neuvotteluihin?) 
 
 What are the most important/critical elements relating to co-
production agreements? Why?  
(Mitkä ovat merkittävimmät/kriittisimmät elementit yhteistuotanto-
sopimuksissa? Miksi?) 
 
 Put the key elements of a co-production agreement in order of 
importance. See the list. 
(Mikä on mielestänne yhteistuotantosopimusten elementtien/sopimusehtojen 
tärkeysjärjestys? Ks. lista.) 
 
 What are, why and how the most challenging elements relating to co-
production agreements? On what elements the co-producing partners 
disagree the most? 
(Mitkä ovat, miksi ja miten haastavimmat/hankalimmat elementit 
yhteistuotantosopimuksissa? Mistä on eniten erimielisyyttä?) 
 
 What kind of uncertainties relate to co-production agreements? How 
the uncertainties influence such co-production agreements?  
(Mitä epävarmuustekijöitä liittyy yhteistuotantosopimuksiin? Miten ne 
vaikuttavat yhteistuotantosopimuksiin?)  
 
 What kind of risks relate to international film co-productions to be paid 
special attention to regarding co-production agreements?  
(Mitä riskejä liittyy yhteistuotantoihin, jotka tulisi erityisesti huomioida 
yhteistuotantosopimuksissa?) 
 
 How pleased have you been with the final content of the co-production 
agreements? How well/poorly the content of the co-production 
agreements has been agreed upon? How well the content of the co-
production agreement has been consistent with what has been agreed 
upon? 
(Kuinka tyytyväinen olette olleet yhteistuotantosopimusten lopulliseen 
sisältöön? Kuinka hyvin/huonosti sopimusten sisältö on saatu sovittua? 
Kuinka sopimuksen sisältö vastaa sovittua?) 
 
 What is the value of a co-production agreement? What is the meaning of 
the content of a co-production agreement after the co-production 
agreement has been entered into? 
(Millainen on yhteistuotantosopimuksen merkitys? Mikä on yhteis-
tuotantosopimuksen sopimussisällön merkitys sopimuksenteon jälkeen?)  
 
 When the content of co-production agreements is agreed upon at more 
detailed level and when at more general level? What factors affect? 
(Milloin yhteistuotantosopimusten sisältö sovitaan tarkemmin/kattavammin, 






IV  Legal Regulation  
        (Juridinen sääntely) 
 
 How well do you know the legal regulation relating to your international 
film co-productions?  
(Miten hyvin tunnette kansainvälisten yhteistuotantojenne osalta juridisen 
sääntelyn?) 
 
 How legal regulation has influenced international film co-productions 
and/or co-production agreements? 
(Miten juridinen sääntely on vaikuttanut kansainvälisiin yhteistuotantoihin 
ja/tai yhteistuotantosopimuksiin?)  
 
 Has legal regulation caused any challenges/difficulties for your 
international film co-productions? If so, what kind of? 
(Onko juridinen sääntely aiheuttanut kansainvälisille yhteistuotannoillenne 
haasteita/hankaluuksia? Jos on, millaisia?) 
 
 Has there been any benefits/help for your international film co-
productions resulting from legal regulation? 






A list of elements/contractual provisions of co-production 
agreements 
(Lista yhteistuotantosopimuksen elementeistä/sopimusehdoista) 
 
Please put the elements of co-production agreements in order of 
importance (the most important is number 1 and the least important 
is number 16): 
(Järjestä elementit tärkeysjärjestykseen 1-16 (tärkein 1, vähiten tärkein 
16)) 
 
___ Film/production specifications 
___ Contributions of the co-producing partners  
___ Production schedule  
___ Budget 
___ Financing plan & cash flow 
___ Rights clearance (script, music, etc.) 
___ Copyright of the film & secondary rights 
___ Commercial exploitation & distribution of the film 
___ Materials & the delivery 
___ Profit participation/sharing, recoupment & collection of  
    revenues 
___ Insurances  
___ Credits (on screen) 
___ Confidentiality 
___ Termination 
___ Assignment of the agreement 

































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































KEY WEB PAGES AND WEB DATABASES 
 
 
The European Audiovisual Observatory 
http://www.obs.coe.int 
 
The Finnish legislation 
http://www.finlex.fi 
 
The European Union law 
http://eur-lex.europa.eu 
 






The MEDIA Programme 
http://ec.europa.eu/media 
 
Nordisk Film & TV Fond 
http://www.nordiskfilmogtvfond.com 
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